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Abstract 

 

Knowledge, creativity and Internet are the notions which have won a strong position in modern 

business life. Collaboration of all these notions is indispensible part of working process in 

Computer games industry, where technology and art tightly coexist. Development of new Web 

2.0 tools and applications (blogs, wikis, forums –the most well-known of it) attracted a big 

attention and opened up new possibilities and horizons for business – from marketing to 

innovations.  

Web 2.0 tools and applications, what are they - a big fuss or real participants of working 

processes? This study investigates how Internet and Web 2.0 tools are used during knowledge 

creation and game development process in Computer games industry. These issues in Computer 

games industry were not widely covered in literature previously.    

The literature review section provides theoretical framework for the study. It includes overview 

of game development and knowledge creation processes and their facilitating factors, Internet 

and Web 2.0 tools, which could support and enable work. Exploitation of case-study research 

method provides the possibility to investigate and compare working processes in two companies, 

which are situated in different countries and develop games for different gamers. ArtofCrime is a 

Danish company which creates no-violent detective games for teens. Latvian AmberGames 

develops fantasy strategy games. The author intentionally chose companies which develop on-

line games as they might be better acquainted with Internet technologies. The author conducted 9 

interviews and received 10 answered questionnaires from professionals who take part in the 

game development process. Besides, some direct observations were made by author at the office 

of ArtofCrime. Aforementioned materials formed primary data for the research.  

Conducted study revealed some working characteristics incident for Computer games. These 

features influence knowledge creation process and use of Internet in it.  

The conclusion of the work shows that Internet is widely used in working process and 

knowledge creation, however, the pattern of Web 2.0 tools is rather standard. Internet and Web 

2.0 technologies are mainly passively used and all possibilities of Web 2.0 applications are not 

exploited for knowledge creation process.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction  

1.1  Introduction 

 

It is difficult to imagine a modern life- both business and private, without Internet. In business it 

has won its strong position and opened up new potentials with turning to the Web 2.0 phase. 

Now possibilities of Web 2.0 services could be used in various ways from marketing to 

innovations and seem to contribute substantially to business processes.  

 

However, possessing the advanced technologies for making bread is not enough to bake a tasty 

one. Good recipe developed for years and some backing ruses is what helps to perform a great 

result. These ruses, in other words knowledge, is concentrated and produced by employees and 

help companies to prosper. Thereby innovations, creativity, new technologies, Internet and 

knowledge are considered to be valuable sources and critical in competitive battles for 

companies. 

Computer games Industry is a good example of an Industry, where all aforementioned notions 

are essential for success. No matter what size a computer game developing company is, it needs 

to create capturing and interesting outcomes in order to surprise customers and stay aswim in the 

highly competitive environment on computer games market. Every new computer game could be 

called innovative as it differs from previous and is underpinned by advanced technologies. Here 

‘The art challenges the technology, and the technology inspires the art.
1
’ These companies 

should skillfully manage their technical and creative resources and set work in that way, where 

creativity will prosper and technologies will support it. The process of knowledge creation and 

sustaining creativity should be paid a specific attention, as appropriate environment and helpful 

management impacts are favorable conditions for new great ideas. New creative ideas are more 

likely to be born when already existed knowledge is seen from the different angle (Vicari and 

Troilo, 2000).The challenge for management is to explore proficiently and use all resources of 

the company to produce worthy product in highly competitive environment and tough time 

limits. 

Therefore it seems to be rather interesting to follow and research game developing processes and 

knowledge creation during it. Besides, as technologies play a pivotal role side by side with 

creativity, have Internet and Web 2.0 tools taken their positions in working processes?   

 

                                                           
1
 http://www.newyorker.com/online/blogs/newsdesk/2011/10/steve-jobs-pixar.html 
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1.2. Aim of the thesis 

The aim of the study is to research knowledge creation game development and use of Internet at 

firms, operating within Computer games industry. Computer games industry was chosen due to 

the several reasons: 

 Even though Computer games are considered to be the fastest growing  and promising 

among Creative industries they still have been paid little attention by scholars , especially in the 

Knowledge management field.   

 Working in this Industry requires tight interaction of creative and technical specialists, 

therefore, the process of knowledge creation might have its specific features and is considered to 

be interesting for research. 

 Now more and more Computer games are made to be played on-line. Besides, work on 

game development requires using of advanced technologies and soft-ware. Therefore, the use of 

Internet and Web 2.0 technologies seem to be rather promising for professionals from the 

Industry.  

Thereby the thesis aims to investigate the process of knowledge creation in game development: 

what the main steps of game development are, how they correspond to knowledge creation 

process. What advantages for knowledge creation process could provide new Web 2.0 tools and 

are they actually used?   As the industry produces games to be played in Internet, how Internet 

and Web 2.0 possibilities are used by professionals in their work? 

 

1.3. The research question 

 

Taking into consideration the aim of the thesis the research question is: 

 

 How are Internet and Web 2.0 tools used in knowledge creation and game development 

process in Computer games industry? 

 

1.4. Chapters guide line  

Chapter 2: Literature review 

The chapter gives the description of the state-of-the-art in the Computer games industry and 

formulates the theoretical background of the study. The chapter includes literature review on the 

following topics: 
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 Presentation of the Creative Industries, their peculiarities and distinctive features. 

Hereafter the overview of Digital games industry follows. The process of game development 

and management’s specificity are scrutinized. 

 Knowledge creation perspective, favourable conditions for knowledge creation.  

 Web 2.0 and knowledge creation process, Web 2.0 tools and its applicability for 

knowledge creation process.  

 

Chapter 3: Methodology 

This chapter describes methodological approach which was chosen for implementation of the 

study.  

 Description of the Case study methodology design 

 Explanation of the data collection process 

 

Chapter 4: Empirical data and analyses 

The description of the cases and empirical data are presented in the Chapter. Besides, the chapter 

includes the analyses of the empirical data from two case companies: 

 ArtofCrime (Denmark) 

 AmberGames (Latvia) 

 

Chapter 5: Discussion 

This chapter presents the discussion about main findings figured out in the empirical data and 

analyses chapter, the similarities and differences of two cases, comparison with findings from 

similar works.  

Chapter 6: Conclusion  

The final chapter of the study formulates answer to the research question and general finding of 

the work. 
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Chapter 2 Literature review 

 

This part provides theoretical background to the work and research question. Peculiarities of 

Creative and Cultures Industries are described. As the author focuses on Computer games in her 

research the notion ”Computer games” and main phases in the game development process are 

described and analyzed. The author introduces and compares several knowledge creation models. 

Besides, Web 2.0 technologies and tools are scrutinized into the relation to the Knowledge 

creation process.  

 

2.1 Creative industries and Cultural industries 

 

The notion ‘Creative Industries’ was introduced in the beginning of 1990 in Australia with ideas 

of democratization of culture(in the commerce context) and changes in technologies, resulted 

bringing arts into the contact with large-scale industries like media entertainment (Hartley 

John,2005, creative industries and economic evolution, Potts,2011).  

Caves (2000) defines Creative Industries (CI) as those that supply goods and services which 

bears cultural, artistic or entertainment value. Thereby technologies, business and arts are main 

defining components of CI. 

  

The special case of CI are Cultural industries, where the end outcome has a symbolic content ( 

for example songs, images, stories, poems etc) - as a result such attributes of goods as design, 

aesthetics and narrative content influence the success on the market. Besides, Cultural industries 

employ artistically creative people-‘symbol creators’, in other words those, who pose skills for 

creating a symbolic content (Hesmondhalgh D, 2007). ‘Cultural industries relate to the creation, 

production and commercialization of the products of human creativity, which are copied and 

reproduced by industrial processes and worldwide mass distribution’ (Pol, H. 2007p. 2).  These 

products affect humans’ understanding of the world and contributing to the forming of the inner 

world and human’s identity (Hesmondhalgh, 2007; UN,2004).  

Cultural Industries include ‘broadcasting, film industries, the content aspects of the Internet 

industry, music industries, print and electronic publishing, digital games, advertising and 

marketing’, (p.13, Hesmondhalgh, 2007). 

Hesmondhalgh D, (2007) and Caves (2000) highlighted a number of distinctive features of 

Creative and Cultural industries which affect functioning of firms within these Industries. 

Among others are uncertain demand, high level of risk and creative employees. 
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Uncertain demand and high level of risk. Creative industries operates in a line of the ‘infinite 

variety property’ (p.6, Caves,2000), where exist a great amount of  artists to choose and a great 

amount of creative goods to choose. Aforementioned factors affect consumers’ demand and 

companies’ strategies. Public preferences are almost unpredictable; people change their tastes 

according to their life positions. Therefore firms within CI try to maximize the use of creative 

potential of their employees in order to introduce new captivating products and innovations 

(Caves, 2000).                                          

Creative employees. Employees in creative industries which widely use their creative skills in 

products creation (called by Florida highly creative class) differ from ones who deal with 

ordinary ‘humdrum’ tasks (Caves,2000; Florida,2002; Hesmondhalgh, 2007). Florida (2002) 

argues that Creative employees posses their own values  and norms therefore intrinsic motivation 

is more preferable for them. They also favor those organizations’ environment and culture where 

diversity and openness are cherished. All professionals have theirs’ own values skills and point 

of view, therefore, it is rather crucial to create and support an environment, where all creatives 

are valued and are willing to collaborate with each other.    

 

 

  2.2 Digital games industry 

The notion Digital games embraces ‘arcade, computer, console and mobile games in all their 

diversity’ (p.3 Kerr, A.,2006) and consists of four segments: video(console) and handheld games, 

standard computer games, online games and  mini games(to be played on mobile phone, digital 

TV and in internet)  (Kerr, A.,2006). The scope of this Mater project is Computer games, 

including online games to be played from computers, therefore segments of Computer games 

will be further presented. Nonetheless some general attributes like game development process or 

specific features are almost typical for all Digital games Industry and therefore are presented.  

 

There is rather difficult to find in literature on computer games or specific dedicated online 

resources a homogenous typology on games’ genres. I considered the classification proposed by 

gaming portal Life is just a game
2
   to be rather reasonable as different types of games are 

grouped in genres. Therefore overall classification looks more logically structured and unified. 

The gaming portal Life is just a game proposed following 5 categories of Computer games:   

                                                           
2
 http://lifeisjustagame.com/genres-of-computer-games/ 
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- Action games, where the gamer needs to be both imaginative and proactive. 

Different types of shooters games as well as some sports games are included to this 

category. 

- Adventurous games, where gamers ‘live’ in a fantasy world, communicate with 

other inhabitants and finding solutions to a numerous problems. 

- Both action and adventurous games. While playing this kind of games gamers 

need to find solutions and fight.  

- Role-playing action games (RPG). A player takes a role of adventure, travelling 

and meets some challenges. 

- Simulation games. A gamer replicates some activities during gaming depending 

on the design of the game- for example sports, business and others.  

 

 

 

Fig.1. Categories of online Computer games 

Technologies and art are two determinants which tightly coexist and constantly challenge one 

another in Digital games development (Rabin, 2005; Kline, Dyer-Witheford, and De Peuter, 

2003).  

Computer 
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Once games become more technology advanced it gives impetus for further development of 

hardware. This, in its turn leads to the obsoleteness of already released games, and developers 

need to overcome new challenges and create more advanced games. Therefore, this industry is 

highly Research&Development and innovative intensive involving a big number of advanced 

professionals in programming and design (OECD,2005).  

 

 

2.2.1 Game development process 

 

An idea is not a design.  

A design is not a demo. 

 A demo is not a program.  

A program is not a product.  

A product is not a business. 

 A business is not profits. 

 And profits are not happiness. 

Laramee, Francois Dominic. Secrets of the Game Business. 

2002. p 258. 

 

Game development is a complex process which involves interaction and collaboration of 

professionals from different areas, performance of different tasks and usage of a valuable 

knowledge from different sources.    Even though, the description of the process of a new game 

development varies negligibly among authors, three main phases of game development- pre-

production, production and post-production are common
3
.  

  

Figure 2. Game development process. Source: http://digitalworlds.wordpress.com/2008/04/10/the-
process-of-game-creation-the-game-design-document/ 

                                                           
3
 http://digitalworlds.wordpress.com/2008/04/10/the-process-of-game-creation-the-game-design-document/ 

http://digitalworlds.wordpress.com/2008/04/10/the-process-of-game-creation-the-game-design-document/
http://digitalworlds.wordpress.com/2008/04/10/the-process-of-game-creation-the-game-design-document/
http://digitalworlds.wordpress.com/2008/04/10/the-process-of-game-creation-the-game-design-document/
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Pre-production phase  

During the pre-production phase designers, artists and programmers closely work together in 

order to outline future game.  

Concept development 

Idea of the game is the departing point and can lead to creation a superb successful interesting 

game or to market failure (Skinner, 2005; Creative Skillset, 2012; Games of experience, 2011).  

Sources of game ideas can vary depending on the companies’ organization and culture. As a rule 

market research can determine the general direction for further digging for games ideas (Creative 

Skillset, 2012), but ideas can also come from publishers, could be based on franchises, sequels, 

come from players and every colleague if the company is open for ideas flow (Deuze, 2007; 

Digital Worlds – Interactive Media and Game Design, 2008;  Bates, 2004; Wofford,2008; 

Edwards,2006; Rabin, 2005).   

Accepted idea initiates the Concept development process. At this stage a small group of designer, 

technical leader, concept artist and producer work together in order to determine game’s plot, 

create concept art to see how it will look on the screen, think about main elements of the game. 

At the end of this process a concept document is made which includes the collection of all ideas 

and features about the game so that the total ideas of the game could be understandable for 

people, who will either kill further development of the game or support it development with 

finances (Liming and Vilorio, 2011; Skinner, 2005; Bates, 2004).  The producer of the future 

project should also select a development team and create job descriptions for different types of 

jobs (Rabin, 2005).   

Design 

When it is decided to keep on working with the game development the design stage takes place 

with the aim of creating a design document (Digital Worlds – Interactive Media and Game 

Design, 2008). The design document consists of art bible, technical design document and level 

design document (Skinner, 2005).   

The level design document is made by designers, who describe all different scenarios which 

could undertake players during the game, goals of each levels, sounds, characters, heroes, story, 

and interfaces. Moreover technical limitations should be identified and taken into consideration 

(Edwards, 2006; Skinner, 2005). 

The artistic style of the game is determined by designers, art director and concept artists. Their 

collaboration ends up in the ‘art bible’ where full descriptions with a number of sketches are 

http://digitalworlds.wordpress.com/2008/04/10/the-process-of-game-creation-the-game-design-document/
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collected together in order to create a unified style of the game and give ideas for all new comers 

who will further work with the project ( Bates,2004, Skinner, 2005) . 

The technical design document made by technical leaders describes how the artistic side of the 

game could be implemented on the machine with the help of software. It includes the description 

of estimated time for implementation, required staff and technical tools for building the game 

(Bates  B,2004). 

 

The pre-production phase ends up by creating a prototype by programmers (Bates ,2004; 

Skinner, 2005; Liming and Vilorio, 2011). A game prototype helps designers to revise game 

features and give directions for programmers for further work. From technology point of view 

prototype shows that the future game is technologically feasible. It also helps to move game 

development process to the next stage – production phase by attracting money to the project and 

show that the game could be constructed effectively and efficiently (Bates  B,2004,). 

 Skinner(2005) highlights the great role of  documentation at this stage, as it helps to bring 

together all necessary information and knowledge about game’s elements and as a result gives 

understandings for different professionals and departments of further directions for game 

development.  

Bates  B,(2004)in his turn  suggests that a wiki form of a design document is a most favourable 

and comfortable form as it helps to maintain it up-to-date easy to access and supplement .   

Production phase  

At the production phase a larger group of programmers, artists and designers closely work 

together. They are guided by design document and supervised by producers (Bates ,2004; 

Liming and Vilorio, 2011; Edwards R., 2006).  Here, their tight collaboration is strongly required 

in order to make best outcomes in each side.  

Engineers (programmers) help to display art correctly by writing codes and finalizing game 

engines. They also are responsible for writing the logic for game- what will happen when one 

character meets another according to the design document (the game producers handbook)               

( Edwards R., 2006) .  Programmers work to code the game’s library – written down 

programming code which usually acts as a base for all games of the company, and which is 

continuously updated by programmers in order to meet new challenges in game developing 

(Edwards R., 2006).   

Designers define the way a game should work by supervising artists and programmers to follow 

design document and revise it after feedback. Artists, in their turn, create textures, menus, 

environments, animations and objects of the game world. They bring life to characters and all 
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objects of the game with the help of 3D programs and animate it (Liming and Vilorio, 2011; 

Edwards R., 2006).  

 Producers are responsible for creating working schedules for artists designers and programmers 

and controlling schedules fulfillment. They also make sure that high-concept goals are achieved 

through the process of development of the game (Edwards R., 2006). 

 During the development phase game is continuously improved by creating a better looking 

content and refining the design (Liming and Vilorio, 2011).  

 

Post production phase is the final in the game development process.  

Alpha beta and quality assurance stages usually take place at the post production phase (Bates  

B,2004; Skinner,2005; Bethke, 2003).  

At alpha (‘jargon:a point at which a game is feature complete’ p.294, Bethke, 2003) a core game 

is almost complete. Programmers just clean up the code base which they made. Here developers 

determine whether all attributes and features from design document are followed and 

implemented, which features of the game are boring and  should be dropped out (Bates ,2004; 

Skinner,2005; Edwards R., 2006).   

‘Beta’ is where the game is 95 percent finished’ (p.14, Skinner,2005). At this stage the aim is to 

identify and eliminate game bugs. Some incidental text and artworks could appear but the goal is 

to make the flow of the game playing process improvements as smooth as possible (Bates,2004; 

Bethke, 2003).   Bates (2004) mentions the ‘crunch time’ at Beta, when a team works almost 

seven days per week twenty four hours per day in order to finish the game.  

‘Quality assurance testing is a critical point in the game developing which identifies that game 

works properly and all bugs are fixed ‘(Skinner,2005, p.14).    

After game has been tested and all bugs are fixed game goes to the Release and to manufacture.  

Marketers and distributors as a rule begin their promotion campaigns.   

 

At the production and post production phases Bates (2004) and Bethke (2003) mention the 

significant role of communication among members in order to exchange their working 

experiences and follow up identified goals. Besides Bates (2004) argues that a high dedication to 

the process is reached as game developers are motivated intrinsically and consider the general 

process  to be fun and very special for them.   
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2.2.2 Management in Digital games 

Game development processes have their peculiarities from company to company, but there were 

highlighted in the reviewed literature common challenges and common features in managing 

computer games development. 

Game development process almost always runs under time pressure and involves intensive 

interaction among working departments or professionals from different fields to meet deadlines 

(Ariola ,2006; Kerr,2006; Laramee, 2002; Rabin, 2005) .  

  Game development is based on team work ( Rabin ,2005; Bates 2004; Skinner,2005; Bethke, 

2003; Kerr, 2006). A producer should acknowledge impacts of all team members and ‘energize’ 

(p.835, Rabin ,2005) people to complete all working stages in the project (Rabin ,2005).   

Unexpected difficulties either from technical or from artistic part could take place during all 

phases of creating a game (Irish, D.2005; Rabin ,2005; Ariola ,2006).   

Besides special atmosphere of a game in the office or creating a fun place to work is also 

considered to be important to foster creative out-of -box thinking and keep staff interested in the 

game development process (Rabin ,2005; Capodagli and Jackson, 2010; Bates ,2004) . 

Like in other Creative industries employees in Computer games (including programmers) require 

specific intrinsic motivation (McConnell , 1996; Bates  B,2004).  It should be interesting for 

them to rich the goals of the project, they should acquire some useful new knowledge after 

finishing tasks and their work should be acknowledged both within the company and in their 

professional world (McConnell , 1996).  

As a result the high level and openness for interaction is acknowledged by many authors as an 

important component for successful running of software development processes (Laramee, 2002;  

Capodagli and Jackson, 2010; Rabin ,2005).  It helps for better circulation of useful information 

and knowledge, as well as to avoid misunderstandings of tasks. Creativity is what helps to 

innovate, come up with new solutions and produce new knowledge from the existing (Vicari, 

and Troilo, 2000).  Vicari and Troilo(2000) argue that creativity is the aptitude of producing 

some new unknown outcomes, which are not predetermined.  

Being knowledge-intensive firms, where professionals posses a big amount of tacit knowledge, 

soft-ware developing companies requires deliberate knowledge management in order to dispose 

and utilize valuable knowledge (Bharadwaj S. Sh. and Saxena K. Bh. C, 2005).  
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Aforementioned peculiarities which take place during game development process should stress 

the significance of exploitation of knowledge management practices in Computer games 

companies.  

 

 2.3 Knowledge management  

2.3.1 What is knowledge? 

 

Information, data, knowledge seem to be the ‘buzz words’ in nowadays business and private life.  

Knowledge is considered to be a great competitive advantage and strategic resource (de Castro, 

2007), intangible asset (Smith and McKeen,2002), companies’ outcome and those, which need 

skillful management, in order to be valuable in business (Davenport and Prusak,1998).  With 

introducing knowledge-based perspective of the firm, knowledge started to be taken in to 

consideration for managing along with tangible and human recourses.   Wide proliferation of 

Internet just intensified the importance of information and knowledge and introduced new means 

for knowledge creation and sharing like e-mails, online conferences and chatting.  Moreover, 

new phase of Internet Web 2.0 also affected the process of creativity and innovation, instituted 

new availabilities for peoples’ interaction getting useful and required information.     

What is considered to be data, information, knowledge and knowledge management? These 

notions ensue one from another and are indispensable in knowledge creation process.   

Among others Nonaka and Davenport and Prusak works on knowledge and knowledge 

management have achieved wide proliferation. 

Davenport and Prusak view on knowledge is based on the data-information-knowledge 

consequence. Davenport and Prusak argue that codification, capturing and transferring on 

knowledge are the most important Knowledge management activities (Choo,2003).   Davenport 

and Prusak (2005,1998) considered data as a set of facts, which are separate and objective 

(Davenport and Prusak,1998) . It is considered to be a ‘raw material’ for further interpretation 

and analyses (Davenport and Prusak, 2005).  When the raw data is interpreted, some trends and 

patterns are indicated, it transfers to information (Becerra-Fernandez and Leidner, 2008). 

Information is considered to be a departing point for decision-making process (Cheema, 2010) 

and aimed to change the way of understanding something (Davenport and Prusak, 2005, 1998).   

At last, knowledge is described by Davenport and Prusak (2005) as a ‘fluid mix of framed 

experience, values, contextual information, and expert insight that provides a framework for 
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evaluating and incorporating new experiences and information’ (p.4, Davenport and Prusak 

,2005). It exists in organizations not only in documents, repositories, but in ‘organizational 

routines, processes, practices, and norms’ (p.4, Davenport and Prusak ,2005). By the course of 

time after getting new experiences knowledge could develop and change. So, to group all 

aforementioned tree notions into the logical chain in could be summed up that knowledge helps 

to produce some practical information from acquired data. 

 Nonaka(1994) in his turn, argues that knowledge is’ justified true belief’ and sees a dynamic 

character of knowledge – ‘a dynamic human process of justifying personal belief toward the 

‘truth’ (p.58, Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995). According to Nonaka the constant interaction of two 

types of knowledge – tacit and explicit, generates the knowledge creation process.    

  

Types of Knowledge  

 

 Scholars distinguish different types of knowledge, which could be involved in companies’ 

activity and which people have. The main categorization is tacit and explicit personal knowledge 

(Polanyi, 1983; Nonaka,1991; Dalkir,2011).  

Tacit knowledge which is rather difficult to share and transfer, is know-how, very subjected and 

deeply rooted to the personal experience (Newell,2009; G. Martı´n-de-Castro et al., 2008, 

Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995). Tacit knowledge includes technical and cognitive inherent 

elements. Cognitive elements are mental models of the world, some paradigms, views, which are 

created by individuals through analyzing analogues in their minds and help to perceive the world 

(Nonaka,1994; Alavi and Leidner, 2001).  

Technical elements comprise personal know-how, crafts and skills, which individual could apply 

in a specific situation (Nonaka,1994). 

 Tacit knowledge resides in the heads of people. They get it through observation of some events 

and actions, through understanding of the knowledge and using it afterwards (Dalkir,2011). As a 

result, Polanyi(1983) considered, that people merely knowing and doing something , do not think 

about how they do it. People know more, than they could say and explain.  

  Moreover, Perraton and Tarrant(2007) argues that tacit knowledge creates the base for 

companies’ improvements and innovations, thus coming out as one of the key sources of 

competitive advantage. Therefore, tacit knowledge is considered to be more valuable and of 

higher strategic importance for company, as it is difficult to copy (Nonaka and Nishiguchi, 

2001).   

 ‘Explicit knowledge is that which has been ‘spelled out’ or codified, making it more 

communicable across context’ (p 7, Newell et al,2009).  Explicit knowledge could be transferred, 
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re-applied and disseminated within the organization by the means of   documentation some 

processes and practices or via formal systematic language (Dalkir,2011, Nonaka,1994). 

Codification of explicit knowledge does not mean that it will be useful and largely used by 

organization’s members.  It needs to be evaluated so that its usefulness could be identified and 

understood by the members of the organization  (Davenport and Prusak, 1998).  

Explicit and tacit knowledge are both important for the knowledge creation process, as according 

to Nonaka SECI model(1994) (which will be explained further), knowledge creation is a 

constant spiral process of the alteration tacit knowledge and explicit interaction where the role of 

individuals at the initial stage of the process is very important (Nonaka, 1991, 1994,1995,2007). 

 

2.3.2 Knowledge management cycle and knowledge creation model 

 

As knowledge is considered by a numerous authors to be a valuable resource of organizations 

(de Castro et al., 2007; Smith and McKeen,2002;  Perraton and Tarrant , 2007) it requires 

appropriate regulation in order to bring maximum utility.  

Newell (2009) describes the term Knowledge management as a set of strategies, tactics and 

analytical tools which aimed to make knowledge a valuable source for the organization.  

At the organizational level knowledge management deals with: 

 Knowledge creation 

 Organizing knowledge in a meaningful way and retaining it  

 Embedding knowledge in organizational practices, fostering knowledge 

application and sharing knowledge(Serban, A. M. and Luan, J. 2002; Ruggles and 

Holtshouse,1999 cited by Dalkir,2011; Marshall et al.,1997)   

Above-listed activities are counterparts of knowledge management model or cycle.  

Knowledge management model provides a conceptual framework for cooperation of 

aforementioned components and answers the question  of ‘how’ to manage explicit and tacit 

knowledge in knowledge-creating organizations so that it will be beneficial for the firm.  

As the sphere of interest for the Master project is the process of knowledge creation, this part of 

Knowledge management cycle will receive the particular attention hereafter. 

Knowledge creation model  
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The creation of new knowledge and its further implication is seen by a number of authors as 

critical for gaining competitive advantages (Von Krogh, 1998; Nonaka,1991, Hislop 2005; 

Stenmark D. 2003). 

There are several perspectives of Knowledge creation. However, SECI model proposed by 

Nonaka achieved large proliferation and attention among researchers. It rather clearly describes 

stages of knowledge creation and processes behind it. Therefore it was chosen by the author of 

this study. 

SECI knowledge creation model 

One of the most well-known is Knowledge creation model introduced by Nonaka (1994)(fig.3) 

and further developed by Nonaka and his colleagues. 

Nonaka (2007) argues, that in knowledge-creating company, where the main activity is to 

produce innovations, the production of new knowledge is not specially settled, but it is a way of 

thinking and behaving (Nonaka, 2007).  The process of knowledge creation builds on the 

constant interaction between tacit and explicit knowledge. Knowledge by Nonaka(1994) is 

‘justified true beliefs’. Justification is considered to be crucial in knowledge creation process, as 

it either considers new knowledge to be rejected as not relevant; sent for further improvements; 

or considered suitable as justified true beliefs and being put into the company’s handling (von 

Krogh at al., 2000).  

 In the Nonaka  model (1994) the departing point for knowledge creation for the organization is 

the tacit knowledge of individuals. New patents, process innovations, new products concepts all 

come from some initial thoughts, observations made by scientists, marketing specialists or 

managers. The aim of organization is to mobilize this created and accumulated individual tacit 

knowledge and make personal knowledge available to every member of the organization 

(Nonaka, 1994,1995,2007).  

There are four modes of knowledge conversion – Socialization, Externalization, Combination 

and Internalization(SECI) in the model, introduced by Nonaka (1994) and further developed by 

him and colleagues.  

Socialization- is the conversion of tacit knowledge into the tacit. The knowledge could be 

acquired not necessarily by using language, but through practice, observation and imitation. Such 

activities as brainstorming, informal team meetings or just meeting at the coffee machine are 

example of socialization, where shared understanding and creating new prospective take place.    
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Externalization is the process of conversion of tacit knowledge into the explicit. Externalization 

typically occurs during the concept creation and is facilitated by ‘dialogue and collective 

reflection’ (p.64,  Nonaka,1994). Nonaka and Takeuchi(1995) emphasize the role of metaphors, 

analogies, hypotheses which acts as driving force for externalization and creation of new 

concepts and models, when it is difficult to find appropriate expression for an image and 

encourage common commitment to the creative process.   Besides, metaphors act as crucial tools 

for creating network of new concepts, thus abstract and far apart concepts could be formed to 

something concrete.  

Combination is the process of recombining different particles of explicit knowledge into the new 

form. Here, the examples are trend analyses, executive summary, new database to organize 

content (Dalkir,2011) and it is done with the help of meetings, telephone conversations, 

computer networks.   Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) emphasize the critical role of middle 

management in creating new knowledge at combination, as they produce knowledge by 

analyzing big data-bases and using networks. Nonaka and Konno (1998) note tree processes 

which underpin combination phase. At first it is capturing and integrating explicit knowledge 

through collecting public data from various useful sources and combining it. Secondly, during 

meetings and presentations it is disseminating and spreading captured explicit knowledge among 

employees. Lastly, it is editing acquired explicit knowledge to the form of market reports, plans 

etc   to make it convenient for further usage. Nonaka and Konno (1998) argue that justification 

takes place during combination phase. 

Last conversion process is Internalization – ‘learning by doing’ (p.69, Nonaka,1994), the 

process of converting explicit knowledge into tacit. During this process, individuals integrate 

into their mental models or know-how shared and individual experiences through socialization, 

externalization and combination (Dalkir,2011), it becomes valuable assets (Nonaka and 

Takeuchi,1995) .  Verbalized knowledge, which is put into the manuals, documents or oral 

stories, is more helpful to become tacit. 
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Fig.3. SECI  knowledge creating model by Nonaka(1994) 

In order to start a new spiral of knowledge creation in the organization,  accumulated individual 

tacit knowledge need to be socialized.  

Thus knowledge creation is a continuous process, which depends on dynamic interaction of four 

modes of knowledge conversion. An organization in its turn supports it by producing and using 

enabling tools, models and structures which facilitate knowledge accumulation and creation 

through the knowledge spiral. Triggers, which promote a dynamic interaction and shifting of 

modes, according to Nonaka and Takeuchi(1995) are:  

At socialization- Team or field which facilitates interaction of individuals;  

Externalization is triggered by dialogues, where metaphors help to reveal and share tacit 

knowledge, which is rather difficult to articulate; 

Coordination between teams and members and documentation are crucial for combination; 

Experimentation and learning by doing are considered to be triggers for the internalization. 

While starting from individuals, the spiral of organizational knowledge creation process involves 

bigger number of participants during dynamic constant interaction of tacit and explicit 

knowledge.  Nonaka suggested following figure (Fig 4) as illustration of this growing process.  

 

Fig 4. Spiral of organizational knowledge creation by Nonaka(1994) 

Besides aforementioned promoting triggers, the primary role of the organization is to create 

favorable conditions for spiral knowledge-creation process – ‘Ba’ (Nonaka and Takeuchi(1995), 

Nonaka and Konno,1998; Buchel, 2007).  

Favorable conditions for knowledge creation  

As it was mentioned earlier knowledge creation process starts from the individual but involves 

other participants from different working departments, who have different working background s 

and who have their tacit and explicit knowledge.  
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Authors suggest a number of favourable conditions for knowledge creation. Nonaka and 

Konno(1998)  introduced a concept of ‘Ba’ which facilitates knowledge creation in Nonakas 

SECI model. 

 ‘Ba’  

Nonaka and Konno introduced the concept ‘Ba’, which is a ‘shared space for emerging 

relationships’(p.1, Nonaka and Konno,1998).  It is considered to be an advancing platform for 

individual and collective knowledge creation. They are physical (office), virtual(e-mails), 

mental(shared ideas) or combined  ‘Ba’(Nonaka and Konno,1998).  

Nonaka and Konno distinguish four types of ‘Ba’ which corresponds to four conversion 

processes in SECI model, which were described earlier.  

Originating ba facilitates socialization phase. Here, knowledge vision and knowledge culture of 

the organization, open organizational design are those ba which facilitate knowledge creation at 

the socialization phase.  

Interacting ba is crucial for externalization phase. Wide use of metaphors, promotion of 

dialogues and involvement people in it in order to create meaning, values and new knowledge 

are counterparts of interacting ba.  

Cyber ba facilitates combination phase in SECI model. At this ba interaction takes place at the 

virtual world instead of real, therefore, different number of on-line and digital technologies for 

communication, interaction and storing information are those, which facilitate creation explicit 

knowledge in organization.  

Exercising ba helps to convert explicit knowledge into tacit, therefore is important for 

internalization.  The examples here are trainings with senior colleagues.  

 

 

 

 

2.3.3 Capturing and codification knowledge   

At the initial stage of KM cycle tacit knowledge needs to be captured or elicited while explicit 

knowledge needs to be coded (Dalkir, 2011).  

Hansen et al (1999) introduced two strategies for capturing knowledge – codification and 

personalization. 

In codifications strategy, the main aim is to codify and store knowledge in databases in a way, 

that every employee will have easy access and use it in work. This strategy fits companies which 

produce mainly standard outcomes to clients. Thus, exploring codification strategy will save 
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time for employees by providing solutions, obtained from previous similar experience. Useful 

knowledge is codified into different documents, instructions and etc, by the person who 

developed it and stored in specifically identified place, for example – internal wiki, so that any 

employees could find and use it without direct contact to the primary source.  

Personalization strategy aimed to share knowledge which is strongly tied to the employees who 

develop it and through direct person-to-person contacts. Technologies are used mainly to help 

find the author of the useful knowledge in order to communicate with him personally (Hansen et 

al.,2009). Such a strategy is applicable for companies which produce customized outcome, thus 

previous similar experience will not be helpful with new solutions.  

 

 

2.3.4 Enabling and favourable conditions for knowledge management and knowledge 

creation 

This section performs a number of favourable conditions for successful knowledge creation in 

organization. The section also touches favourable conditions for knowledge creation in teams, as 

work in Computer game industry is strongly relies on team work.  

 

Organizational culture 

It is evident, that all organizational members possess their own values, norms and behaviors 

(Prusak cited by Laupase,2003). Thus, one of the aims of organizations’ managers is to build a 

general common pattern of behavior, norms and values which will be shared by all members. 

Schein (1999) considers that organizational culture consists of: visible organizational structures- 

décor, architecture, how people behave toward each other and outside people; strategies, goals, 

philosophies, which influence visible organizational structure; and thoughts, feelings, 

perceptions, taken-for-granted beliefs, which originated from companies creators (Schein, 1999). 

When a company has in its organizational culture openness to knowledge-sharing and 

informality, provides enough autonomy for employees in job design and self-development and 

has a developed reward system which supports aforementioned notions, Knowledge management 

(KM) initiatives will fit organizational culture, and as a result employees will actively 

participate, for example, in knowledge sharing and creation practices (Hislop,2005).  At the same 

time, when a company does not have integration in values, when operating processes are highly 

standardized and formalized KM practices could be restrained (Smith and McKeen, 2003).  

Such components as mentoring and assisting not only are to be mentioned by management but 

should be rewarded. Managers should pay attention to acknowledgement groups’ performance 

which will foster knowledge sharing (Kayworth and Leidner, 2003). Trust should be 
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indispensable part of organizational culture, as knowledge-sharing behavior and attitude are 

highly affected by trust (Hislop,2005).  

 

Besides, organizational culture should promote learning and self-development (Senge, 2002) . In 

a turbulent atmosphere of a constant innovating and introducing new technologies, companies 

which employees are involved in learning are armed with sufficient knowledge to provide a 

worthy answer to challenges. Senge (2002) considers learning organizations as a next level in 

organizational evolution process.  ‘Organizational learning is a process through which an 

organization is said to improve over time-by making innovations available for reuse and by 

taking steps to ensure that mistakes do not occur again {…}’ (p.368, Dalkir, 2011).Leaders in 

such organizations are responsible for building such conditions for employees, where the latter 

will constantly develop their skills and abilities-in other words, learning. Learning requires not 

just an adaptation to new conditions, but a complex process of sometimes replacing knowledge, 

accumulating and making a kind of layers of it (Srarbuck, 1997). 

Organizational culture should also act as a promoter of adoption and using Information 

Communication Technologies(ICT).  

The adoption of the ICT by itself does not automatically lead to changes in the knowledge 

workers’ practices, besides people could even just ignore technologies adoption or use it not in 

the way, it was designed initially (Newell et al, 2009).  Thus, organizational culture should create 

such an environment where usage of ICT for sharing, creating and using knowledge will be 

perceived as norms (Cabrera and Cabrera, 2005). Thereafter, managers, who find time to share 

knowledge and mentor employees, could be an example of creating knowledge-sharing norm 

(Cabrera and Cabrera, 2005).  

To sum up, the role of organizational culture is to establish a favorable context for social 

interaction (through values, norms and practices) which determines the effective applying of 

knowledge (DeLong and Fahey,2000; Leidner et.al.2006) and KM tools.  

 

Favorable conditions for knowledge creation in teams 

 

Cabrera and Cabrera(2005) stress positive influence of team work on knowledge sharing and 

creating. Moreover, as it is seen from literature analyses of Digital game industry, work on 

projects is team based. Therefore favourable conditions for team work are worth to be 

scrutinized.    
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Care 

Care in organizations and in teams particularly enhances organizational knowledge creation by 

developing the atmosphere of mutual help, courage, understanding needs of colleagues, and trust 

(Eppler and Sukowski, 2000, Van Krogh, 1998). With the presence of care in organization 

individuals could feel themselves less reserved and as a result would be more favorable to use 

metaphors, unconventional language and analogues, thus facilitate conversion tacit knowledge 

into explicit (Van Krogh, 1998, Nonaka and Takeushi) .  

If one person is open for learning and growing in a professional sense with the help of another it 

means that there is trust between these two people (Van Krogh, 1998).  

 

Team autonomy and performance measurement 

 

Eppler and Sukowski (2000) identified working autonomy and specific performance 

measurement and incentive systems as facilitating factors for team knowledge management. 

Working autonomy provides for the team the possibility of planning, deciding, coordinating and 

organizing their major working tasks (Newell, 2009). In this way the team members have more 

possibilities to access senior management to express their ideas, as the process is not so 

bureaucratic. By gaining working autonomy team members do not feel themselves as executives 

of management ideas, which sometimes they did not clearly get, but competent participants in 

organizational business-flow (Eppler and Sukowski, 2000).   

 

Performance measurement and incentive systems which encourage knowledge transfer and 

eliminate unhealthy internal competition are helpful for knowledge sharing and creating in teams 

(Eppler and Sukowski ,2000; Cabrera and Cabrera, 2005). Management should introduce 

rewards which will encourage entire group so,  that internal competition, which could prevent 

knowledge sharing and creation will be eliminated, as it will become meaningless.  

 

Trust 

 

A high level of trust is an indispensable and necessary facilitator of team knowledge creation and 

sharing, because it acts as a platform for building good relationship, and is essential for reaching 

help during learning and demand collaboration within the team (Newell 2009; Zarraga and 

Bonache ,2003;Davenport and Prusak, 1998). As a result, trust in groups is considered to be 
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rather crucial for sharing tacit knowledge (McNeish and Mann, 2010). Moreover, it nurtures 

teams’ collaborative culture, which positively affects teams’ creativity. Thus all team members 

are open for communication, they share common goals, they mutually respect each other 

therefore share actively knowledge and work effectively (Barczak et al., 2010).  

 

Fig. 5. Important factors for knowledge management and knowledge creation 

 

 

2.3.5 Web 2.0 and knowledge creation 

 

At the beginning of 2000’s IT (Information technologies) were seen mainly as means of storage 

and expressing knowledge (Laupase, 2003).  

 

Meanwhile the triumph parade of dot com era keeps on going – the introduction of the concept 

Web 2.0 is the strong illustration of this process. Web 2.0 is both new concept of user’s role in 

Internet and new technologies (Scherp et al., 2009). Now users act not only as passive consumers 

of Internet content but as active creators of it at the numerous web resources. In Web 2.0 the 

sites are - social networking sites, meaning that they possess information and services which are 

‘not randomly discovered and crawled by robots and spiders, but identified, registered, tagged 

and rated by users for their own benefit’ (Shanahan, 2006).  
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O’Reily (2005) called emergence of Web 2.0 the ‘turning point for the web’
4
 and exemplified 

understanding of the notion by following comparison of Web 1.0 and Web 2.0: 

 

 

Web 1.0   Web 2.0 

DoubleClick --> Google AdSense 

Ofoto --> Flickr 

Akamai --> BitTorrent 

mp3.com --> Napster 

Britannica Online --> Wikipedia 

personal websites --> blogging 

evite --> upcoming.org and EVDB 

domain name speculation --> search engine optimization 

page views --> cost per click 

screen scraping --> web services 

publishing --> participation 

content management systems --> wikis 

directories (taxonomy) --> tagging ("folksonomy") 

stickiness --> syndication 

 Fig. 6. Web 1.0 and Web 2.0 comparison Source: (http://oreilly.com/web2/archive/what-is-web-20.html) 

 

The key principle of Web 2.0 according to O’Reily (2005) is that ‘the service automatically gets 

better the more people use It’
5
. It highlights the role of Internet users and its participation at Web 

2.0, creating ‘the wisdom of crowds’ (Suriowecki J,2005) by and the role of the ‘crowd’ or users 

as those, who decide what is important in Internet.  

 

 Furthermore, McAfee(2006,2009) and Cook(2008) introduced some theoretical and practical 

characteristics of Web 2.0 for enterprise.  

 

McAfee (2006) calls sites, which provide and use Web 2.0 technologies ‘emergent social 

software platform’ (ESSPs)(p.69, McAfee, 2006) and distinguish their technical features, 

summarized in the acronym SLATES (search, links, authoring, tagging, extensions, signals). 

Resting on the aforementioned notions and its features McAfee introduced the notion Enterprise 

2.0: ‘Enterprise 2.0 is the use of emergent social software platforms by organizations in pursuit 

of their goals’ (p.73, McAfee, 2006).  

                                                           
4
 http://oreilly.com/web2/archive/what-is-web-20.html 

5
 http://oreilly.com/pub/a/web2/archive/what-is-web-20.html?page=2 

http://oreilly.com/web2/archive/what-is-web-20.html
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 The benefits of ESSP and Enterprise 2.0 according to McAfee (pp.129-141) are: 

Group editing which allows a group of colleagues to work on a document simultaneously. This 

leads to creating a group work product.  

Authoring (can take variety forms - updating status, posting photos and videos at social network 

sites, writing blogs) which is a good way of sharing knowledge. By linking and tagging leads 

users to knowledge repositories and helps either create or get required knowledge.  

Broadcast search. By posting a question in a forum an employee could get an answer from great 

number of professionals from all over the world. 

 Network formation and maintenance. Social networks sites help identifying and bringing people 

together and build important networks.  

Collective intelligence. Wisdom of crowds might be helpful for market predictions, rather than 

identifying answers from some formed groups of consumers.  

Self-Organization. Web 2.0 allows employees to create valuable communities and resourcing by 

themselves, without head quarters or management intervention or guidance. Employees by 

themselves identify needed people and build communities. The work of people with Web 2.0 is 

undetermined, uncoordinated and self-interested. Expertise and authority are not always 

specified in advance, argues McAfee, and adoption of web 2.0 will let employees to create and 

form it.  

 

No wonder that now KM is also in a second phase of its development and Web 2.0 tools are 

actively used in its practice (Kirchner et al, 2008).  

New web tools like social-networking websites, social bookmarking, wikis, forums, tagging, 

mashups and blogs and others provide more opportunities for employees to share information 

within organizations and supports personal and collective knowledge management by providing 

opportunities of group editing and creation of the content, linking-up employees  (Honey ,2008; 

Dalkar,2010; Razmerita et al 2009; Levy M, 2009; McAfee,2009; Cook, 2008; Voigt and Ernst, 

2010).  

 

Web 2.0 applications 

 

After analyzing and aggregating materials about Web 2.0 author provides the list of web 2.0 

applications which were mentioned in literature most frequently.  
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Wikipedia defines Wiki as ‘a website that allows multiple visitors to add, remove, edit, and 

change content on the web-site, typically without the need for registration. It also allows for 

linking among any number of pages’. Thus, absolutely everybody could add, edit, delete and 

correct information about different topics.  

 

A blog’ is essentially an online journal where a user posts his or her own thoughts and ideas 

with a degree of frequency ‘(Javier,2005, p.1). Weblogs are easy to use and they have a simple 

structure which makes them rather widespread used. Moreover, large proliferation of  Internet 

access and introducing new technologies as smartphones and flip-digital –cameras, gave a big 

push for blogs’ development  and provided an availability to add not only a text, links to another 

web-pages, but pictures, sounds and videos( Lahm,2011). The possibility for everybody to leave 

comments in interactive way without any fashion makes blogs really popular place for sharing 

ideas, conversations and critics (Paul and Chung ,2008). 

  

Networking technologies consist of intranets, extranets, knowledge repositories, knowledge 

portals, web-based shared workspaces, instant messaging ( Dalkar, 2010).  

Knowledge repository uses special software, for ex.Lotusnotes.  

‘Portals are means of storing and disseminating of  organizational knowledge such as business 

processes, policies, procedures, documents and other codified knowledge ‘(p.295, Dalkar, 2010). 

Mashups and portals aggregate content coming from different sources. The purpose of a portal is 

to preserve organizational knowledge and to make it available  toall employees(p.296, Dalkar, 

2010). Portals are common virtual space where knowledge workers can contribute their 

knowledge to organizational memory.  

 

Mashups are the kind of web applications which allow to group different sources of content 

provided from third parties as well as internal sources into the one integrated application-mixing 

images, videos, maps and news feeds (Dalkar,2010; Weiss and Gangadharan, 2010). Mashups 

provide an opportunity to create applications in a short time through combining data or 

information from different sources into something more meaningful than initial data and 

information sources (Madsen ,2009). Besides, they are mostly created by users and designed to 

satisfy needs of specific groups and have a short life-time (Weiss and Gangadharan, 2010). 

  

Social bookmarking helps individuals in organizations to generate, promote and champion with 

new ideas. Social bookmarking is a way of organizing own or other’s data on publically viewed 

web-pages by saving personal bookmarks (hyperlinks to initial resources of information) and tag 

http://www.information-management.com/authors/31831.html
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this bookmarks with key words or phrases. Thus, every visitor of such social sites could get all 

on-line coverage of some tagged event or notion, where not only initial thoughts are provided, 

but also what others think about it (metadata) (Dalkir,2011.)  

 

Forums, ‘are designed for posting questions and topics of interest with intent to solicit a 

response’ (Paul and Chung, 2008, p.2). Usually, a number of interesting topics are created in 

forums for discussions- users should not necessarily be always online to exchange ideas like in 

chat rooms and messaging, but should check new entries by visiting forum’s web-pages. The 

administrator of forum could close the topic or ban participants on some reasonable ground.  

 

Tagging is ‘the process of assigning user-defined keywords to a piece of information, and can be 

done by the creator or the viewer of the content, depending on the system’ (p.22, Cook,2008). 

Specific web-pages like Delicious.com store tags which users generated and grouped by 

themselves, but not chose from a list (Mc’Affee, 2009). Moreover being placed on the web-

pages tags could be reached from different devices which have internet browsers, meaning that a 

user is not bound to his working PC or laptop  (LTR,2007).  

 

O’Reilly (2005) argues that RSS (Really Simple Syndication) is the most significant web-

technology and that makes ‘web live’. ‘RSS allows someone to link not just to a page, but to 

subscribe to it, with notification every time that page changes’(p.2, O’Reilly2005). The RSS 

aggregator or specific reader soft-ware allows a user to receive summarized news from 

interesting pages without visiting these pages (Cook,2008).  

 

Aforementioned web-technologies contribute to the personal and organizational knowledge 

creation process and help people to be more effective by supplying them with needed conditions 

for knowledge creation and sharing (Razmerita et al., 2009).   

 

A number of authors tried to group Web 2.0 technologies due to the KM processes. 

 

 

Razmerita et al.2009 for example related Web 2.0 tools with Personal KM and maong others 

listed following popular tools: 
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Name of tool and its description Example Impact for PKM 

Personalized search tools provide 

opportunities’ for retrieving and sharing of 

information’(p.10 Razmerita et al.2009). 

 

Swiki and Google 

Personalized Search 

knowledge creation, sharing, 

collaboration and organization 

Social bookmarking  

helps a community of people share 

interesting bookmarks 

 

www.heystaks.com sharing, collaboration and 

organization 

Personalized live discussion forums 

allows users to create personal discussions 

on a variety of topics in an easy way and 

assist in assist in analysing, 

evaluating,presenting and sharing 

information (p.10 Razmerita et al.2009) 

www.tangler.com knowledge codification, creation, 

sharing, collaboration 

Blogs and wikis 

personal wikis – personal information 

managers, where users ‘orginize 

information on their desktop or mobile 

computing device in a manner similar to 

normal wikis’ (p.11 Razmerita et al.2009) 

pimki.rubyforge.org knowledge codification, creation, 

sharing, collaboration and 

organization 

Table 1. Adapted from Liana Razmerita, Kathrin Kirchner, Frantisek Sudzina, (2009),"Personal knowledge 

management: The role of Web 2.0 tools for managing knowledge at individual and organisational levels", Online 

Information Review, Vol. 33 Iss: 6 pp. 1021- 1039 

 

Dalkir (2011) grouped Web 2.0 technologies according to the role they play in the KM cycle in 

organizations- Knowledge capturing and creation Web 2.0 tools and knowledge sharing and 

dissemination Web 2.0 tools. 

 

   Knowledge capturing and creation Web 2.0 tools are Blogs, Mashups, Bookmarking (Dalkir, 

2011) .  

As a result, diverse organizations blogging to express ideas, posting current news, communicate 

with clients and exchange ideas between colleagues (Dalkir, 2011; Javier,2005; Lahm,2011).  

Therefore, corporate blogs are designed to interact with customers, sharing ideas, support 

knowledge transfer and storage, improve knowledge work of employees (Singh and Singh, 2008; 

McAfee,2006).  

The features of Mashups are: combination , visualization and integration, they provide 

encouraging experimentations and creative use of information for organizations knowledge 

portals. They also support collaborative work on creating content (Dalkir, 2011; Madsen,2009).  

 

http://www.heystaks.com/
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Social bookmarking enhances knowledge sharing by providing the availability to see what 

colleagues consider interesting and worthy to read. Moreover, metadata provides annotations and 

personal experiences about tagged information, though, it is possible to see reviews, for example, 

on best practice cases and as a result create new relevant knowledge (Dalkir, 2011).  

Social bookmarks closely coupled with folksonomies – groups of tags created by ordinary users 

instead of librarians (taxonomies) (LTR,2007). As a result, there is no hierarchy and object-

oriented style and groups of tags are made on the basis of just close relation, considered by 

people (Dalkir, 2011). Dalkir (2011) argues, that especially within CoPs folksonomies could be 

considered knowledge creation tools(tags), knowledge sharing tools(public posting of tags) as 

they provide the possibility to see what others members know, what they considered to be 

relevant and interesting. 

 

Knowledge sharing and dissemination tools are Social networking sites, wikies and forums. 

Wikies support peoples’ collaboration in an easier way. Unlike public corporate wikis have a 

more clear structure, they are more secure and have a broader features. They are used for project 

management and communications, discussions and creating data bases, collaboration and 

brainstorming (Dalkir, 2011; Paul and Chung ,2008).  By exploiting wikis, users could ‘share 

their explicit and tacit knowledge, discuss and integrate different opinions, develop innovative 

ideas’ (Kimmerle, et al., 2011). Corporate wikis catalyze professional and social interaction, 

which in its turn enables knowledge creation in the companies (Gears,2011). Gears argues that 

the freedom to participate, intrinsic motivation(such as personal interest, curiosity) for 

participation and a low authorities’ and corporate control are determinant factors for constant 

active engagement in corporate wikis (Gears,2011).  

Forums’ participants could post some questions in order to find out different practices or get 

some solutions to the similar problems (Paul and Chung ,2008) thus it could act as a good way of 

sharing explicit and tacit knowledge. 

Social network sites not only could link people from interesting for them fields of work but also 

enhance communication giving room to knowledge sharing processes. (Dalkir, 2011).  

 

S.S.C. Shang et al.(2011) related Web 2.0 tools to four processes in SECI model which could 

facilitate knowledge creation during each of four knowledge creation modes: 

 Social networks communities, video/phones conferences, observations in Youtube -support 

socialization stage;  

 VoIP, tagging, phone/video-conferencing and instant messaging - externalization stage; 

 RSS , Folksonomies, Mashups, Social bookmarks - combination stage; 
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 Web 2.0 collaborative tools like GoogleDocs tools for learning by doing –internalization 

stage; 

 

2.3.6 Potential barriers for adoption Web 2.0 tools and critical factors for success 

The potential barriers for adoption of web 2.0 in organization according to Schneckenberg, D 

(2009), are the same as for adoption traditional ICT introduced by Newell et al(2009)- absence 

of collaborative culture and trust.  As the main postulate of Web 2.0 is collaborative work and 

effort, employees should be familiar with collaborative working culture, as well as be open for it 

and posses trust for sharing knowledge and information they have (Schneckenberg, D 2009). 

The, according to the Hew and Hara (2007) assumes that potential barriers for the online 

knowledge sharing could be: the absence of interest to the new means and online technologies, 

lack of desired confidence in the level of knowledge and as a result the absence of desire to share 

the knowledge, the lack of time to undertake activities online for sharing knowledge and 

prioritization to the other task for implementation, personal attitude when people think that 

possessing knowledge will give them the competitive advantages and differentiate them from 

others.  

Kirchner et al. (2008) in their turn presents following critical success factors which favour KM 

and web 2.0 applications’ adoption  (Fig.5): 

 

Fig.5. Critical success factors for KM and web 2.0 application adoption.  

Source: Kirchner K., Razmerita L., Sudzina F.(2008). New Forms of Interaction and Knowledge Sharing on Web 2.0. in Web2.0: The Business 

Model, E. D. Miltiadis Lytras, Patricia Ordonez De Pablo, Ed. USA: Springer Science and Business Media, pp. 21-37. 
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Many authors see and acknowledge Web 2.0 applications as a significant participant in the 

organizational work. The number of Web 2.0 web-pages with numerous tools soft-ware and 

services is a great plethora.  

 Moreover, users could utilize such services for different reasons in KM cycle- from knowledge 

creation to organizing and storing it. Therefore suggestions about applicability of Web 2.0 tools 

for knowledge creation are varied among authors. While, Dalkir( 2011) considers only Blogs, 

Mashups and Bookmarking applicable for knowledge creation, S.S.C. Shang et al.(2011), 

Mc’Affee(2009) and Razmerita et al(2009) also mentioned Virtual worlds, RSS and Youtube, 

tagging and personalized search tools. Even though the organization will not adopt all Enterprise 

2.0 facilities, exploitation such web-sites by workers could open up for them ‘the wisdom of 

crowds’ and provide possibilities of ‘collective intelligence’. 
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Chapter 3 Methodology 

In this chapter the research design is described. How the research was conducted and 

structured, why it was constructed in the chosen way.   

The aim of the work is to study and understand how Internet and Web 2.0 tools are used in the 

process of knowledge creation and game development in companies operating within Creative 

Industries. Computer games field was chosen as the one, which requires close constant 

collaboration of professionals with various backgrounds –technical and creative specialists, 

therefore the knowledge creation process might have its peculiarities. The author decided to 

chose the research strategy which is based on study of companies that develop online games. As 

these companies produce rather complex online games to be played in Internet they were 

considered to be an interesting example to study the role of Internet tools in the working process. 

The final results of this study either will support theoretical implications and answer the research 

question or will not do it.  

3.1. Research strategy 

Case study method, which is very popular in business research, was considered by the author as 

the most suitable. The distinguishing line of this kind of research design is that the researcher 

tries to clarify and draw out some special characteristics of the researched company (Bryman & 

Bell, 2011). It helps to accumulate distinctive features of real-life managerial processes in chosen 

organizations (Yin, 2003). Moreover, Eriksson & Kovalainen (2008) mention ‘normative’ and 

‘practical’ characteristics of business-related case studies, meaning that they help to get practical 

solutions and provide better understanding of questions at stake. By conducting case study 

research the author tried to understand uniqueness of the knowledge creation and game 

development processes within Computer games development branch and develop a deep 

understanding of the role of Internet and Web 2.0 tools in it. 

The adoption of the extensive multiple case study research provided for author the opportunity 

that chosen cases could be different and as a result could give the ground of interesting 

theoretical comparison.  Therefore, author tried to collect similar empirical data from each case 

in order to have material base for comparison.  

 

3.2. Data collection and data analyses 

Yin (2003) identifies six sources of evidence for case study: documents, archival records, 

interviews, direct observation, participant-observation and physical artifacts.  Author used 
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interviews, questionnaire and observations as primary sources of information and articles in 

Internet, databases and physical artifacts as secondary.  

3.2.1 Selection process 

Two Computer games development companies which among other produce games to be played 

in Internet were studied for this Master project. The criteria for choosing companies included 

following: the company should work within Computer games development field, preferably 

producing online games, the end outcome –games, should be different to some extent; companies 

should be open for external research. After having contacted fifteen companies two of them 

agreed for the collaboration. Chosen firms are originated from different countries, produce 

games for different types of end-users therefore author assumed that the working culture and 

working procedures could vary. One of the case companies-  Denmark based ArtofCrime 

develops online game based on world’s best-selling crime fiction  for teens. The second case 

company – AmberGames develops on line fiction world’s games for older gamers. Moreover, 

case companies differ in size. While ArtofCrime consists of 35 employees, AmberGames is the 

biggest Digital games developing company in the Baltic region and includes 120 employees.  

Taking into consideration aforementioned facts it was assumed that working culture and working 

procedures could be different in chosen firms and as a result influence knowledge construction. 

It could be interesting ground for comparing.  

Eisenhardt (1989) argues that ten case companies is the best choice to build theory from research 

project. However time constrains and closeness of companies which operate within Digital 

games development amended the total amount of case companies or choosing quantitative 

method of the research. Working with two case companies could not provide such a complex 

result, nonetheless I tried to obtain as much as possible useful information for the work. Besides, 

I am well informed that this amount of case companies could perhaps provide only the initial 

base for building necessary knowledge as the outcome of this kind of research.   

The biggest amount of interviewed employees could provide better ground for the analyses. For 

example, in order to draw a general picture of  Internet Web 2.0 tools used in work in Computer 

Games it till be more informative to conduct qualitative surveys with all employees who 

participate in game development and knowledge creation process. Unfortunately, it was not 

possible to make it in this work due to the time restrains and unwillingness from companies for 

collaboration.   
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3.2.2 Research participants 

The selection of key informants- for conducting interviews was based on personnel occupation 

and working tasks. As the attention of the research is emphasized on game development process, 

it was important to interview employees who directly take part in this process.  Moreover it was 

decided to interview professionals from technical and creative side. It was done due to the fact 

that technicians and creatives are both involved and closely collaborate with each other during 

game development process. Besides, it was assumed that working practices could vary for 

creative and technical personnel; therefore different interesting results could be outlined. 

Participants of interviews are presented in the following table: 

Name Position in the company Creative or technical side 

ArtofCrime 

Theis Dinesen 

(TD) 

Chief Creative Officer. Main 

responsibility is supervising of the game 

development processes 

Creative, Management 

Soren Tramm (ST) Chief Technical Officer. Soren supervises 

technical programming part of Crimeville 

developing projects. 

Technical, management 

Mike Sjørselv 

Khamphoukeo 

 (MS)  

Game designer and Game manager for 

on-line games  

Creative 

Lars Gregers Nielsen 

 (LN)  

Graphic designer. Artist Creative 

Esben Sonne (ES)  Game & Software developer. Back-end 

programmer. 

Technical 

AmberGames 

Katerina 

Gerasimova(KG)  

Artist. Responsible for creating game 

concepts – illustrating game characters, 

items and symbols as well as interface 

and location design. 

Creative 

Artyr Shakalis (AS)  Head of Reanimation department Management 

Table 1. Interview participants 

3.2.3 Interviews 

Interviews are acknowledged to be the one of the most important sources of information in case 

study research (Yin,2003; Blumberg et al., 2008 ). Interviews help not only to collect appropriate 
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information which cannot be found in published forms, but also help to see the point of view of 

employees on the issues at stake and get valuable insights (Eriksson & Kovalainen ,2008; 

Blumberg et al., 2008).  

The author conducted in total seven interviews with respondents from ArtofCrime (AoC) 

company both with management and employees. The researcher firstly contacted Theis Dinesen, 

who suggested other respondents for interviews. There were taken two face to face interviews 

with two managers – Chief Creative and Chief Technical Officers.  Interviews were conducted in 

June and July and took place at the AoC office. They lasted between one to two hours. 

Interviews were conducted in English. Interviews were digitally recorded with the permission of 

respondents and transcribed(see Apendix). First session was made on 24 and 26
th

 of June, and 

the second on 06 and 12 th of July. It was also taken three interviews with tree employees from 

AoC. These employees also filled a table how do they use Internet and Web 2.0 tools during 

work(see Appendix). Three interviews were taken on 11
th

 of October and lasted approximately 

25-30 minutes each. Two interviews were recorded and transcribed afterwards. For not recorded 

interview a summary was made (see Appendix). Respondents were also suggested by Theis 

Dinesen.   

All interviews were semi-structured and sometimes took form of informal and open. Author 

prepared the outline of the topics and issues used both ‘how’ and ‘what’ questions but changed 

the order of questions during the process. That allowed to comprise material in a rather 

systematic way but keep the manner of the interviews informal (Eriksson & Kovalainen ,2008). 

Informants gave their opinions about the way, the working process is organized, their own 

evaluation of the role of Internet during knowledge construction process and gave their own 

insights. As a result conducted interviews provided worthy information about interested issues. 

Moreover, conducting interviews at the office, not only helped the author to collect valuable 

data, but to get a better understanding of the situation and reasons behind it.  

The aim of interviews was to supply data about following issues: 

- main steps in game development process, its key participants;  

- organizational culture; 

- favourable conditions for knowledge creation; 

- the process of knowledge creation in teams; 

- use of Internet and Web 2.0 tools  in the working process.  

In order to find out which knowledge management tools are used by informants the author 

prepared one page questionnaire (see Appendix).  Answered questionnaire gave the ground to 
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the second interview – author aimed to ascertain how respondents used knowledge management 

tools, their attitude to Internet during knowledge creation process and reasons behind it. 

Moreover, some unclear points from questionnaire were clarified during the second session of 

interviews.  

The design of interviews with AmberGames company was different as company is situated in 

Riga, Latvia. Because of difficulties of travelling, face-to-face interviews were impossible to 

made, therefore it was chosen to send questionnaires and made some interviews via Skype. The 

initial contact was made with Project manager (Ulyana Vitulina). The subject of the research was 

explained and preferences for people for interviews were given. Project manager redirected 

received questionnaire to five respondents which she considered to be right and open for the 

research. The questionnaire was made in two languages-Russian and English, as some 

participants preferred Russian language.  In order to receive deeper understanding of the case 

and to clarify interested moments two respondents were asked for the interviews. The criterion 

for choosing respondents for interview was based on the job occupation – respondents who 

directly participate in game development process. Two representatives were chosen and online 

focused interviews were conducted. During interviews the researcher was strived to follow a 

specific set of questions derived from the first interviews and case study research issues (Yin, 

2003). Meanwhile the author tried to hold the interview in the open-ended manner.    

The focus of the interviews was to collect as much as possible material and analyze it, therefore 

breaks, tones of voices were not taken into consideration. The author transcribed only useful and 

relevant answers from the face-to-face and submitted  E-mail interviews (see Appendix).  

3.2.4 Observations 

By visiting AoC office for conducting interviews the author took an opportunity for another 

source of evidence for the research- direct observation. ‘Besides collecting data visually, 

observations involves listening, reading, smelling and touching” (p.345, Blumberg et al., 2008).  

Made observations took a form of casual data collection rather than formal observations which 

results in developing observation protocols (Yin, 2003). Unfortunately, I did not manage to make 

an observation of the working process at AoC due to some objective reasons. Nonetheless, by a 

field visit, information about the climate of organization and its working culture was collected. It 

was taken a number of pictures of observable issues – the organization of the office.  Yin (2003) 

suggests to have more than one observer in order ‘to increase the reliability of observational 

evidence’ (p.93). This Yins’ proposition could not be implemented as this work was made by 

one author.  
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Besides, It was decided to play (at the basic levels) online games developed by the case-

companies in order to understand the nature of developed games.  

 

3.2.5 Information in Internet 

 The amount of available material in Internet about Amber games and ArtofCrime is rather 

limited, especially considering AoC. It happened due to the following facts: the level of 

competition and competitors is very high in Digital games developing area; researched 

companies are rather small in size comparing to such world leading giants as for example, 

Electronic Arts Sport.  Besides, the field is rather new and has not been researched deeply. 

Therefore the author used articles posted at the official web-pages  as well as CEO blogs and 

official internet sites of the companies as the main sources of secondary data.  

3.3 Validity 

Conducting multiple case study research with a small amount of cases the author was aware of 

question of external validity. Even deep researching of companies could not provide general 

finding which could be applied to other cases within Digital game development branch and 

chosen case companies could represent the certain pattern of objects (Bryman & Bell, 2011). 

Therefore, the author stressed that the aim of the work is ‘particularization, rather than 

generalization’ (p. 61, Lee,Collier and Gullen.2007 cited by Bryman & Bell, 2011).  

Concerns about internal validity were taken into consideration, as researched events could not 

been directly observed (Yin,2003) and provide clear evidences of events to build logical 

conclusions. A cross-case analyses wasr used in order to deepen knowledge, and getting 

understanding of the processes to draw conclusion. 

 Different sources of data collection were used to achieve data validity, as suggested by 

Yin(2003) for case study research.  By conducting comparative design author strived to collect 

as similar as possible empirical information for further analyses.  However, objective reasons 

such as geographical situation and the level of openness of companies influenced the material 

which was collected. Besides, personal attitudes and points of views could affect answers 

provided by informants, as well as their position in the company (some respondents occupy 

management positions, therefore, could give ‘happy picture’).  Thus, conducting quantitative 

surveys with all participants of the game development process at AG and AoC might give a 

clearer picture. Unfortunately it was not possible to do due to the time restraints and busy 

schedule of staff from the researched companies.  
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Chapter 4 Data collection and analyses 

This section introduces two empirical cases within Computer games industry – Ambergames and 

ArtofCrime. Further I present empirical data and analyses of data collected from interviews, 

answered questionnaires and made observations. The process of new knowledge creation during 

game development projects, its peculiarities and favourable conditions and the involvement of 

Internet and Web 2.0 during working processes are presented and analyzed.  

 

4.1 Introduction of cases 

4.1.1 Case one: Ambergames  

AmberGames – to game with love 

From the official web-page 

 

AmberGames (AG) is the biggest private online games development and publishing company in 

the Baltic region
6
. The company was founded in 2006 in Riga, Latvia. AG consist of more than 

120 people and have launched games of differences genres – strategy and Role Playing Games. 

Most popular games are translated into more than 20 languages. The total amount of online 

games subscribes for AG is counted for about 6 million people all over the world
7
. Games, 

introduced by AG, are browsers, massively multiplayer online games and social networks’ 

games.  

Game development process varies depending on game type. Massively multiplayer online games 

(MMOG),  are complicated either for gamers to play or for game developers to develop. The 

development costs vary between 500.000-1.000.000 EUR and demands intensive working 

effort
8
. The most famous MMOG from AmberGames is 1100AD (medieval strategy). It is 

considered to be most the popular and recognizable AG game
9
. Vjacheslav Kanivetc, CEO of 

AmberGames argued, that even though the number of strategy MMOG  in Internet is rather high, 

developers are less concerned about historical part of the game
10

  . Therefore AG team strived to 

create a real Medieval atmosphere for players of 1100AD and paid much attention either to 

                                                           
6
 www.ambergames.com 

7
 www.ambergames.com 

8
 http://www.telegraf.lv/news/rizhskaya-kompaniya-voshla-v-vysshuyu-mirovuyu-ligu-proizvoditelei-

kompyyuternyh-igr 
 
9
 www.ambergames.com 

10
 http://news.bbgsite.com/content/2010-03-26/1100ad_interview_developers_could_pay_more_attention_to_the_games_historical_aspects,1.shtml 

http://news.bbgsite.com/content/2010-03-26/1100ad_interview_developers_could_pay_more_attention_to_the_games_historical_aspects,1.shtml
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historical facts or to graphics and art during development of 1100AD (Picture 1). For example, 

an artist, who works on 1100AD project, mentioned that she is given rather strict frameworks for 

drawings: swards, artefacts, clothes of heroes should be directly from that specific age and no 

from later times (Katerina Gerasimova, artist, AG, 2012). As a result while playing the game 

gamers could find out some new interesting facts about this particular period of time.  

 

 

Pic 1. Screenshot of 1100AD game  Source http://1100ad.com/ 

The MMOG revenues model at AG is the following: all MMOG are free for all users to start 

playing and register. But, gamers should pay money to AG to upgrade their characters: buy new 

weapons, swards, new clothes or magic skills. Gamers could do without paid skills and weapons, 

however these abilities and swords make a game rather interesting and capturing
11

 . According to 

AG statistic, each user spends approximately 70-80 EUR annually on the game, so the aim of the 

developers is to encourage players to spend more
12

.    

 

4.1.2 Case two: ArtofCrime 

-Aspires to build a world of safe, fun gaming and 

 unique cross media entertainment for teens{…}  

www.artofcrime.com 

 

ArtofCrime (AoC) is a Danish multimedia company founded 10 years ago. Company aimed to 

create new types of entertaining media for children and family
13

. The product made by 

ArtofCrime is multiplatform game Cremeville (Pic.2) which is based on the best selling genre 

crime fiction Crazycrime (for Denmark) and Crimeville (for Europe). The game is produced in 

partnership with DR, Nordic game, Br and others.  All counterparts of the game- idea, design, 

                                                           
11

 http://www.telegraf.lv/news/rizhskaya-kompaniya-voshla-v-vysshuyu-mirovuyu-ligu-proizvoditelei-kompyyuternyh-igr 
12

 http://www.telegraf.lv/news/rizhskaya-kompaniya-voshla-v-vysshuyu-mirovuyu-ligu-proizvoditelei-kompyyuternyh-igr 
13

 http://artofcrime.com/company-info/about-art-of-crime/ 

http://1100ad.com/
http://www.telegraf.lv/news/rizhskaya-kompaniya-voshla-v-vysshuyu-mirovuyu-ligu-proizvoditelei-kompyyuternyh-igr
http://www.telegraf.lv/news/rizhskaya-kompaniya-voshla-v-vysshuyu-mirovuyu-ligu-proizvoditelei-kompyyuternyh-igr
http://artofcrime.com/company-info/about-art-of-crime/
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characters, and graphics are developed by the AoC professionals with its partners
14

. The design 

of the game is simple with quite colors from the one side and has references to 1950’s from the 

other. Characters are made in a humorous, feel-good charm way and bear companies values – 

quality children’s developing entertainment media without violence 
15

.  

Game is designed for children from 6 to 12 years and has no violence.  It is a multiplatform 

interactive detective game, where players by using deductive method and logic should identify 

supposed offenders
16

. While playing, a gamer should collect evidences and quest items, which 

helps to solve a crime and prinks, which, when found, could be addressed to other gamers. Game 

could be either single or multiplayer online (MMOG) with on-line community. There is also a 

mobile version of the game, table game, magazine, TV and comic-strip variants.  

 
Picture 2. Crimeville screenshot .Source: http://crimeville.com/ 

AoC earns revenues from selling goods at on-line shop. The online game is free to play, but there 

are specific giggles, which could make the game playing more exciting and interesting by 

opening access to more options in the game. Players could also play a variant of the table game 

Crimeville by buying playing cards. There is a big section of clothing and accessories at the web-

shop, where people could customize chosen clothing or accessories by colure and size and add a 

print from Cremiville game
17

.  

     

4.2 Game development processes 

4.2.1 Ambergames 

The process of new game development is rather typical in AmberGames. Idea of a game could 

come from everybody in AG. It should be presented to the Game producer who decides if it is 

worth to be put into the further development. As a rule, main supplier of game ideas is the Game 

producer (Art director, Artist, AG,2012).  

                                                           
14 http://artofcrime.com/company-info/about-art-of-crime/ 
15 http://artofcrime.com/company-info/about-art-of-crime/ 
16 http://crimeville.co.uk/about-crimeville/ 
17

 http://shop.crimeville.com/shop/play-with-your-8c1.html 

http://crimeville.com/
http://artofcrime.com/company-info/about-art-of-crime/
http://artofcrime.com/company-info/about-art-of-crime/
http://crimeville.co.uk/about-crimeville/
http://shop.crimeville.com/shop/play-with-your-8c1.html
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The Head of Reanimation department lists and describes following stages of Game development: 

Idea – Concept document – 1
st
 stage design document – Labor effort evaluation-  Work under 

development with iterations – Prototype presentation- Course correction- Development- Testing 

– Launching  

Idea of a game could be supplied by everyone from the department and is described in one list 

document and is provided for a game producer for evaluation.  

Concept document is made by a game producer. This document includes more detailed 

description of the processes and progress. It also contains market and auditorium analyses. 

1
st
 stage design document – is a deep game’s description document. It includes enumeration of 

all game’s features and description of it. Along with the person who presented the idea game 

producer and game designer are involved in to the work in this stage.  

Labor effort evaluation – all game development team is involved at this stage. Here general cost 

evaluation is made. Besides, backlog of game’s features takes place.   

Work under development with iterations – whole team is involved into the work on the game 

development. A project manager is responsible of the project’s implementation and project’s 

documentation.  

Prototype presentation – a demo version of the game with basic functionality is presented to the 

investor.  

After receiving feedback on a prototype, game development course is adjusted. Main participants 

of this stage are project manager, producer and game designer.  

Hereafter further work on game development proceeds. All team is involved in work.  

At the last stages – testing and launching – the whole team takes part. 

Game development process is presented in the following figure: 

 

Fig.7. Game development process at AmberGames 

•Idea 

•Concept document 

•1st stage design document 

•labour effort evaluation 

Pre-production 

•Development 

•Course correction 

•Prototype presentation 

•Work under development 
with iteration 

Production 
 

•Testing 

•Launching 

Post-
production 
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During initial identification phase Concept document and Design documents are created (Head 

of Reanimation department, AG,2012). General description of the new game its story and logic 

is written in the Concept document. The main aim of the Concept document is to provide a brief 

presentation of the future game. The 1st phase design document is a more detailed description of 

the future game. A bigger group of professionals- designers, artists and technicians work on 

creating Design document. This document includes description of the main features of the game- 

its design, graphics, characters and story. Technical characteristics are also a part of the Design 

document. 

While team of the Reanimation department is placed in the same room and work side by side 

professionals who work on main AG projects are located in their departments and are not 

involved in periodic discussions and project briefings. For example, artist who works at AD1100 

project, has never participated in the project discussion with the project group but she only 

receives project tasks (K G, artist, AG, 2012). When some issues arise the artist initially 

addresses to art-director who either help to solve it or will communicate with other team 

members: 

Usually working questions are solved through the art-director. So I can’t go directly to the 

programmer and solve some issues. (Katerina Gerasimove, artist, AmberGames, 2012) 

The game development process (GDP) at AG looks rather similar for the Industry and goes 

through main stages described in the literature review.  

 

4.2.2 ArtofCrime 

Now company constantly works with Crimeville story and Crimeville game, therefore 

improvements of the game, adding new characters and features are new projects at ArtofCrime. 

Nonetheless work on development of such projects goes through all stages of game development 

process. 

According to AoC Chief Creative Officer(CCO), game developing includes following phases: 

 Idea- Sketch-Technical assessment- Prototype- Production (TD, Chief creative 

officer,AoC,2012) 

The ideas which could initiate new development processes could come from everybody in the 

organization. As at the present company works with Crimeville story, new projects concerns 

some improvements of Crimeville computer game, adding new characters, features or graphics 

(TD, Chief creative officer,AoC,2012). 

According to the CCO there is a specific template how idea proposition should be designed. 

Overall the description of the new idea should be no more than half a page.  
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The document with an idea is submitted to the management team which consists of four people- 

the founder-CEO, financial, creative officer and technical officer. The answer should be given 

within few days. There are three possible variants for proposed ideas – it could be accepted and 

put to the further development; it could be denied; or it could be suspended, meaning that it 

could be taken to development later (TD, Chief creative officer,AoC,2012).  

 

 If all managers agree and consider the idea worth to be implemented the process moves to the 

second step – Sketch. Here, a small group of professionals (minimum two persons) is created. A 

team leader for the project is also appointed and where he/she works from the beginning to the 

finale stage during all development process. A person who proposed the idea is chosen to be a 

team leader, as he or she has the biggest motivation to implement the project: 

It’s also a part of organizational culture, normally we assign a person who generate the idea to 

be a team leader. Because that person has the highest level of interest in make this thing true.  

 (TD, Chief creative officer,AoC,2012) 

The result of the second phase is 1-2 pages concept document which comprises brief 

visualization of the proposed idea, logic and characters description and gives the impression of 

how the game will look like. 

Hereafter the technical assessment step begins. At this phase a team of four programmers 

evaluate the project from the technical side – how it should be implemented, the level of 

difficulty for implementation and so on.  If the conditions for technical implementation are 

admissible project moves to step four- prototyping (TD, Chief creative officer,AoC,2012). 

During work on the project AoC employees need to make brief technical assessment and 

graphical visualization. They also need to explain their ideas and plans considering new project 

therefore they actively use metaphors and analogues (TD,Chief creative officer, AoC,2012).  

Personal communication prevails at these phases of game development process. 

Respondents mentioned the use of metaphors and analogues at the first second and sometimes 

third phases of game development process. It happens during discussion of basic elements and 

attributes of the future game, or when technicians and creatives are trying to come up to the 

shared understanding about the game and its attributes:  

Metaphors can be used at earliest stages, when we need to discuss overall planning. Then I 

need to bring it out - when I speak to less technical client. (Back end programmer, AoC, 2012). 

At the prototyping stage the project team includes minimum 3 professionals (a technical 

specialist, visual and concept/general). The aim of this stage is to create a prototype of the game 

and do some testing, as the last phase- production is a big resources consuming process.  
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Prototype could paint or brush the game so we can see what happens or it could be very simple 

flash presentation which just shows what is the concept actually stands which is not a brief 

concept of technical issues. (ST, Chief Technical Officer,AoC,2012) 

The team should make a deliberate prototype of the initial idea and build all comprising things. 

The financial and technical resources evaluation also takes place during prototyping stage. 

Moreover, unpredictable obstacles could appear only after prototyping (TD, Chief Creative 

Officer,AoC,2012).  

After creating a prototype the same project team (sometimes it could include additional 

resources) begins production phase with the aim of creating a worthy product (Thies Dinessen, 

Chief Creative Officer,AoC,2012).  

It should be noted that Chief Creative Officer names all process of the game development 

Production.  

The final step of the GDP is evaluation, when the project and its implementation are evaluated 

with employees, challenges and solutions are investigated (Soren Trum,Chief Technical 

Officer,AoC,2012). 

 

 

Fig. 8 ArtofCrime game development process 

 

As there is no internal knowledge portal or wiki at AoC employees use combine analyze 

documents from previous projects which are stored at Dropbox or analyze and use information 

from game database. Game database contains everything what happens in the game- which 

features are used, which characters are played etc (ST, Chief Technical Officer; TD, Chief 

creative officer, AoC,2012). Referring and analyzing data from game database   could catalyze 

generating ideas for new projects: 

 So yes we always refer to the game database. When we are talking about new ideas.  (ST, Chief 

Technical Officer, AoC,2012) 
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4.3 Internet and game development 

 

4.3.1 Ambergames 

ICT Internet and particularly Web 2.0 tools are widely used at AG in everyday work (AG 

Questionnairs,2012). However the pattern includes standard tools: Skype and e-mails for 

communication, Jira for task tracking, Confluence-internal wiki, internal blogs on Facebook; 

Searching sites, forums, blogs, Youtube.com.  It should be mentioned, that purposes of using 

various technologies are different. 

 

Web 2.0 applications 

Wiki 

Internal wiki - Confluence is written in Java web-based corporate wiki, which is mainly used 

internally in companies. There is a number of various functions and options for users of 

confluence program - connecting colleagues and teams for collaborative work, exchanging files, 

mails, collaborative online co-creation of documents and live discussion, sharing teams 

calendars, capturing knowledge, weekly news emails from most popular discussion topics, 

connecting JIRO issues with Confluence
18

.  

According to interviews, Confluence at AG is mainly used for spreading news and capturing 

knowledge - employees share documents, add new one and upgrade already existed (AG 

Questionnairs.2012). Artyr Shakalis (Head of Reanimation department) admits time saving role 

of confluence - uploading documents and keeping them updated is more comfortable and time 

saving than explaining something during personal communication:   

I don’t think it’s time consuming to add documents to wiki. Otherwise I need to explain the same 

thing to every new employee. By having these documents I’ll just send him a doc to read. 

Referring to the databases and documents,  takes place during all game development phases – 

from idea generation production due to the specific character of game development process – 

arising of unforeseen challenges almost at each phase and the necessity of creation prototypes 

almost from the beginning of the project (AS, Head of Reanimation department,AG,2012). 

KG, an artist from Design Department, in her turn does not use Confluence at all. She is aware 

about existence of internal wiki, but she has never used it in her daily work, read or edit any 

documents. There is no interesting useful professional information in wiki, which KG could 

utilize while implementing new tasks: 

                                                           
18

 http://www.atlassian.com/ 

http://www.atlassian.com/
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No, I don’t use wiki for my work. We were not informed that we need to use it. (KG, artist, AG, 

2012)  

Using such functions of Confluence as sharing teams’ calendars, collaborative work, connecting 

JIRO issues was not mentioned by employees.  

External wiki 

Utilization of external wiki for the professional aims has not achieved large proliferation within 

AG employees. In the majority of cases respondents mentioned that they use Confluence during 

work (AG Questionnaires, 2012). For example, in the case of need AS refers to internal wiki or 

uses another Internet services (AS, Head of Reanimation Department, AG,2012).  

Due to the specificity of occupation – being an artist, Kate Gerasimova does not refer to wikis in 

global net while working on the project.  

Blogs  

There is a number of internal blogs run by AG employees at closed corporate Facebook page 

only for AG employees (AS, Head of Reanimation Department, AG,2012). 

Internal blogs include interesting information about rival games as well as information about 

innovations- new features, new characters and new technologies sued in game developing 

industry. Having a blog is not initiated by the management of the company and everybody who 

feels like doing that is welcome to start blogging (AS, Head of Reanimation Department, 

AG,2012).  Thus, for example, AS and some other employees run internal professional blogs, 

while KG, neither runs nor reads internal blogs of her colleagues.   

 

RSS function is not used by the blogs readers, so after new entrees Artyr Shakalis personally 

informs colleagues about new posted information in the blog (AS, Head of Reanimation 

Department,2012). Working in the company for quite a long period of time on the administrative 

position lets Artyr know all key employees and their role in the company and functions. 

Therefore, Artyr knows for which professionals in AG new entrees in the blog might be 

interesting and notifies them personally: 

 The updating line runs constantly. Information is such a thing, that it’s not enough just to write 

it. I know who might be interested in it. I just meet this person and say that I’ve upgraded my 

blog- please read it. It will be useful for you.  

 (AS, Head of Reanimation Department,2012) 

 

External blogs are also visited by AG employees in daily working processes.  

For example Artyr Shakalis and members of Reanimation department visit a number of 

professional blogs. Kate Gerasimova follows some blogs run by the high professional artists of 

the Industry to get a source of inspiration and see new techniques (KG, artist, AG,2012). As the 
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chief of the department did not inform and promote his professional blog, Kate is unaware about 

its existence (KG,artist, AG,2012).  

Nonetheless, none of questioned employees runs any external blogs or writes comments at 

visited external blogs (AS, Head of Reanimation Department,2012; KG, artist, AG,2012).   

 

Forums 

According to answered questionnaires the majority of respondents do not use forums in their 

working activity (AG questionnairs,2012). 

 It is only a leading artist who addresses to forum. Forum which is run by the association of 

professional anonymous artists was mentioned by KG as the one regularly visited while working 

on the projects (KG, a leading artist, AG,2012). Artists post new pictures, comments on various 

works, organize competitions with prizes. This web page is not only a place of getting some 

practical information and communication with professionals but a great source of inspiration for 

artists working in game industry: 

Well, for inspiration I have some known experts, to whom I address. There are also libraries, 

where I can see some pictures. (KG, artist, AG,2012) 

Nevertheless, KG does not take part in pictures’ discussion and giving some advice. A couple of 

times she took part in competition and posted some of her pictures. Participation in such content 

acts as intrinsic motivation for artists, even though they do not get winning places.  

Social networking sites Mashups Social bookmarking RSS tagging and other web 2.0 

technologies were not mentioned by AG employees, that ones used while working on the 

projects. There is only one respondent – Community Manager who marked Mashups for 

acquiring new knowledge. 

 Some of the applications like tagging social networking sites RSS are not used due to personal 

preferences and lack of practical utility (AS, Head of Reanimation Department,AG, 2012). 

Meanwhile Social bookmarking Personilized search Mashups are not used as respondents do not 

know about them (KG, artist, AG,2012; AS, Head of reanimation Department, AG,2012 ).  

Skype and e-mails play the role of communication exchanging interesting links and place for 

storing links (AG questionnairs,2012).  

 

4.3.2 ArtofCrime 

Internet is constantly used by AoC employees at each steps of Game development process. It is 

used to get inspiration, valuable information and solutions for problem solving, getting news 

from Industry, evaluating competitors’ games. Skype Google Dropbox are commonly used by all 

AoC employees.  
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Dropbox 

There are no internal wiki or knowledge portal in the company. However, as work on game 

development requires some documents for example Design document, AoC explores a Dropbox 

for documents’ turnover. The structure of documents in Dropbox is simple and user friendly 

(TD, Chief Creative Officer, AoC,2012). Game idea document like all other game phases 

documents are downloaded to the AoC Dropbox repository (TD, Chief Creative Officer, 

AoC,2012). Each game projects have own folders where relevant documents are situated. It 

should be mentioned, that game documents have template and contain only information about 

referring project- phase, participants, technical  and graphical description, story. 

Company does not explore the practice of codification of the best cases or ways of correction of 

some mistakes, therefore all knowledge is concentrated at employees.  

We don’t do that. We don’t have Lotus Notes or corporate wiki….. Just writing down all useful 

knowledge here will be thousands of papers and will be extremely costly to write it. It will be 

extremely costly to read it and will be extremely costly to reproduce it.   We have some key 

personnel. (TD, Chief Creative Officer, AoC,2012) 

 

Google and Youtube 

During work on projects employees constantly address to Google. The information searched in 

Google could be used for boosting inspiration or finding some solutions to the problems, general 

overview of current news in the Industry or find appropriate sites. As projects are not the same 

and some new issues always take place, finding appropriate web-pages from searching engine 

Google is considered to be the best solution: 

I think the Google is the most common thing. Google which directs to forums, wikis.( ST,Chief 

Creative Officer,AoC.2012) 

Youtube is another source of inspiration and valuable information for AoC employees. Either ST 

or TD go to Youtube to find inspiring videos or educational material (ST, Chief Technical 

Officer,AoC.2012; TD, Chief creative officer, AoC,2012). TD also is subscribed to channel of 

high professionals in animation. Game Designer addresses to Google to watch video-blogs of 

professionals or to watch presentation of new games, instead of playing this games directly 

(Game Designer, AoC, 2012).  

Other Web 2.0 applications 

As it was mentioned above, there are no internal wiki in the company. However, there is an 

official AoC blog at the AOC web-page which is run by companies CEO’s -  

http://artofcrime.com/blog/. But there is no obligatory subscription to this blog for all AoC 

employees (TD, Chief Creative Officer, AoC,2012).  

http://artofcrime.com/blog/
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Moreover none of questioned AoC employees has his own blogs. Thus, for example TD and ST 

consider blogging and commenting being time consuming, meanwhile there are rather tough 

time frameworks for projects implementation (ST,Chief Technical Officer,AoC.2012; TD, Chief 

Creative Officer, AoC,2012). Besides, as some professionals noticed, it should be some personal 

character to share personal thoughts with people all over the world: 

But I don’t do it because it’s more personal, I don’t like share things with people. (ST, Chief 

Technical Officer,AoC.2012) 

 

Nonetheless employees at AoC consider Internet a great part of working process. Blogs, wikis, 

twitter, RSS are those Web 2.0 applications which are widely used by AoC employees (AoC 

Questionnairs,2012; ST,Chief creative officer,AoC.2012; TD, Chief creative officer, AoC,2012).   

For example, some AoC employees (Game designer and Artist) mentioned that they are active 

participants of Internet: they leave comments and share knowledge in professional blogs and 

forums. Besides, an Artist thinks about starting his own blog (AoC Questionnairs,2012;Game 

designer, AoC,2012;Artist, AoC,2012) .  

Different professional wikis are used by employees only for general overview of new 

technologies, features of the Industry. None of questioned employees does not actively use 

wikis, as it is considered highly time consuming.  

 

Respondents do not always visit the same blogs and forums, but via searching in Google go to 

those web-pages where the possible relevant information could be placed (ST,Chief creative 

officer,AoC.2012; TD, Chief creative officer, AoC,2012).  

While TD is signed with RSS for a big number of web-pages, he considers it a bit annoying to 

receive a lot of news feed from numerous internet recourses. However, it allows getting news 

from industry and competitors without visiting sites all the time. 

When the situation requires some addition help which in-house employees could not solve, 

addressing to Social networking sites or just personal network helps to find a necessary 

professional and save time which is very crucial factor in game developing process (TD, Chief 

Creative Officer, AoC,2012).  

A Game designer widely uses online Mindmapping in order to support communication and 

discussion. He mentions that usually it happens during Sketch or Prototype stages, when both 

creative and technical specialists should explain details and come up to common understanding 

and common solution.  
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Such Web 2.0 tools as Mashups and Social bookmarking are not adopted by AoC employees for 

game development work. Most common reasons of not addressing to this application are no 

practical utility or unaware of aforementioned applications.  

For example, Chief Creative Officer always evaluates time consuming and prefers those tools 

which could help to save the time and make the working process simpler. 

It’s time consuming. You need to spend much time with it… People should use tools which are 

important for our pipe-line…I don’t use them much, because I can’t see they help me with 

sharing knowledge… (TD, Chief creative officer, AoC,2012) 

 According to Chief Creative Officer Mashups and Social Bookmarking do not look to him 

efficient though are not used and not promoted by him to other colleagues (TD, Chief Creative 

Officer, AoC,2012).  

Thereby interesting internet links are exchanged via e-mails by AoC professionals.  

Another web 2.0 tool, Skype and Skype conferences is an indispensible part of working routine 

as one of the teams member lives in Stockholm. Meanwhile at the office it is preferred to hold 

live communication instead of Skype chat.  

 

4.4 Organizational culture 

4.4.1 ArtofCrime  

The issue of organizational culture is considered by AoC management as an important part of 

organizational life:  

Organizational culture supports knowledge creation and sharing. It’s highly important that 

creativity is facilitated by the core of organization. It is hung up on the processes. (TD, Chief 

creative officer, AoC,2012) 

Such visible organizational structures as office décor and architecture sustain the atmosphere of 

openness in the AoC, which is concerned with creativity and making some entertaining products 

for youth and children. There are a lot of attributes of the AoC product ‘Crimeville’ at the office 

-Crimeville characters are painted on the walls and standing at the office, playing cards and 

souvenir products are laying at the working tables. It should be mentioned, as in many soft-ware 

companies there is no dress-code for AoC employees.  

Boards with drown process help employees to keep track with current projects their progress and 

participants. Besides, boards with processes (see Appendix), mirror one of the core values of the 

company –simplicity of working processes, which does not hinder creativity (TD, Chief creative 

officer, AoC,2012).   
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Rewards system is build preferably on intrinsic motivation – professional learning, interesting 

projects, while money is not considered to be a good reward in this industry and could not 

facilitate creativity:  

We don’t have money rewards, we do only with intrinsic rewards.  People in this business is not 

generally motivated by money. (TD, Chief Creative Officer, AoC,2012) 

One of the examples of applying intrinsic motivation is assigning a team leader of the project a 

person, who submitted the idea. As a result he or she is considered to be most interested in new 

project and its successful implementation (TD, Chief Creative Officer, AoC,2012) .  

Employees noticed the atmosphere of openness and trust in organization (Back end programmer, 

Game designer, Artist, AoC, 2012).  

Everyday morning meetings with current issues being discussed are part of the organizational 

culture. TD adds that management is open for employees and takes interest in solving some 

working problems and monitoring the process.  

 

4.4.2 Ambergames 

There are some norms common for most IT companies which are shared at AG- absence of 

dress-code and existence of game rooms.  

Employees mentioned that there is game room or game places where employees could play some 

digital games or just relax (AG Questionnaires, 2012). Besides, a set of informal events outside 

the office was introduced by the management recently. These ‘innovation’ was welcomed by 

employees positively (AG Questionnaires, 2012). 

 Intrinsic motivation - non financial rewards system is pointed out by managers as the best suited 

for encouraging employees (AG Questionnaires, 2012) . Besides, respondents mentioned that 

non-financial incentives are the best for employees who work in such bruches as Digital games: 

'Financial part of motivation is rather powerful demotivator and rather weak incentive. ' (AS, 

Head of Reanimation department, AG,2012) 

Employees’ self-development and learning are also encouraged by the management. In some 

cases, the company could pay for chosen courses for employees. 

   

According to interviews and answered questionnaire each employee is aware that he or she could 

supply some new ideas for the game. Nonetheless, the situation differs from department to 

department. While in the Reanimation department everybody is welcomed to contribute ideas, at 

the Design department it is the head designer who coordinates ideas flow within the department 

and acts as the main ideas’ supplier.  
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AG employees noted an atmosphere of openness for knowledge sharing and informality in their 

working departments (AG Questionnaires, 2012). Moreover, all respondents noticed that team 

leaders are open to help, take part in ideas’ sharing and sustain collaborative climate within 

teams (AG Questionnaires, 2012).  

Katerina Gerasimova noticed that all team members are open and help each other if some 

obstacles are met:   

Overall we have rather united staff, we have close relations with each other and help each 

other. (KG, artist, AG,2012) 

On the other hand, an artist noticed the lack of information and knowledge flow between 

departments (KG, artist, AG,2012). Particularly she noted that sometimes it takes a lot of time to 

find in the program JIRO the right person with required skills or someone who implemented 

similar working tasks (KG, leading artist, AG,2012).  

Working autonomy within AG also depends on working occupation (AG Questionnaires, 2012 ). 

KG as an artist is responsible for creating particular characters and attributes from predefined 

time space therefore she should strictly follow the design framework typical for that period of 

time. Moreover,  as a rule all artists spend their daily working time in the office and do not have 

any kind of working freedom to plan daily working tasks. KG regrets that she is not allowed to 

visit museums or exhibitions during working time to get a source of inspiration (KG, artist, 

AG,2012).  

The head of Reanimation department in his turn mentioned that employees at his department are 

free to plan their working time and tasks according to preferences and needs: 

If a person needs to go somewhere, to take an inspiration, welcome. But be welcome to follow 

the deadlines and meet them. (AS, Head of Reanimation department,AG,2012)      

Mentoring and assisting colleagues while working on the projects take place at AG (AG 

Questionnaires, 2012). AG employees noted that it is important for them to refer to the 

colleagues while working on the project for exchanging ideas and experiences in order to 

generate some new knowledge (AG Questionnaires, 2012).   

 

4.5 Analyses  

4.5.1 Game development and knowledge creation process  

The research question touches Game development and Knowledge creation topics therefore these 

processes at two case companies will be analyzed.   

The creation and launching of a new game is highly resources’ consuming process – it requires 

money, time and labor investments. However already launched on-line games both single and 

multiplayer, also need some constant improvements. As a result either ArtofCrime or 
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AmberGames run game development projects which deal with some improvements of already 

existed games – Crimeville at ArtofCrime and 1100 AD Dark Swords and others at 

AmberGames. Projects launched to create some games improvements go through steps of new 

game development cycle established by companies.  Meanwhile AmberGames is also concerned 

about  reconstruction of suspended or postponed games(the responsibility of Reanimation 

department). The process of reconstruction of postponed games looks almost the same as general 

game development cycle at AmberGames.    

Conducted case studies showed common issues in managing game development process which 

are described in literature review section:  

 it requires collaboration of professionals with different background, interaction of 

technical and creative specialists (Kerr,2006; Laramee, 2002; Rabin, 2005);  

 emphasis on intrinsic motivation and creating favourable conditions for creativity 

and knowledge creation (McConnell , 1996; Bates  B,2004);  

 facing with new unexpected challenges throughout game development 

process(Irish, D.2005; Rabin ,2005; Ariola ,2006);  

 collaborative team work (Rabin ,2005; Bates 2004; Skinner,2005; Bethke, 2003; 

Kerr, 2006). 

 special atmosphere of play and fun at working sites (Rabin ,2005; Capodagli and 

Jackson, 2010; Bates ,2004). 

Analyses of gathered data showed that some of described specific factors of work in game 

developing influence   knowledge creation processes in case companies. As a result it has some 

peculiarities comparing with Nonaka  SECI model (1994). 

 According to Nonaka(1994,1995,2007) the process of new knowledge creation is initiated by 

individuals. Referring to cases, ideas for new projects come from individuals - generally game 

producers at AG or management (chief creative or technical officers, for instance) at AoC. It 

could act as departing points for knowledge creation process.  

Four modes of knowledge conversion are difficult to juxtapose with the work on phases of game 

development process. Four knowledge conversions modes do not always gradually follow each 

other during the game development or some of them are presented rather slightly.  

Respondents either from creative or technical sides at AoC and AG acknowledged the possession 

of tacit knowledge – know how, skills, crafts, called by Nonaka technical tacit knowledge 

(Nonaka,1994). This tacit knowledge is gained throughout working experience and is difficult to 

articulate to others (Meinolf, 2001). Explicit knowledge on the other hand, in the context of 

Computer games companies is present in the programming code or some manuals – in the case 
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of programmers. The possible expression of explicit knowledge for creatives (artists, designers) 

could be some drawings or sketches, manuals for working with soft-ware. As a result, referring 

to already existed data bases, reports and diagrams, do not always take place during work or if it 

does, it could take place at any step of the game development process.  

 

Meeting and solving unexpected challenges could also trigger the creation of new knowledge 

almost at each step of GDP.  

The absence of documenting successful practices and manuals at AoC influences combination 

mode – it could be said that in some cases it does not exist.  

 

Facts mentioned above, leave traces on knowledge creation process.  

Informal meetings inside and outside the office, coffee breaks, common lunches,  skype chats 

which are typical for Socialization phase (Nonaka,1994) take place all year round and do not 

depend on the beginning of new projects at both case companies. For example off-site informal 

activities like barbeque or some parties were hold at AG only a couple of times. Brainstorming 

event was organized only once at AoC. Another example of socialization like coffee breaks or 

common lunch happen daily or even several times per day in both companies – AoC and AG. 

Moreover as AoC employees work each time in a new team the possibilities of acquiring new 

knowledge at Socialization phase are increased. 

Therefore gaining some tacit knowledge could happen at different steps of the game 

development process. Moreover it is difficult to trace that during aforementioned events 

converting tacit knowledge to tacit takes place. Nonetheless, these activities provide more 

opportunities for gaining knowledge, because AoC and AG employees could create some shared 

understanding or new prospective which leads to new tacit knowledge creation. It should be 

mentioned that described by Nonaka (1994) examples of Socialization phase -direct observations 

and imitations were not mentioned and described by AoC and AG employees as a part of their 

working process.   

The work on prototype or visualization, submission of a new idea, creation of the 1
st
 stage design 

document are examples of externalization phase, where tacit knowledge is converted into 

explicit (Nonaka,1994). According to Nonaka(1994) during this phase accumulated tacit 

knowledge is articulated as explicit with the help of metaphors, analogues to create new 

concepts. In both cases dialogues, metaphors, analogues are extensively used by employees at 

AG and AoC preferably at the initial stages of GDP. Creating new concepts which are 

understood correctly by all professionals (artists, animators and programmers) in  team is very 
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important as it influences the further work in the game development process- prototyping and 

especially game development. 

 According to Nonaka(1994) and Nonaka, Toyama and Byosiere( 2001) at Combination  phase 

parts of explicit knowledge are connected in order to create new complex and systemized 

material or new explicit knowledge in other words. The example of combination mode could be 

programming code written by programmers. In some cases programmers use pieces of already 

existed code and write a new one. At Reanimation department of AG using of already existed 

code helps to save time and overcome challenges, as professionals deal with already existed 

games (AS, Head of Reanimation department, 2012, AG).  

 Another example of combination mode is addressing to graphic drawings of characters, which 

could be used a number of times from project to project.  

The use of documents from Confluence at AG is another example of Combination mode. In the 

case of AoC, where internal wiki is not used at all, addressing to Dropbox, using materials from 

it in order to create new documents , could exemplify Combination mode.  

 

It should be noticed that usage of already existed code or projects document in order to create 

some new document or write new code could not be done without some tacit knowledge. 

Moreover creation of new concepts, for example generating a new idea for a game, could be the 

result of analyzing game’s database. In this case, it could be said that the creation of a new idea 

for a game is a result of analyzing some explicit knowledge and using of  tacit knowledge as 

well. Therefore the author assumes that Externalization and Combination could be closely tight 

processes in some cases during GDP. 

As it happens with Combination the process of Internalization takes place at various stages of 

game development process at case companies. Internalization assumes converting explicit 

knowledge into the tacit and ‘learning by doing’ (Nonaka 1994,1998).  

Evaluation step at AoC, where employees analyze the process of project’s implementation could 

be one of the examples of Internalization mode.  

Implementation of the whole new project with new issues and challenges triggers learning by 

doing process and helps professionals at AoC and AG to gain new knowledge.  

As it is seen from the made analyses, the knowledge creation process in computer games 

companies has its peculiarities and does not precisely follow SECI model (Nonaka, 1994,). 

 

 A number of inherent distinctive features of the game development process are : work of 

employees from different spheres, team effort, unforeseen challenges, and special atmosphere at 

the office influencing KC.  Unfortunately it is difficult to trace how exactly and during which 
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GD steps tacit knowledge is created by employees or if this new knowledge is tacit or explicit. I 

also assume that professionals, whose work is directly connected with creativity – for instance 

artists, designers and whose experience is rather specific do not always need to express their 

knowledge or share it with all members of the working group. Therefore codification of explicit 

knowledge may be useless and it doesn’t make any sense in some cases.  

The juxtaposition of  Knowledge creation and Game development processes are presented in the 

following table: 

 Ambergames 

 

ArtofCrime 

SECI modes Corresponding steps of GD 

process 

Corresponding steps of GD 

process 

Socialization 

 

All Game Development steps All Game Development steps 

Externalization 

 

Concept document; 1st stage design 

document;  

Idea; Sketch ;Prototype; Technical 

assessment 

Combination 

 

1st stage design document; Prototype 

presentation; Work under development with 

iterations; Development; Launching 

 

Sketch; Prototype; Production 

Internalization 

 

All Game development steps All GD steps, especially Project 

evaluation 

Table 2. SECI modes and game development steps 

 

4.5.2 The role of Internet and Web 2.0 in game development and knowledge creation 

process 

The aim of this section is to analyze the use of Internet and Web 2.0 tools in during Game 

development and knowledge creation process in Ambergame and ArtofCrime companies.  

 

According to empirical findings from cases it is clear that Internet and Web 2.0 tools are widely 

used by employees throughout their working processes. However, the selection of the Web 2.0 

tools is rather typical for two cases – Google, Wiki, Forums, Youtube, Blogs, Twitter, 

professional network sites. Management from two companies noticed that they use Internet Web 

2.0 application more extensively for administrative tasks, instead of direct work on projects. 

Aforementioned tools are used by employees from both sides - creatives and technicians to some 

extent.  
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 The searching engine, for example Google, VoIp communicating tool Skype are indispensible 

part of working process.  As seen from presented data, the work on the project for most AoC 

employees  starts from Google search while AG employees do not always address to Internet at 

the beginning of work. Creation and launching specific searching engine PigeonRank  allows 

Google to find best suited pages, which are linked and sited most and are close to the initial 

meaning of the search
19

 . As a result AoC employees address to Google when they need to find 

information about competitors, news from industry, find solution to the problem or see how the 

similar challenge was solved. Google redirects them to various forums or blogs where possible 

needed information could be found. As seen from empirical data,  AoC professionals do not 

always address to the same Internet sites due to the great variety of sites and  constant upgrade of  

Internet content. Generally AoC professionals highly appreciate possibilities of Internet in 

supplying of required information.  

 

Besides, online professional network sites help to find necessary specialists in shortest time, 

when arisen issue could not be solved internally at AoC. Here professional network could help to 

find the right specialist and save time, which is rather significant in game developing. 

 On the other hand the situation in AG differs. The head of Reanimation department formed a 

broad professional network, during previous work at the biggest Russian language social 

network site Odnoklassniki.ru.  It allows him to address directly to the right professionals or find 

them via network. Therefore he does not refer to online professional networks like Linked in.  

 

Blogs are used during the work on game development by AG and AoC employees. Main reasons 

of visiting blogs are informative - reading some news about industry, overview of new 

technologies, developments and some funny articles and inspiration for AG employees and 

getting news and finding some practical information for AoC employees. Professional blogs act 

as knowledge platforms and social networking sites, where people not only post recent news 

from industry, but companies are introduced, and inquires for jobs vacancies are posted. These 

web-pages, thereby contribute to knowledge creation process by supplying useful information 

from other professionals within Computer games field. In aggregation with already existed 

knowledge of employees it leads to new knowledge creation, for example, at combination and 

internalization phases.  

 

Nonetheless the research showed that blogging and commenting is not overall commonly used 

practice at AG and AoC.  
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Differences in blogging participation at two companies should be noted. Only one of the 

interviewed AoC specialists leaves comments at blogs and none of AoC employees has his/her 

own professional blogs. The only one exception is corporate blog run by CEO.  

At AG situation differs and a number of people run internal professional blogs at Facebook 

corporate page. For example, the AG artist knows rather superficially about internal blogs of her 

colleagues.  

 

It could be assumed that participation in blogs at AG varies greatly from department to 

department and from occupation to occupation. There could be no practical information for 

artists in the blog of head of Reanimation department or Game-designer. It should be also 

mentioned that artist from AG follows external blogs of experts from game Industry and has a 

personal web-page in Internet. 

However the analyses showed that use of external blogs to share professional knowledge is not 

widespread practice at case companies. All respondents mention time consumption as the main 

reason of such an  attitude to commenting or having external blogs. 

 

The same picture exists with professional forums. AG employees hardly ever use forums in daily 

work. There is only an artist who visited professional forum for artists. At AoC neither Chief 

Creative Officer nor Chief Technical Officer leaves comments at forums. AoC employees in its 

turn are active users of forums, they address and leave messages and answers there.  

One of the reasons of passive use of forums could be time consumption.  Besides in the case of 

artist from AG another reason could be low confidence in own professional knowledge, 

mentioned by Hew and Hara (2007) among possible reasons of not sharing knowledge in 

Internet.  

 

Such Web 2.0 tools like RSS and tagging are slightly used at AoC but are considered annoying 

and not useful. While Dalkir, 2011, Schofield, J,2003 S.S.C. Shang et al.(2011)  argues that such 

tools might be rather helpful for codification and creation of new knowledge, respondents prefer 

to exchange interesting links by the means of e-mails or chats in Skype. Moreover at AG some 

employees personally notify colleagues about each new entry of his blog. For example, AS 

advises to check out his blog to those employees, for which these new information could be 

relevant and helpful. He uses this mean of notification instead of advising RSS tagging or 

sending e-mails due to the personal preferences. 

 

javascript:__doLinkPostBack('','ss%7E%7EAR%20%22Schofield%2C%20Jack%22%7C%7Csl%7E%7Erl','');
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Generally AG and AoC professionals do not know about such technologies as Mashups and 

Social Bookmarking therefore they do not use them at their work on the project. Social 

Bookmarking and Mashups are considered to be a helpful tool for ideas generation and 

knowledge creation as it helps to organize interesting or relevant data in Internet (Dalkar,2010; 

Razmerita et al 2009). However few professionals from AG and AoC are aware of such tools but 

do not see any efficient proof in applying such tools in project work. Due to the wide 

participation of people in Internet, its content is changing and adding constantly, some 

information become old-fashioned or upgraded. As a result pages grouped together at Mashup or 

tagged interesting sites could become irrelevant.  

 

Moreover Chief Creative Officer AoC considers that use of Mashup or Social bookmarking is 

time consuming and not efficient. If professionals need to find some inspiration or just find out 

something interesting concerning their  work, they simply go to searching engine or address to 

Youtube.com. This social media sharing tool was casually mentioned by authors in reviewed 

literature (Cook,2008;, McAfee,2009; Shang et al.,2011). But it is considered to be the place with 

a lot of useful information by either AG or AoC employees. Thereafter people address to a well-

known, commonly used, easy to navigate Youtube or Google instead of Social bookmarking 

web-pages  where interested topics should be found first, then links should be sorted out and 

checked. Professionals subscribe for interesting channels at Youtube, which provide them with 

inspiration or give some educating lessons, as a result people gain some interesting relevant 

information which could be exploited for further work on the project.  

 

Links in its turn are exchanged via Skype chats or e-mails. Simplicity is a major possible reason 

of using e-mails or Skype chats instead of tagging, twitting or social bookmarking for 

exchanging and storing links.  

As a rule all meetings and discussions at case companies are live. Almost all colleagues at case 

companies are located in the same office (the exception is one programmer at AoC, who lives in 

Sweden) therefore people prefer personal communication when discussing issues for 

prototyping, sketches or game ideas, where externalization could take place.  

Therefore proposed by S.S.C. Shang et al.(2011) such Web 2.0 technologies as tagging and 

Skype as facilitating tools for externalization phase are not extensively used by employees. 

However the participation of Skype in externalization mode should not be fully eliminated as 

Skype is the official communicating tool at AG and AoC therefore it could favour 

externalization mode.  
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There are numerous types of Wikies in the global internet. They differ in information and 

purposes, professional specification and accumulate knowledge from users from all over the 

world. Therefore it might be a rather practical place for acquiring new knowledge and getting 

elucidation on interesting questions in the shortest time. Wikis are also used while working on 

the GDP at both case companies. By reaching some practical information at wiki employees 

could catalyze knowledge creation process by supplying themselves with lacking information, 

which is analyzed afterwards and leads to generating of new knowledge. Here it is not supposed 

to participate actively in content creation and editing in order to generate some new knowledge 

as it was argued by authors in literature review (Dalkar,2011;  Kimmerle et al., 2011). Reading 

useful information and getting general overview of technologies could also positively influence 

knowledge creation process.  

 

As seen from empirical data Wikis are used in different ways in cases. While there is an internal 

wiki Confluence at AG, AoC do not document successful practices at all and address to external 

wikies.  

 

AG employees use only internal wiki Confluence when speaking about the involvement of wikis 

in the working process. Confluence at AG could play the role of knowledge repository, social 

networking site, wiki and live discussion forum. However Confluence at AG is not used by all 

employees at their work. While employees from Reanimation department,  some Managers or 

System integrating programmer use and keep information at internal wiki updated, artists from 

Design department do not visit it at all and do not know about all its tools and possibilities. An 

artist mentioned that she and her colleagues from Design department were not introduced to 

Confluence and all its functions, moreover, its usage was not promoted at their department.   

The pattern of Web 2.0 applications used by two companies during the Game development 

processes is presented in the following table: 
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Table 3. Internet and Web 2.0 tools used during GDP at two companies.  

 

Reasons and frequency of addressing to Internet while working on the project are similar at two 

companies. It takes place at all stages of GDP and helps to find inspiration; get some knowledge, 

posted by professionals from all over the world; people also refer to Internet for learning; 

Internet helps to get information about business competitors and be up to date with current news 

within Industry.  

 

Not all Web 2.0 applications, described in literature review as facilitating tools are largely used 

by employees at AoC and AG. More commonly used and well-known tools like searching web-

pages, blogs, wikis, forums, VoIp, tagging and social media participate in game development 

and knowledge creation.  

However, the character of involvement of aforementioned tools is passive to some extent: not all 

employees leave comments in blogs, write messages and responses in forums and add and edit 

information in wikis.  

At AoC Chief creative and technical officers are passive users of Internet, while some employees 

leaves comments in blogs and forums, but don’t have own blogs.  At AG professionals from 

certain departments show active use of Internet – they run and comment internal blogs, read use 

and edit internal wiki. However, active exploitation of  Web 2.0 tools has not gained overall 

circulation among AmberGames employees.    

 Ambergames 

 

ArtofCrime 

Web 2.0 tools used during 

GD process 

 Internal Wiki(not all 

departments) 

  Professional and internal 

blogs(not all departments) 

 Professional forums (not all 

departments) 

 Skype 

 Social media- Youtube.com 

(not all departments) 

 Mashup(only one respondent) 

 

 Google.com 

 Social media Youtube.com 

 Twitter 

 Professional blogs 

 Forums 

 Wiki 

 RSS 

 Skype 

 Professional network sites 

Active use of Web 2.0 tools 

 

Yes, but not for all 

departments and employees  

Yes  but not for all 

departments and employees 
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Suggested by S.S.C. Shang et al.(2011) facilitating combination and internalization web 2.0 tools 

- RSS , Folksonomies, Mashups, Social bookmarks and Web 2.0 collaborative tools like 

GoogleDocs are not used by employees at AG and AoC for the game developing. The reasons of 

not adoption these tools are different. Some tools are not familiar for employees. Another tools 

are not promoted by management due to the low efficiency of its use. Stress on live 

communication as a important component of working process are also among reasons of not 

exploitation  GoogleDocs  or internal wiki.  Reasons of using and not using of Web 2.0 tools are 

presented in the following table: 

 Ambergames 

 

ArtofCrime 

Reasons of addressing to 

Internet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 To find inspiration;  

 To find solutions to the 

problems 

  To get information about 

business competitors 

 To receive current news within 

Industry 

 To find inspiration;  

 To find solutions to the 

problems 

  To get information about 

business rivals 

 To receive current news within 

Industry  

 Learning 

 Finding lacking professionals 

 

Reasons of not exploitation: 

Ambergames 

 

ArtofCrime 

Mashups  

 

Do not know about such tool 

Is not promoted by management 

(only for employees) 

Do not know about such tool 

Low practical utility 

Internal Wiki No practical utility and not 

promoted by the management 

Contrary to organizational norms 

No efficiency 

Social bookmarking Do not know about such tool 

 

Do not know about such tool 

No efficiency 

RSS Do not know about such tool 

Personal preferences 

Low efficiency  

Professional network 

sites(only for AG)  

 

 No need (already has large 

professional network) 

 

 

Tagging  Low efficiency 
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4.5.3 Organizational culture  

Respondents acknowledged that either off-site activities or coffee breaks and lunches favorably 

influence the team building and creation of open working atmosphere.  This in turn is considered 

to be an important aspect for work which is based on team effort. Members of the groups are 

more likely to exchange ideas and practices and help each other in the open working atmosphere 

(Newell,2009; Za´rraga and Bonache ,2003; Davenport and Prusak, 1998; Cohen,2007; Nonaka 

and Konno,1998).  

Schneckenberg (2009) and Newell et al. (2009) named the absence of collaborative culture and 

trust as potential barriers for adoption of either ICT or web 2.0 at organizations. 

 However according to empirical material aforementioned barriers do not exist in both case 

companies. Employees at AG and AoC noticed collaborative climate at their working 

departments or in working groups- they share their ideas with colleagues, they are open for 

providing some help. They also agree that trust takes place in organizations. Correspondingly it 

is seen from empirical data that management in both organizations is concerned with creating 

and sustaining organizational culture, which supports and creates favourable atmosphere for 

knowledge creation processes.   

 

Some common features and some differences in organizational cultures of two case companies 

can be identified.  

A number of visible organizational structures, beliefs and perceptions which form 

organizational culture (Schein ,1999) are inherited at case companies due to work at Computer 

games Industry. For example absence of dress-code at Ag and AoC , specific décor at AoC and 

availability of table games or evening computer games sessions at AG are parts of visible facets 

of organizational culture (Schein ,1999) and recommended as means of fostering creativity and 

knowledge creation at Computer games industry(Rabin,2005; Capodagli and  Jackson ,2010; 

Bates , 2004; Vicari and Troilo, 2000).  

 

Managers from both companies also acknowledge a great role of intrinsic motivation. Either 

creatives or programmers appreciate the possibility of self-development and learning provided 

by organizations. There is a practice of mentoring and assisting at organizations which helps not 

only to exchange some experiences between colleagues but to sustain the trust in groups and 

departments. These mentioned factors are common to both organizations and form 

organizational culture which sustain favourable environment for knowledge sharing and creation 

(Kayworth and Leidner, 2003; Hislop,2005). 
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Nonetheless some differences in organizational cultures were identified. 

First of all it should be noted that each corporate culture is unique, has its specificity and differs 

from company to company. Referring to chosen case companies, they differ in size- 130 people 

at AG and 35 at AoC, which is to be taken into consideration.  Even though AG is not a huge 

company and consists of maximum 130 people there is no one unified organizational culture 

within the company and some small cultures co-exist. The number of employees, departments 

and different projects at AG shapes a number of subcultures at organization with own values and 

norms. It was revealed that projects’ teams and departments have their own ways of organizing 

work. As a result at Reanimation department there is rather creative open ‘anarchy’ atmosphere, 

with a lot of meetings and discussions of all current projects. While the artist from Design 

department does not participate in project meetings and does not have a freedom of planning her 

working time.  

AoC, in its turn, showed rather homogeneous culture with norms and values shared by all 

members of organization. 

 

Another distinction in cultures in two companies is attitude to knowledge codification and 

organization of documents flow. There is a practice of knowledge codification at AG while AoC 

management strives to avoid overload employees with documentation.  

 The management attitude to usage of Internet tools at work, its promotion so that they will 

become some perceived norms at organizations differs at case companies (Newell et al 2009, 

Cabrera and Cabrera, 2005).  

As seen from empirical data there are some differences in Internet and Web 2.0 applications 

perception on management level at AoC and AG.  As a result Internet and Web 2.0 applications 

role in GDP and KC differs. Some of AG managers run their own internal blogs they positively 

treat towards knowledge codification and use Confluence and internal blogs for knowledge 

creation process while working on projects. It is implied at AG that employees create a database 

(Confluence), where they express and store gained knowledge so that everyone in organization 

could easily access it.  

Simplicity of working flow and minimization of documentation are enunciated and bearded 

norms at AoC. Physical visualization of working processes (white boards), daily meetings of all 

employees, and absence of knowledge codification strategy and management attitude to 

exploitation of Internet tools,  another AoC norms which influence  on involvement of Internet 

technologies in daily work. Thereby management considers Mashups, Social bookmarking, 

Blogs, Wikies as time consuming tools with low level of efficiency proof , whereas Skype and 

Google are widely exploited by AoC management.  As some Web 2.0 applications are not 
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adopted by management for working on the project ,  its usage is neither initiated nor promoted 

to employees.   

 

Therefore only some parts of described in literature review Web 2.0 tools are used in work on 

the projects. 

 Physical meetings and exchanging ideas are not replaced by Skype conferences, sharing of 

practices in teams and are used instead of constant codification of knowledge at corporate 

knowledge portal or wiki, white boards are used instead of Google docs collaborative work.  

The abovementioned norms and parts of organizational culture could act as another factors, 

which influence the use (active and passive) of Internet and Web 2.0 applications during Game 

development and knowledge creation processes.   

 

4.5.4 Favourable conditions for knowledge creation    

 

Either AG or AoC are concerned with creating favourable conditions for knowledge creation at 

company and particularly in groups. There is collaborative climate at both case companies which 

helps employees to be more open for help, collective work and leads to fostering trust and 

atmosphere of care in teams. These factors were mentioned in literature review section as 

necessary conditions for fruitful team work and knowledge creation (Newell,2009; Eppler and 

Sukowski, 2000).   

However, due to the bigger size of AG, the situation with some favourable conditions is not the 

same comparing it to AoC,  and varies from department to department and from project to 

project. 

For example, there is the asymmetry of information about current projects and their participants. 

As a result it is more difficult for the artist from Design department to identify and find needed 

professionals if the situation requires. While the Head of Reanimation department knows to 

which professionals address. Thereby the knowledge creation process could be hindered for 

professionals at Design department and fostered at Reanimation department.  

 

At AoC situation differs dramatically. Smaller organization’s size and specific approach to 

creation of working teams allow employees to get acquainted with colleagues’ professional 

experience and identify needed specialist in shortest time. 

The level of autonomy also differs in two companies. For example in AG at the Design 

department artists have only some level of autonomy – creative freedom, and coordination, time 

planning and decision taking are implemented by management. But it should be mentioned that 
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professionals from Reanimation department have freedom on planning their working time and 

the main requirement is to follow deadlines.   

At AoC in its turn, teams possess a certain amount of working autonomy. As a result they are not 

interrupted by management and concentrated on project implementation. Management only 

supervises tasks implementation at each Game development phase.  

 

Nevertheless working groups in both case companies posses certain level of freedom- planning 

working time and tasks, problem-solving and decision making. Working autonomy favorably 

affects employees working results and helps to display initiatives and as a result foster creativity. 

Focus on acknowledgement of team performance was especially noticed at AoC. The manager 

mentioned that team effort and collective work of team members result in creating successful 

final product. Therefore management appreciates more final team work instead of initial ideas 

from individuals.  It helps to eliminate unhealthy competition between teams and promote 

collaborative work (Cabrera and Cabrera, 2005; Eppler and Sukowski 2000).  

 

The analyses of empirical material showed that favourable ‘Ba’ proposed by Nonaka and 

Takeushi (1998) for knowledge creation exist at examined companies. A number of informal 

events at AoC and AG help to remove any barriers among employees and build a comfortable 

place for face-to-face interaction and sustaining Originating Ba. Organizational culture with 

openness to knowledge sharing and help are also examples of Originating Ba. The latter is 

considered as favourable space for exchanging emotions and experience, resulting in initiation of 

knowledge creation process (Nonaka and Tekeuchi, 1998; Nonaka 2000).  

Dialogues which are an indispensible counter part of working processes, where professionals 

constantly use analogues and metaphors are considers Interacting ba; Skype Confluence 

Dropbox and internal blogs are examples of Cyber Ba; a number of seminars, forming working 

groups with more and less advanced professionals are examples of exercising Ba.  However, as 

was mentioned earlier, as the knowledge creation process does not follow SECI model fully , it  

is difficult to relate the role of four Ba to four knowledge conversion modes.   
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Chapter 5 Discussion  

This chapter will provide main findings, suggests recommendations for future research and 

compare results with similar works. 

Internet, work on the game development projects and knowledge creation are tightly related for 

professionals in researched computer games companies. According to analyses part knowledge 

creation process during game development slightly differs from I. Nonaka SECI model (1994) 

described in literature review section. As seen from the analyses section borders between some 

knowledge conversion modes are rather blurred.  

 

For example it is difficult to tackle socialization process and see the clear differences between 

codification and externalization modes. To see that new tacit knowledge is gained during 

mentioned by Nonaka (1994) Socialization mode is rather difficult. The research in this case 

should include direct observations of different events so that employees could identify gaining 

new tacit knowledge. In the case of externalization and codification modes due to the specificity 

of the game development process there is no clear combination phase, where new explicit 

knowledge is created as a result of combination of already existed explicit knowledge.  

Throughout the whole game development process employees at both case companies create 

some outcomes and exploit their tacit knowledge and not necessarily address to already existed 

material or combine it in order to create new.  

 

Moreover in the case of programmers, clear combination is not possible o ris extremely hard to 

implement due to the specificity of code. Programmers work to code the game’s library – writing 

down programming code which usually acts as a base for all games of the company, and which 

is continuously updated by programmers in order to meet new challenges in game developing 

(Edwards R., 2006).   The code consists of highly interrelated parts of big volume, therefore it is 

rather difficult and useless trying to combine these parts, as programmers need to follow the 

certain order and logic while putting these parts together. Therefore programmers work with 

already existed code – upgrade, extend and improve it. It could be assumed that clear 

combination phase could exist at management level and results in creating some reports and 

analyses documents. 

 Internalization mode or learning by doing, in its turn, could take place almost at each phase of 

game development.  
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Thereby knowledge creation process in Computer games companies has its peculiarities due to 

the following possible reasons: 

 First some of the proposed in literature review section management features and challenges  

typical for Computer games industry- unexpected difficulties (Irish, 2005; Rabin ,2005;), specific 

atmosphere of openness and play (Rabin ,2005; Capodagli and  Jackson,2010; Bates, 2004).  

 Secondly work of creative and technical specialists have specific features and peculiarities and 

cannot do without creativity. It is almost impossible to recombine pieces of programming code at 

Combination mode or put creative thinking and inspiration in to manuals and documents at 

Internalization mode.   

The involvement of Internet in game development and knowledge creation processes and reasons 

behind it could be also dictated by aforementioned peculiarities of the industry and th working 

process. The study shows that employees mostly refer to internet at the initial steps of work on 

the project. Last phase of game development process is implementation of the defined tasks. At  

this phase addressing to Internet only in the case of unexpected problems’ arising.  

Besides, case companies exploit different strategies of capturing knowledge (Hansen et al 1999). 

There is a tendency to knowledge codification at AmberGames – explicit knowledge of 

professionals codified in the internal wiki-Confluence, while ArtofCrime, in its turn, uses 

opposite strategy – personalization. Here knowledge remaines with employees and is shared 

through person-to-person contacts. ArtofCrime nevertheless, stores working process documents 

at Dropbox, which could act for some employees, for example, game designers, as sources of 

codified knowledge.  

According to collected data from 10 questionnaires and 9 interviews, either creative specialists 

(artists, designers) or technical specialists (programmers or developers) use similar pattern  of 

Internet and web 2.0 resources in work on the project – searching sites, wikis, forums and blogs. 

 

However some differences in reasons behind Internet use could be noticed (see table below).   
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It could also be noticed that only a few of interviewed professionals (2 specialists from Art of 

Crime and 3 specialists from AmberGames) are active users of Internet and employ web 2.0 

 

Internet and web 

2.0 

Reasons of addressing to Internet and Web 

2.0 technologies 

 

 

Active use 

Creatives 

(artists, game designers) 

Technicians 

(programmers) 

Searching engine 

(Google) 

 

 

Mainly Inspiration, 

information about 

competitros  

Find solution to the 

problem, useful 

information 

 

Youtube 

 

Inspiration and new ideas Learning No 

Blogs 

 

 

 

 

Inspiration and new ideas, 

general overview of current 

news in industry and 

technologies 

General overview of 

current news in Industry 

and technologies, 

solutions to problems, 

expressing knowledge 

Yes (only few 

respondents) 

Wikies 

 

General overview of current 

news in industry and 

technologies 

General overview of 

current news in industry 

and technologies , 

expressing knowledge 

 

No  

Forums 

 

 

Finding solutions to 

problems, inspiration and 

new ideas 

Finding solutions to 

problems 

Yes (only few 

respondents) 

Social 

bookmarking 

 

Not used Not used  

Mashups Not used Not used  
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possibilities – add some content, leave comments, share knowledge at professional blogs wikis 

and forums.   

Most popular reasons of not active employment of web 2.0 are following: 

Forums – time consuming (waiting for response, sorting out all information, absence of time to 

leave messages); 

Wikies – time consuming and predefined order of already organized material; 

Blogs (both commenting and running own ones) – time consuming (no time to keep it up-dating 

and give feedback to all comments), absence of confidence on own level of proficiency. 

Social bookmarking and Mashups are not adopted by professionals in both case-companies 

because: 

 people do not know about such resources; 

 aforementioned resources are not considered to be useful in daily work on projects by 

management (low efficiency and high time consuming). 

It is seen from abovementioned reasons that absence of collaborative culture and trust which are 

considered to be influencing barriers to Internet adoption (Schneckenberg, D 2009, Newell et al 

2009)   are not determinants- in two cases. Conducted study revealed that openness to help, trust 

and care is displayed in corporate cultures of both companies.  

Nevertheless it could be assumed that organizational culture influences on adoption of Internet 

and web 2.0 in the game development process. It influence not from organizational climate, but 

at management preferences and organizational traditions. As management (chief officers, heads 

of departments) does not see efficiency of some web 2.0 services or one of the companies’ norms 

is physical visualization of working processes some web 2.0 services are not promoted for daily 

use. However, the down-top process of involvement Internet and web 2.0 tools into the work is 

noticeable – several employees adopted online brainstorming tools and consider running their 

own blogs.  

In whole the most popular means of sharing and keeping interesting links remains e-mails, 

internet browsers’ bookmarking and history. Advanced technologies exploited in Google 

searching engine let the latter act as the departing point for working in Internet and help 

professionals to find required information. Almost all respondents noticed that they mainly 

address to Google in order to find some solutions to problems but not to regularly visited 

professionals’ sites. The main reason is the rapid development of Internet content, in other words 
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required information or knowledge could be found not only on some professional web-pages 

which are usually visited, but on some fresh new sites.  

Searching web-pages in its turn helps to find appropriate web-page in the whole Internet and not 

concentrate on chosen patterns of web-pages. Internet and Web 2.0 services thereby are used 

mainly for acquiring required knowledge or data which is further used for knowledge creation 

process. For example, at ArtofCrime, there is no internal wiki, while professional wikis are used 

by employees mainly to get general overview about technologies and industries. But Dalkar 

(2011), McAfee,2006; Kimmerle et al.(2011) consider it also a knowledge sharing tool.  

The situation in AmberGames differs as internal wiki exists there and is used by technical 

specialists and management. Meanwhile, creative specialists don’t use it at all and don’t know 

about its possibilities.   

Depending on reasons and motives of addressing to Internet it could be assumed that: 

Even though Social bookmarking is considered to be time consuming,- tagging organizing and 

grouping interesting links at Delicious.com could be helpful to store and share links for 

inspiration for creatives or links about technologies for technicians.  Apparently working with 

links at Delicious.com will take time, but on the other hand with the help of Social bookmarking 

each project or topics of interests could have organized links.  

In the case of Mashups it might seem useful for example for game designers. Created web page 

could combine information from competitors’ web-pages, news from industry in order to be up 

to date with current state of affairs , supplying  thus with fresh ideas for games.  To create such a 

web-page takes time, but on the other hand it does not requires some specific programming skills 

and will help to see interesting information from a number of sources at one place.  

The active participation in Web 2.0 in its turn will help to enrich professional knowledge by 

gaining advice and critiques from experts all over the world.  Besides, leaving comments in 

blogs or running blogs, leaving messages in forums and professional knowledge portals might 

help to express and store knowledge, as well as contribute to the Internet content. The latter is 

considered to be rather social benefit than that for company.  However the study showed that the 

majority of professionals at both case-companies are not active users of Internet, even though the 

atmosphere in the companies is open and employees feel collaborative climate and notice trust.  

There were no similar studies on knowledge creation and usage of Internet and Web 2.0 within 

Computer games industry, therefore findings of the work could be compared to ones from other 

industries. 
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Kirchner K. et al (2008) researched how Web 2.0 tools are used in knowledge management 

activities. According to research purposes of usage Web 2.0 tools varies from company to 

company. For example, in Motorola Web 2.0 tools (Wikis (Twiki), blogs (Lyceum), 

Sourceforge) are used in project management, top management communication and receiving 

some news. The main purpose of using Web 2.0(Wikis, blogs, Share-Point, SourceDepot) at 

Microsoft is internal communication for the development of products and communication with 

partners. SAS institute addresses to Web 2.0 tools (Blogs, user sites – ran by both user groups 

and  SAS Institute, SharePoint) to be up to date with current state of affairs in the company – 

won and lost contracts, tasks implementation history, documenting good experience.  

 

Bebensee et al (2011) revised a number of Web 2.0 tools and their possible using in knowledge 

management. The research investigated two big non-profit organizations. 1000 members Market 

team organization mainly uses web 2.0 tools for collaborating and sharing files with each other: 

Dropbox is used for sharing files; Mindmeister Spreadsheets and   Google Docs are used for 

collaborative work and idea generation. What is noticeable, is that aforementioned tools were not 

specially introduced and promoted by administration but they just slowly became a part of the 

working process. Another organization, AIESEC International, uses internal wiki for sharing and 

storing such information as manuals, processes documents. However, only a small amount of 

employees use actively internal wiki. Internal wiki and some Google applications are used for 

virtual brainstorming sessions. AIESEC also uses a number of e-learning applications for 

development and facilitation of employees learning.    

According to Bughin( 2012) main reasons of addressing to Internet by companies are to find new 

ideas and research external environment. Social networking sites and blogs are considered to be 

the most widely used tools. The research also states that in order to be adopted, Internet and web 

2.0 tools should be promoted by the lower levels of employees as the‘most creative interactions 

are tacit and dynamic. Top-down initiative it its turn is considered by Bughin (2012) to be rarely 

successful.      

D. de Grosbois et al. (2010) investigated Internet based technologies which are mainly used in 

work on new product development and main reasons of their usage. Authors researched high-

tech industries in USA and Canada, among others computer and electronic products 

manufacturing, machinery manufacturing, electrical equipment, appliances, and component 

manufacturing. The research showed that the most popular Internet based technologies are e-

mails (the most popular), teleconferencing, Internet-based project workspace and file sharing 

systems, and Internet-based document management systems. D. de Grosbois et al(2010) 
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mentioned communication, collaborative work and team learning as main reasons of addressing 

to Internet tools.  

It is noticeable that either the pattern of Web 2.0 tools (wikis, blogs, applications for sharing 

documents and e-mails) or the reasons of addressing to it in aforementioned studies are rather 

similar to findings listed in the Analyses chapter - collaboration, learning, receiving news, 

sharing ideas and documents.  However, this Master thesis study showed that employees also use 

Internet and Web 2.0 tools for inspiration, while the use of Web 2.0 technologies is more 

passive. The appearing of inspiration as one of the reasons is dictated by the fact that the study 

researched Creative Industry (Computer games), where the amount of creative labor is rather 

high.   

Several propositions referring to further study of Knowledge management and Internet and Web 

2.0 could be made. The study showed that external knowledge from Internet is used during 

knowledge creation and game development process. So, for example, it could be interesting to 

research how computer games firms develop and sustain absorptive capacity in order to 

maximally utilize Internet and Web 2.0 possibilities. Moreover as study does not cover the field 

of open innovations it might be also interesting to study how ‘open innovations’ are exploited in 

Computer games industry – for which needs is it used – marketing, developing new games or 

other?   
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Chapter 6 Conclusion  

The chapter aims to review the main findings and finalize the study 

The goal of the study was to answer the research question: 

How Internet and Web 2.0 technologies are used in Game development and knowledge creation 

processes in Computer game industry? 

Chosen case-studies research method helped to get insights into two companies – ArtofCrime 

and AmberGames and investigate how companies use Internet and Web 2.0 applications in work 

on the games development projects and knowledge creation processes.  

Internet and Web 2.0 in particularly provide professionals with a number of possibilities for 

work, where among others is an opportunity to get a feedback or collaboration from 

professionals from all over the world. It also contributes to the Knowledge Management 

processes. Social bookmarking, Mashups, Blogs, Social networking sites, wikis and forums are 

considered to be tools, which enhance knowledge creation and sharing (Dalkir ,2011; 

Lahm,2011; McAfee,2006; Kimmerle et al., 2011).  However the study showed that even though 

researched case-companies work in the field of technologies and Internet –create Internet games, 

they do not exploit Web 2.0 technologies to a full extent, at least in work on game development 

projects. It should be mentioned that the study does not cover the open innovation as it seems to 

be rather big sphere for research. Besides, open innovation could be used by companies also in 

marketing needs, while the issue of the work was to investigate the game development and 

knowledge creation during it.  

According to conducted 9 semi-structured interviews and answers from 10 questionnaires 

employees at computer games companies use most popular Web 2.0 technologies: forums, wikis, 

blogs, Youtube (only certain professionals). The main reason of addressing to Internet is to 

acquire useful information and knowledge: finding solutions to the problems or get information 

about competitors, learning, and inspiration. The amount of professionals who fully adopt 

possibilities of Web 2.0 is rather small and differs in two cases.  

AmberGames seems to be more advanced in adopting Web 2.0 technologies at work- there is an 

internal wiki, some employees run internal blogs. However, the study shows that codification of 

knowledge in Confluence is not overall adopted practice and is used not in all departments. For 

example, artists from Design department do not know about all possibilities of confluence and do 

not use it in daily work. 
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  At ArtofCrime, in its turn, Dropbox is the adopted Web 2.0 tool for work, used for storing 

documents, which describe working progress.   ArtofCrime employees do not run their blogs. 

Very few employees rarely leave comments in blogs or forums. Besides employees noticed that 

generally there are no web-pages which are used on regular base. In the case of searching 

answers to questions, ArtofCrime employees initially address to Google.com which redirects 

them to various web-pages. It is stipulated by the need to find most appropriate information in 

shortest time and the fact that content of Internet is rather changeable therefore addressing to the 

same web-pages each time could not guarantee to find the best appropriate material.   

The difference in using of Internet and Web 2.0 tools could be dictated by companies’ strategy 

for capturing knowledge . AmberGames is more oriented towards codification strategy, therefore 

there is a presence of internal wiki and internal blogs. ArtofCrime exploits personalization 

strategy. As a result employees do not codify their knowledge and share it from person to person. 

The common trend for computer games companies is rather low amount of active users of 

Internet and Web 2.0 among employees who fully exploit possibilities of Web 2.0 for work and 

knowledge creation.  

The study revealed that proposed by Newell et al(2009) and Schneckenberg, D (2009) presence 

of trust and collaborative culture are not cardinally influencing factors for adoption of Internet 

tools for Knowledge management activities at case companies. 

 However, individual aspects, technical support, organizational context and management support 

proposed by Kirchner K. et al (2008) seems to be more appropriate critical success factors for 

adoption Web 2.0 tools for knowledge management. 

 

 Both ArtofCrime and AmberGames employees do not actively use Web 2.0 tools due to some 

personal preferences and lack of intrinsic motivation. Organizational context in the ArtofCrime 

case influences not from the openness and trust side, but from the overall organization’s culture 

norms and values- company prefers physical visualization of all working processes and live 

discussions.  

Correspondingly ArtofCrime management does not consider these technologies to be efficient 

and, as a result does not encourage employees to adopt them. The study also showed that new 

Web 2.0 tools like Social bookmarking or Mashups are neither well-known by employees at 

companies, nor used by them. Exchanging links via Skype and storing them in e-mails and 

Internet browsers’ history remain the most popular means. It reaffirms the technical factor, 

proposed by Kirchner K. et al (2009).  
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Resuming the abovementioned Research questio , the answer is the following: “ Employees at 

computer games companies use rather standard pattern of Internet and web 2.0 technologies   

mainly  for acquiring necessary information, finding solutions to the problems, learning and for 

inspiration during knowledge creation and work on the game projects. Meanwhile all 

possibilities of Web 2.0 technologies for knowledge creation are still not fully utilized.’  

However there is a number of limitations of the study which should be taken into consideration. 

Rather low number of case companies does not allow making generalization. Besides, a number 

of objective reasons did not make it possible to run observations which could help to follow 

knowledge creation process more detailed and deeply. The study did not take into consideration 

the Open innovation notion, use of which also represents adoption of Web 2.0 technologies.  

Nonetheless the use of Web 2.0 technologies even with prevalent yet passive character, let 

consider Web 2.0 technologies prospective for knowledge creation and game development 

processes in Computer games Industry. Moreover personal employees’ interest in such 

technologies, constant improvement and development of Web 2.0 technologies looks rather 

promising and assumes that they will become sterling participants of knowledge creation and 

game development processes.     
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Appendices 
Appendix 1. Interview with Katerina Gerasimova, an artist at Design department, 

AmberGames. 30.07.2012 

 

Author. Hi I would like to find out about game development process in AmberGames. 

Katerina. I’m not let into some processes. I could only discuss about how and what is 

happening, but I don’t know clear scheme. I asked our manager to take me to meetings, where 

among others artistic part is discussed. But still it happens without me.Overall everything is 

decided by rather a small group. There is a clear hierarchy, and everybody has own position. For 

example, I’m a leading artist at the department. But actually there are a lot of different 

departments with own projects.   I have a general overview about outgoing processes and I can 

tell about it. But maybe I would be precise in some questions. 

Author. I would like to find out your impact into the game development. How do 

understand it, what do you use during work and your attitude to some processes. 

Katerina. My work begins after receiving a task. We use specific software- Jira. You can see 

there which tasks you need to do, its’ deadlines and priorities. That’s how I receive new task. 

Besides my tasks also touches our game designer. This person rather good knows game’s 

scheme. For example, we’re developing strategy. There are a lot of wars there, cities and villages 

development. We also are tied to time framework – 12-13 centuries. So the designer answers all 

related questions.  

At the beginning I received research. It is a documents which consists of visuals and pictures, on 

which I based during my work. It could be some book’s printings, or illustrations from modern 

artists. Actually this pictures take only 10% of end product. Everything is so because it was a big 

poverty at that times, and all the clothes was faded and unattractive. What is I need to do is to 

make a gamer to become highly interested and involved into the game. I need to make up 

something. But from the one side I need to follow strictly time  framework and make realistic 

drawings. But on the other maximally capture a gamer. So the game designer visit me 

periodically and monitors the process, gives some suggestions if he has it or give some remarks.  

So he controls me so that I won’t draw by chance a weapon from another age, so that it would 

seem absurd.  

We didn’t use to pay some much attention to the reality of the game. But in some period of time 

we started to hire some professionals with history knowledge, in order to help and control us. So 

we started to follow the aim not only to develop just an interesting game, but also to make it 

historically verisimilar. So that a gamer by playing the game could gain some knowledge about 

that age, things from that age. It is very important for the firm.  

Author.   And speaking about new projects? For example,a new projects is  to add 

something, new features, new village. Is a team created for such project, which includes 

technical specialists and creative specialists, management? 

Katerina.  Actually we don’t immediately start implementing new tasks. At the beginning we 

evaluate whether we have something similar. Sometimes, very rarely, an emergency team is 

created, which is fully is in the project. It could happen before hollidyas, when there is a 

possibility to earn a lot of money. But as a rule, everything is strictly assigned, who is 

responsible for which tasks. For example, I’m drawing. Then it moved to the art-director. But I 

don’t know all the steps afterwards. But of course technical guys discuss is it possible from the 

technical side to implement it, should the colors be changed, etc.   
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Author.  But do you communicate during your work with technical specialists? 

Katerina. Yes, but very superficially. I don’t need to per se. The rask simply goes further on 

development chain. Nobody ask me how it was done.  

Author and do you face some technical obstacles during work? 

Katerina. No, I don’t have such. I know Photoshop quite good, so I don’t need any tips. 

Author What kind of difficulties you could have during working process? 

Katerina. So preferably it is related with implementation. When I don’t understand how to 

implement a task. Sometimes I need to sculpt a character from different sources: weapon from 

one place, clothes from another.  

Author. So you communicate with art-director about these issues? 

Katerina. No, for this purpose I communicate with game-designer. He tells me how should it 

look like. I communicate with art-director at the end of the work, before it will go further on the 

chain. Sometimes hot discussions takes place, when a game-designer wants one thing, and art-

director insist on another. But they are people with a certain experience, at last they come up to 

one opinion.  

Author.  When you work on new image, do you address to some sources? You have a 

database of your drawings. I mean when you work on something new, do you use already 

existed drawings or pictures? 

Katerina. There is no a database as such. I have certain frames and certain freedom in heroes 

character. I mean I have a certain freedom. There are some world painters and masters which 

have great pictures to which I can refer, we inspire me. I don’t do careless work. I need get to 

feel hero’s role. I need to understand who is he, what thought he about. I don’t draw 3D but a 

static paintings. So I need to chose a correct angel. To show what I want to show.  

Author. You said that you look at pictures different gurus of computer games. You do it 

via Internet? 

Katerina. Yes 

 Author.  How do find all these things? Are there any gaming portals, where everybody 

shares their works or? 

Katerina.  Forums. There are plenty of them now. The place which I usually visit now called ‘ 

anonymous artists society’. I mainly interested there in technical aspects. How to reproduce color 

palette. For example. Or, if a hero has a strong  character how to visualize it . I don’t play games 

personally, or very seldom play it.  

Bythe way, our company now approaching world market. It’s going to be an international 

exhibition, where people exchanging their experience and run marketing campaigns. So special 

presentation and booklets are presenting. So we take it rather seriously. And we attract clients in 

doing so.  

 Author.  I read about it at your web page.  

Katerina.  Our firm has great plans for future. We really don’t hang on the same place, we 

develop constantly. There is rather difficult to compete now. There are numerous of similar 

firms. 

There is a reality. You can make a game having only 3 people in the team: a programmer, an 

artist and animator, where everybody does its jobs. If the game became attractive and catch 

attention, the projects invite more professionals and everything is worked out deeply. Overall the 

most important is an idea, ideas is the departing point from which everything starts.  

Author.  Speaking about artists society, to which you address. Is it a forum, isn’t it? 
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Katerina. Yes, it is a forum. People post works there. They are discussed , get critique and 

evaluated. Sometimes some competitions are hold there, including some big international 

competitions, which are financed by big companies.   

Author What about you? Do you only visit it, or also commenting and posting your 

drawings? 

Katerina. Yes, there are some pictures I posted at different sites. But generally not, I don’t 

comment. I don’t know, maybe I don’t consider myself to be a high professional. I actually can 

say my opinion, but my comments will be discussed afterwards. I don’t feel myself comfortable 

in this role.  

Author. You visit such forums only for inspiration, or also to find some solutions? 

Katerina. Well, for inspiration I have some known experts, to whom I address. There are also 

libraries, where I can see some pictures. Sometimes, when I come up to some interesting or 

rather original solution in work on a character, I finish and save it at my folder. I can address to it 

lately and it could inspire me.   

Author.  And do you share aforementioned pictures with your colleagues? 

Katerina. Actually at our design department, if someone reaches a deadlock, we definitely give 

a hand to him/her. Overall we have rather united staff, we have close relations with each other 

and help each other. So if I’m asked I will definitely ask. Generally speaking each artist has his 

own area of work: one draws small things – knifes or money, someone is responsible for nature. 

Therefore it is rather difficult for us to share our works with each ither, but we are always open 

to help each other. 

Author.   And if someone has found an interesting link in the Internet how do you share it? 

I research web 2.0 tools and for example there is social bookmarking technology, it’s open 

for everybody sites where people tag interesting links with special names. For example, 

clothes of XIX century. So you see the title clothes of XIX century go there and see a list of 

links to different resources, related to the name. 

Katerina. No, I don’t use it. I know it only now from you. We were not informed about such 

things. Nobody has told me about such things and that is comfortable to use.  

Author. It’s could be responsibility of your leader to some extent to promote these 

technologies. Or some specialists who deals with knowledge management. 

Katerina. Yes, we have such people.  

Author.  As far as I understood you have an internal wiki, where the companies life is going 

on.  

Katerina. Yes, there is. 

Author.  Do you use some information from it? 

Katerina.  I read news. And it is so only because I receive mails on my e-mail. But nothing 

more.  

Author.  So you don’t use it for the work? I mean, for example, programmers could 

describe there some practices so that it could be used by other programmers. 

Katerina. Programmers probably do so. 

Author.  So there is no such need for your work? 

Katerina. No, I don’t use wiki for my work. We were not informed that we need to use it.  

Author.  So wiki is used mainly by you as a source of corporate news? 

Katerina. it could be said so. For my work I don’t use at least internal wiki 

Author. Do you use RSS? 

Katerina. No  
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Author. You don’t use it because you don’t know about it? 

Katerina.  I know about it distantly. At least I’ve heard about it.  But we don’t use it in our 

department 

Author. How is information and knowledge shared done between departments? 

Katerina. Actually, we are quite isolated even from neighboring department, which is situated 

behind the wall.  

Author. So there is no need for you to contact with other working team members, because 

your work is not related to their work? 

Katerina. Yes, absolutely.  

Author. But if you face the necessity to communicate with somebody from the project, how 

do you do? 

Katerina. Usually working questions are solved through the art-director. So I can’t go directly to 

the programmer and deal some issues.  

Author.  Can you say that you have tacit skills or knowledge gained during previous 

projects?  

Katerina. surely you’re becoming a skilled hand at your work and some things are made 

automatically.  

Author.  Are any seminars are organized where you share best practices? 

Katerina. No we don’t have it. But I really looking forward to having such. I know, that at other 

projects such seminars are organized.  

Author. I thought that there a re some pattern of rules for every department in this 

company- for example what kind and how often to hold some meetings. But at AG it is hold 

at the discretion of projects leaders? 

Katerina Yes, rules differs from project to project.  

Author. But surely you’d prefer such events? 

Katerina. Yes, surely. We all think that it’s very important. Our employees speak about it. We 

are interested in sharing ideas or just know others responsibilities and projects. But I don’t know 

thoughts of management about it. 

Author.  So you participation in the project begins at receiving a task? 

Katerina. Yes, I’m faced the fact, when the task has already been formed.  
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Appendix 2. Interview with Artyr Shakalis, Head of Reanimation department, AmberGames.  

07.08.2012 

 

Author. I’ll elaborate a bit what do I study for my Master project. It’s knowledge creation 

and Internet use during it and game development in Computer games companies. So I 

would like to find out some useful information about how the things are settled in your 

department. It’s Reanimation department, right? 

Artyr. Yes our firm works on MMORG (Massively multiplayer online role-playing game) 

development. But some projects are not noe implemented. I mean that the development is rather 

massive and it required lots of resources. But sometimes it is not completed due to some reasons. 

But some amount of work is already done. And surely it’s not good idea just to throw it away. In 

this situation I’m givin such projects to think on it- what can be done with these paused gamaes. 

That’s why our department is called Reanimation of MMORPG. 

Author What kind of professionals work in your department? 

Artyr. Which specialists? 

Author. For example, there is a game idea and you need to reanimate it. How does it 

happen and who deals with it? 

Artyr. Generally I don’t believe in such a notion that there is just a person, a project-manager. I 

believe only in smart people, who have weak and strong sides. In the whole , everyone could be 

a project manager: either a  programmer, or a person from a business. 

Author. Yes, ok. 

Artyr. So firstly it is project manager. It’s a person who can clearly create a plan and monitor 

its’ implementation, add some corrections. 

 - Here is a game-designer. He works on generall game design and execution. This person could 

describe/document idea, so that when you read it you can easily understand that yes, it’s not just 

a concept, but well worked out in detailes idea, which is ready to implementation.   

 -Also there are some different developers . 

There are analytics who know well statistics and game market. They could clearly identify the 

stage of the market. They could identify which stages were on the market, which are going to be. 

What, perhaps, would be popular in a half of the year or what is popular now. What should be 

done , what shouldn’t. Already launched project is analyzed in the same manner: it’s metrics 

nanalyses, statistics, analyses of successful and unsuccessful features.   

There is also a guy who is partly project mamager and partly game designer.  

There is also a technical guy who  also takes partly project management functions. 

I take responsibilities of project manager, analytic and game-designer. 

And of course there is a creative person- an artist.   

Author So the process of game development is rather similar to the ordinary process in 

your company. There is already existed game’s idea. You take the idea and then it goes 

through the standard cycle of game development?  

Artyr  Besides the fact, that we have a rule not to invent a bicycle, but use what we already 

have. Especially considering code and art. So at the first place we look at already existed pieces 

which we can re-use, than we look at the market and think what we can stick together.  

Author And the group work under one project? 

Artyr No now we have four projects. And there is a plethora in my table which we could start 

anytime.  

Author But the same team works on different projects. Do you have a team work? 
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Artyr I see what you mean. Of course, there is a team work. Moreover, there is no such a thing 

‘who is creating the idea? Everybody does.  There are more and less creative people. When we 

are thinking on new project we just sit together and discuss. We try to draw an outline of the 

idea. But everyone according to his/her strongest sides trys to bring his own contribution to it.  

Author  All the workflow of the project is also reflected in JIRA? 

Artyr JIRA is more fore development. A big work is divided into small tasks, which are easier 

to follow up. And speaking about documentation of the project, like game-design, are stored in 

internal wiki. 

Author And informative things about projects progress and news about project are also in 

wiki? 

Artyr Yes. It’s also there. 

Author And probably you have some meetings where you discuss.. 

Artyr Sprints? 

Author Yes 

Artyr Yes, we have it. The pace of the sprint is two weeks. I.e. we sum up intermediate results 

once per two weeks. But it doesn’t mean that we meat only once per two weeks. We meet up 

everyday, as we are situated all together in the same place.  

Author When you’re working on reconstruction of a game do you refer to previous 

projects? 

Artyr Definitely. Of course it depends on the situation. We strive to reuse already existed 

material, if it possible.  

Author Do you address to Internet to find solutions or ideas? 

Artyr I’ll say it’s impossible to develop a game without playing games. Everybody has his own 

background and experience. For example, I personally always like casual games like tetris. 

Everybody has his own base, to which we address periodically. And when the question how to 

do it arises we answer: ‘Do it like we did it in that game’ 

Author How do you find these games? Do you store links somewhere? 

Artyr We don’t have things like this. Unfortunately everything is our heads.  

Author And if we take an example, where somebody found an interesting link in Interent, 

is it exchanged via skype or e-mails? 

Artyr Not quite. Usually I write about interesting things about viral mechanism, which I could 

find in internet. 

Author All members of your team could read it? 

Artyr All member of our company could read it. 

Author Your team is subscribed for updates? 

Artyr The updating line runs constantly. Information is such a thing, that it’s not enough just to 

write it. I know who might be interested in it. I just meet this person and say that I’ve upgraded 

my blog- please read it. It will be useful for you.  

Author So it’s the internal blog, is it? And speaking about external blogs or wikis or 

forums. Do you use it? 

Artyr I used to use it a lot previously when I worked in another company. I had to communicate 

a lot with clients and external developers. When I moved to the development I started to use it 

less actively.  

Author Why It is so? Because you don’t have to do it at your work now? Or it’s just not 

interesting for you? 
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Artyr I have pretty good baggage of contacts. So when some questions arise I know often a 

person to whom address. So I contact this person directly.   

Author Generally speaking you have your own great network. 

Artyr Yes, exactly.  

Author And speaking about your blog. It’d only you who have it, or other employees also 

blogging? 

Artyr No, not only me. A game-designer has a blog dedicated to his competence. There are a lot 

of people, who has small blogs. Everybody post there things they consider interesting.  

Author Do you use RSS? 

Artyr No, I don’t subscribed on it. I personally visit interesting for me web-pages with news and 

read it. There are also some interesting for groups at Facebook.  

 Author Are there still internal groups? 

Artyr  No it is groups from Industry. 

Author So you personally prefer to visit pages and check new entrees instead of RSS? 

Artyr Yes.  

Author And once again if you find something interesting you post it in your blog and then 

inform people, to whom it might be interesting? 

Artyr  I just know who might be interested in it. And tell them.  

Author And speaking about external blog, do you have it? 

Artyr No, I don’t have it.  

Author Why? 

Artyr I just don’t know. I’ve never had such intention and need. It’s more personal. Somebody 

blogging to share with a rest of the world. I don’t have it. If somebody ask me I’ll simply 

answer. But no writing everything down, and then people will comment it, and I will need to 

stand for my point of view. I don’ t want it. Because when you just post something in Internent, 

you’ll receive a lots of comments immediately saying that you’re wrong. And I don’t want to 

stand for my truth. And if not- there are going to be a lot of crap on the forum.  

Author And when you contact people from your network with the help of skype or e-mails, 

do you exchange links? 

Artyr Yes, yes.  

Author And what about mashups or social bookmarking? 

Artyr What what? 

Author It’s all parts of web 2.0 which I research now. A social bookmarking service is a 

centralized online service which enables users to add, annotate, edit, and 

share bookmarks of web documents. 

Artyr I know what do you mean. If you don’t know exactly what you’re looking for you can use 

these things. But you exactly know what do you need and you can formulate your questions 

preciously, these technologies are not so useful.  

Author And there is also mashup. A mashup, in web development, is a web page, or web 

application, that uses and combines data, presentation or functionality from two or more 

sources to create new services. 

Artyr No, I don’t use it. Maybe it is interesting and helpful but I’ve never meet it and don’t 

know about it.  

Author Speaking about internal wiki. Do you add documents there? 

Artyr Yes.  

Author  And don’ t you think that it takes your time? 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_bookmark
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_development
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_page
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_application
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_application
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data
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Artyr No. Otherwise I need to explain the same thing to every new employee. By having these 

documents I’ll just send him a doc to read.  

Author So there should be someone who is responsible for keep update all the information, 

so that everybody will trust it.  

Artyr I’d rather say add instead of update. 

Author And you use wiki and don’t feel any inconvenience?  

Artyr No, no problems at all. I mean to insert a couple of screenshots and explain what I’ve 

done there- you’re welcome.  

Author And if you have a question so you know to whom refer outside of the company? 

Artyr Or I know people who might help me to find right person.  

Author And how do you know necessary people inside the company to whom refer? 

Artyr Inside the company? 

Author Yes.  

Artyr Never thought about it. I just met them . 

Author Is it happen during some informal events or some settled meetings? 

Artyr I didn’t study specially the structure of the company. It was made somehow I met these 

people.  

Author Maybe there were some introductory  seminars? 

Artyr So, we have monthly meeting about monthly revenues and general news about the 

projects. So I know about other projects.   

Author But it is only for management and heads of departments? 

Artyr Generally when something is interesting for me in some projects I’d rather find a known 

person from it and ask which person I can meet there.  

Author And speaking about knowledge, know-how, which you gained throughout your 

working experience. You definitely have it? 

Artyr It is so, that I’ve been to the game industry for rather a long period of time. For example, 

in CityXN company where I dealed with games and development I worked for 3 years, I went 

trough 350 games. And it means that played two times more games. So its rather difficult to trace 

where I got that experience.  We call it intuition. Of course it’s underpinned by experience. But 

to explain why you want to do so instead of another think might be rather difficult.  

Author And it could be so that you need to explain during the work some things, how does 

it happen? Even though it is really evidential for you. 

Artyr Of course it takes pace. So I sit and start untangle initials, why I think so and what leaded 

me to this conclusion. Yes, it’s rather difficult. But our market work on some basic principles. 1. 

Don’t do some tough things which are not flexible. It’s impossible to write a game on a paper, 

and then thoroughly implement it. Anyway you will develop it, look at it, then correct it etc. 

Therefore you need to make plan in a way so that the game could be flexible, so that you always 

could change it, add it. You always need to have back-off.  

2. its 20/80 Parreto law. At each level these 20/80 are always taken into consideration. For 

example, at alfa you shouldn’t think about small shortcomings of graphics. It will be done at 

beta.  

3. there are some secondary things. For example not to invent a wheel when it is already 

invented. Somply use what is done.  

Author Do you have conflicts between technical and creative pseicalists? When everybody 

wants to do it in theirs way? 
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Artyr It could be so. Yes, it happens. We need to find best solutions.  We don’t say that it’s 

impossible to implement. We say it is possible to do but it requires certain difficults steps for 

implementation. So both tech and creatives started to think on best ways out collaboratively.  

Author So I can understand that there is quite a democratic atmosphere in the company. 

The team posses some certain level of freedom? 

Artyr I’d call it anarchy. It means everybody can do whatever he wants, but if it confclits with 

everybody- sorry, but no.  

Author And how do you inspire your colleagues? 

Artyr Create a special atmosphere. For ex, we make a football game. I brought a ball to the 

office. We collected the fans attributes at the room. So I created an immersion to the atmosphere.  

Author And if a creative specialist will say that he or she is run out of inspiration? 

Artyr If a person needs to go somewhere, to take an inspiration, welcome. But be welcome to 

follow the deadlines and meet them.   

Author Speaking about work on the project, addressing to wiki happen at some particular 

stage of game development? 

Artyr  It depends.  

Author I’m interested at which stages of development do you address to documentation of 

any kind.  

Artyr It could happen at each phases.  

Author So you always need to look at documents? 

Artyr At ideas level, at development level, at launching level. At each level.  

Author Is it related to work in game industry? 

Artyr Hm, I don’t know. I think it depends on work with soft-ware programming. There is the 

same approach to develop games and social networks.  
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Appendix 3  Interview with Theis Dinesen, Chief Creative Officer, ArtofCrime. 26.06.2012 

Author: First of all I would like to know about your organizational culture. Organizational 

culture plays an important role in knowledge creation and sharing. When organizational 

culture supports these processes, they go smoother. Otherwise, people will not be so open to 

sharing their ideas, ec. It’s interesting for me to know the organizational culture in your 

company 

Theis. You’re very right. It’s highly important that creativity is facilitated by the core of 

organization. It is hung up on the processes. We do it through our 5 steps launch. How we 

facilitate individual innovativeness is the open organizational culture. There is 5 steps process 

developed by us. The first step is Idea. We deal with production of the game Crimeville, online, 

ipad, iphone, playing cards and stuff like that. We have a template that everybody knows. The 

first step of  launch is describe the idea. It should be shared in our file system. We have a file 

share system. You make a new document, it has a template front page with description what 

version is it. It has very simple procedure. The document should be no more than half op page. It 

is max for capturing idea on the front page. Then you have to send a mail to four people 

management. Than we have to review it. Management has to review it. Who does it, is the 

description is good enough, what they want to do.  And we have to review it in 24 hrs. An in 

order to keep that and all things keep on track we have morning meetings. Then this document 

has to be reviewed. And we say- no we don’t want it, or that’s a good idea, but we will do it later 

and we pause it. Or we say ‘Ok’ let’s move to phase two.     

In phase two we have Sketches. It’s visual, how does it look like. At this point you have at least 

one more person in a team. It’s also a part of organizational culture, normally we assign a person 

who generate the idea to be a team leader. Because that person has the highest level of interest in 

make this thing true. That person is responsible for the project, he is a link between management 

and a team. That’s our core creativity/innovation process. That’s simple. I worked in 

organizations where it was much more deliberate. It was so complicated to deliver the idea. And 

it encouraging to use our process. 

A. Speaking about encouragement. Do you have some kinds of motivation for people who 

created these ideas? Is it only intrinsic motivation or you have also money rewards system? 

Th. We don’t have money rewards, we do only with intrinsic rewards.  People in this business is 

not generally motivated by money. We have one point build with the money, its very deliberate. 

It is a team effort. When you have only one goal money, it’s your final aim. But if you have a 

final goal a product, you work in a team together for this goal. Money is not creative. But yes, 

lack of money hinders creativity. 

A. Do you motivate people to share their knowledge? For example, what they gained from 

implementing of previous projects?  From one creative to another? 

Th. In our organization everybody is creatives. Creating a programming code is highly creative.  

A. Yes, I’ve read about it in literature, that writing  a programming code involves very 

creative approach. 

Th. You’re right. Especially Computer games industry attracts creative people to work. What we 

need is to get the goal with best experience uses and a reasonable compromise between time 

profit and quality.  You need to look at the problem from different angles. We need to work as 

effective as possible as with lower costs as possible. How we do is moving people around, Soren 

could work with animator in one project. At the same time he works with other professionals on 

another project. They exchange their creativity experience with each other. And we make sure 
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that a team is consists of people with right skills. We have talks with our employees, so we 

aware where they want to move and what they’ve done previously.   

A. Everybody in organization knows skills and responsibilities of others? And if somebody 

has any problems he knows to whom address? 

Th. Yes. Again simplicity is important. We all work in the same office. We have one 

programmer in Stokholm. So we work with all people on site. That’s the first step. And 

everything is done within team structure. If I as a manager need to find out something I’ll 

address to a team leader.  And he knows who does what in his team. That’s how knowledge 

sharing works. Otherwise if you don’t know to whom refer come to me I’m a production 

facilitator I’ll address you to the right person. 

A. So you encourage employees to conversation: if you don’t know something don’t hesitate 

come and ask? 

Th. Yes, we do that.  And everybody participates in everyday morning meetings. What we did 

yesterday and we ‘re doing today. And if someone has some issues he or she is welcome to ask 

questions during the meeting and we address a person to the right professional. And there is a 

white board, where all the processes are written down, all projects, participants. 

A. And I think is very important to show that management is with the team. Everybody is 

in the same boat.  

Th. Yes we don’t leave people with some challenges at work. We follow it. We make sure with 

management that people have enough creative innovative freedom to solve issues. And if 

somebody doesn’t know how to do some things, it’s ok. It might be new to her or him, new 

experience.  The management becomes the bear of strategic vision. But teams don’t need to 

remember all strategic things about the company. They have a lot of things to remember about 

the work, they can’t remember all the things about strategic complexity.  

A. Also it is very important to foster trust within the group. For sharing ideas, experience 

within the group.  So to delete that the situation when somebody will go and perform the 

idea to the management and don’t help team to solve the problem and avoid competitive 

feeling. 

Th. That’s never happen. Because the best you can achieve as an individual is to be in the team.  

We value team’s effort, end product, not just the idea. And it’s also important to move teams 

around so that they will not create their internal sub-cultures. We discuss with everybody what 

we can do to achieve the final goal.  

A. Could you describe some social events in your organization- some Friday bars, etc? 

Th. Social events happen. We do them. It’s very usual for our organization to stay longer on 

Friday, order pizza. Speaking about outside the office events –yes, we do it. We do have 

workshops out the office, we did “go race’. What is more interesting about culture around things 

is In this building its’ only game companies. All the companies are not so big, so if they organize 

some events they invite me.   

A. And speaking about this events – inside and outside the office. Do you speak only about 

things not related to the work, or you also discuss work, or share some ideas? 

Th. Yes, yes. A lot of sharings. For ex, at IO interactive event, there were a long discussion 

about narrative structure of Eastern-European folk literature. But it was highly important. And 

was extremely interesting for game industry. They have heroes and interesting narrative 

structure. So we spend two hours speaking about that. Than we speaking about mobile market 

and has happened there. So its’ knowledge sharing and networking in true sense. So its’ game 

community. 
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A. Do you think that you also share tacit knowledge during these informal events? 

Th. Sometimes it works like that. But there are a lot of similar conversations when it works like 

that. You don’t know in advance which person you will need in future project, but it could 

happen during such conversations that they will help you to find him. But during some 

conversations some recommendations could arrive. For example, do you how to do this and that 

things in PR? No, but refer to this person he might help you.   

A. But these informal conversations could also be helpful, when someone needs to find out 

solutions to the problems or come up to new ideas. Might it be easier during informal 

conversations? 

Th. It could be. But it could be done in another way.  Let’s take a technical problem for example. 

You need to transfer something from mobile phone to ipad. And it is technically possible and the 

team assures that they’ll do it in two days. And then a programmer said ahh, we can’t solve it. 

We ask do you have ideas how to solve it? Yes, we know. Ok we’ll wait another couple of days. 

Than the deadline is coming and they don’t know how to do. Deadlines are very important so 

you immediately starting to think who knows it, you can check in this building in another firms- 

who has had the same problem? If no one, than you start searching globally. Immediately. I can 

go to professional social networks sites. I need to problem to be solved and it does not matter 

where the specialist is situated. 

A. And speaking about CoP. Do your programmers group with programmers from other 

firms from the Industry? 

Th. Of course they share their knowledge with each other, with programmers from other 

companies, with colleagues from previous firms. Or animators, they have a specific bar, and they 

meet every Thursday.  Some of professionals could live in other cities and work in similar 

industries. They form their combination from the school, from previous places of work. And 

what is important for the organization is knowledge sharing within knowledge groups. For 

programmers, animators. 

A. Do you have internal knowledge platforms, where do you store practical knowledge 

about implementation of different projects? For example, Lotus Notes or other software 

for it? 

Th. We don’t do that. We don’t have Lotus Notes or corporate wiki. What we have is documents 

about projects. We have documents for each steps of process- for phase one, two, etc. It is simply 

a word documents, shared in Dropbox. It’s extremely simple.  

A. What do you write in these documents? 

Th. Each document has a number of phase, it is written who owns the document, title of the 

phase, purpose. The flow to go through in order to implement the project at this phase. We don’t 

do tech assessment at the middle of the document. It is done at the appropriate phase. It should 

be described what tech guys should check, how character will walk, shall a character jump. 

A. And when somebody has a problem does a person need to write it down? 

Th. No, because it does not work. The problems are so complicated and new so it doesn’t work. 

But to have a lot of documentations hinders creativity and could stop production. And it means 

that on the 1
st
 of January 2010 you should know what you‘ll need on 20

th
 of December, 2013. 

But you don’t! It is much more better to have an agile type.     

A. If somebody succeeded in something and did it great. Everybody knows that he did it 

and refer to him in the case? 

Th. Yes, that’s how we have to do.  

A. But you need to remember that which professional made what things great? 
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Th. That’s actually easy. In this organization it is very easy. But even in big company I 

previously worked they had internal wiki and it didn’t work. But speaking about knowledge 

sharing it is easier for me to call to specialist in Denver and directly ask. It is much quickly just 

ask than to create and upgrade documents.  

A. But you need this culture where everybody will help you and won’t say I don’t have time 

now. Otherwise you’ll wait for week for the answer. 

Th. You’re correct. And this structure has risk, that if somebody leaves it is a risk to lose his or 

her knowledge. But we don’t. Just writing down all useful knowledge here will be thousands of 

papers and will be extremely costly to write it. It will be extremely costly to read it and will be 

extremely costly to reproduce it.   We have some key personnel. That’s why hire another back in 

programmer, because our programmer is in Stockholm, is to share knowledge with others in the 

office. And it is cheaper to have it on the personnel level instead of documentation level.  

A. Do you use some web 2.0 tools to brainstorming or to share some ideas? Do you go to 

Internet, search some information in forums, blogs. Do you share your knowledge in blogs? 

Th. We don’t do it. Personally the boss has a blog, at corporate level. We use Skype a lot, we use 

skype all the time. In the afternoon we could have some conversation, we know who does what 

from the morning meetings and can discuss things.  

A. Speaking about your working process. Do you use Internet for inspiration, search some 

interesting information. There are a lot of interesting web 2.0 tools. 

Th. Of course we do it, we do it all the time, we use Internet. We google things. We always 

check what others do in the field, we check our competitors, their graphics etc.  

A. What about these web 2.0 tools- social bookmarking, mashups, things like that? 

Th. No, we don’t. 

A. Why? 

Th. Because it’s time consuming. You need to spend much time with it. Subscribing to some 

animators channels in youtube –yes, I do it.  

A. And if you found an interesting article in internet do you share the link with your 

colleagues? 

 Th. Usually we send e-mails and say look at this. It’s interesting. But no, we don’t have any 

corporate things. 

A. So to sum up you prefer communication in sharing knowledge. You don’t have specific 

digital tools for sharing knowledge? or to have  some structure of company, kind of social 

site, with explanation of responsibilities of everybody. 

Th. No, That will be noise to us.   We do know about our personnel, we have every day morning 

meetings.  

A. And you can have the white board with all the processes. You prefer visualization. 

Th. Yes because, all this digital tools works only for certain procents. But we all situated in the 

same office with a meeting place, where all desks with processes and teams are. That’s the way 

how chose to organize things. To share the best knowledge people have in groups, with 

everybody.  

A. Is it due to the philosophy of the company or as because you are a creative firm, to have 

a white board, but not in the Internet? 

Th. Yes, we have some digital things for management things. But to work this way is extremely 

more efficient. We settle topics for discussion for morning meetings. We speak with groups and 

found out their challenges, do they know how to solve it. We facilitate communication. It’s 

visualization where we are. It is faster to do it this way instead of doing it digitally.  
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A. And if the company will grow to 60-80 people, will you switch to the digital means and 

documentation? 

Th. No. because still each team lead will know who does what in his team. There will be bigger 

groups, but still team’s leaders will know about group’s members competence. Still we will be 

aware of things which going on in teams and groups. We will speak with people, where do they 

want to move, etc.  

A.  So still will be no technologies and Interent to support knowledge sharing and working? 

T. Yes, probably yes. It’s also my choice as a person not to use all these Internet technologies. I 

don’t use them much, because I can’t see they help me with sharing knowledge. I’m not afraid of 

technologies, but I don’t use Facebook or whater in my work, because it does not add speed or 

knowledge to me, so why I should use it? And I do use it Facebook if I need to find something 

but I’m not there all the time. And I use mindmaps for myself, but it does not provide time 

efficiency for group work. So I don’t use some these tool because they don’t provide efficiency. 
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Appendix 4 Interview with Søren Tramm, Chief Technical Officer, ArtofCrime. 28.06.2012 

Author How do you gain inspiration for your work? Do you play competitors’ games? 

Søren. Oh, yes. I can’t say that its’ stealing. But its kind of inspiration. Oh, that’s a good idea to 

do so. You’re always being inspired by something. If you need to solve some functionality, you 

might turn to other games to say how it is solved there. You just carrying around to see all good 

ideas you’ve seen and use it with your knowledge. You take inspiration from everywhere. 

A. Do you contact some professionals from a network if you need to solve some problems or 

to implement some ideas? People from your community of practice? 

S. Personally, I don’t. The game business in Denmark is very small. I’m not sure how much is 

going on in Denmark, when programmers talk to programmers, like you’ve wrote in the forum 

you did something, how did you do it? I don’t use it that much. I’m trying to solve it with the 

group of people I work with. It’s not because I don’t like talking with people, but I like to do it 

with small community. I like the idea of different competences.  

A. So if you have some particular technical problem, do you go to Internet to find 

solutions? Do you firstly visit some specific web-pages you always visit, like some 

professional web-blogs etc? 

S. I think the Google is the most common thing. Google which directs to forums, wikis. Yes, I 

use them extensively. If I have a problem, I really use searching forums, wikis, to find out, how 

it solved. If I can’t find, I try to figure out what can I do, with the knowledge I have. What is to 

be done. Yes,  I use it much more, than I use person to person communication. I can get some 

interesting ideas during communication, but to solve a specific problem I go to Internet. 

A. And do you actively participate in these resources, do you add some material and leave 

comments? 

S. Actually I’m not. I don’t add to the community. I think I should. But when you solving the 

problem, you have tight timing and you don’t have time to add something in internet. The 

schedules to doing the product are often very tight. There is no room for errors. When I found 

the solutions by myself I need to go on with the project so don’t have time to write something in 

forums.  

A. And what about your free time? When you update your professional skills? 

S. I do study in my free time. 

A. And do you participate actively in Internet? 

S. No, I don’t. I think its’ great to blog. It might be interesting to blog or participate in blogs. I 

think at least I would participate. It does take time. But I don’t do it because it’s more personal, I 

don’t like share things with people.  

A. And what about web 2.0 tools? Social networking, social bookmarking. It could be 

helpful in knowledge sharing? Do you it by yourself? 

S. I think Youtube is great. So many people have time to add interesting videos, I so appreciate 

it. They are really interesting for my professional knowledge.  I don’t use my social network for 

getting inspired. 

A. And speaking about your working group here, in AoC. 

S. Yes, there is a small group- 2 back in programmers, I and one more guy in Stockholm. 

A. Do you use some web 2.0 tools during work with your group? Mindmeister for ex, or 

Mashups? 

S. We don’t use that. But it could be a nice idea to use some of the tools. We are talking a lot in 

the same office during work on sketching and so on. I think that best ideas are created when 
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people are together. As our lead  programmer is in Stockholm, we use Skype a lot for 

communicating with him. Try to figure out what to do. No we haven’t used graphical digital 

tools. We tried Teamviewer. But now we can use Skype and teleconferencing and other things. 

But it might be a good idea to use some of the tools, online brainstorming or other. 

A. And speaking about documenting, I know that in some soft-ware companies there is a 

practice of documenting best practices. And I know that you don’t have it here.  

S. No, we don’t have such practice. I think there are prons and cons always. My approach was 

we need documentation; we need what to do before going to production. But this said we doing 

it in agile way, we have an idea and we going to implement it. For me it was scaring at first. 

Thies approach was to live without documentation. And then we came with this 5 steps process. 

And we think how to capture each step in agile production. And when you document something 

you need to update every single time that you’ve made something new. Because if you rely on 

documentation it should be correct all way through. And if its’ not it is misleading and waste of 

time. So we came to the conclusion that we work without documentation. And a good thing 

about not documenting is that you don’t waste time before production. On the other hand you 

don’t document what was the good idea and what was the pitfall. When you have new people in 

the organization, you need to share knowledge. Knowledge sharing is basically everything. To 

get everything done in reasonable time. And documenting is really great to show a person all the 

things, otherwise I need to answer questions. The knowledge sharing should be with every single 

person in organization. So I’m very valuable for the company, because what I know is with me, 

and if I leave the company it will gone for good. And that’s a problem.  But the pros of doing 

like this that you have agile process. You can just try something and then figuring out does it 

work and then doing something else. And you don’t use time to document, you don’t use time to 

doing so. That’s pros because you can go rapidly to another step or tasks.  

A. Speaking about successful results of the projects. Do you make notes how you came up to it 

and how did you solve particular pitfalls?  

S. Actually we don’t.  Its’ always a time pressure. It is a good approach to document good 

things. But what is actually that the 5 steps to launch is actually 6 steps. It should have it actually 

has evaluation. It is evaluation of the process, the outcome. So analyze the process, how we did 

things there and there, how did we solve some issues. So that the experience is used from the 

previous projects. Knowledge is going from one project to another. It is high level experience of 

what we are doing.  Knowledge sharing is very important in agile type. We have knowledge 

from each member of the team which will do the project from idea to implementation.  That’s 

mean that everyone should be aware what is project about. And that’s could be a problem. I 

mean you can say yes I do understand what you’re talking about. But  because of semantics 

maybe I can not understand. I have my background. And I have the idea in head and it could be 

completely different from yours. Your background saying you different things. And that’s the 

agile type which could help you. It combines synergy knowledge of everyone and then it 

sparkles. You should be aware all the time. So visuals of sharing knowledge what we’re doing    

is very good idea. Because that can tell you a story, that can tell you the bases trying to figuring 

out what’s the functionality, what is image, what is animation, what is sound, sound effects. And 

words and talking talking talking. You need to be sure.  

A. Everybody in AoC  knows each others responsibilities? 

S. Yes, you’re right. When you’re working in a team and you can’t find the right person in a 

team, than there is a team leader. Team leader communicates to the management, about what is 

going on in five steps. And team leaders they know to whom refer.  
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A. And how people know about everybody’s responsibilities? That this guy is good in these 

things? 

S.  That’s because switching groups . The same animator could work in several teams. And our 

morning meetings- it is 10-15 minutes. Tasks for a day are discussed, so everybody will know, 

for example about tasks for animators. So everybody knows about tasks for kea persons for the 

day. Again the knowledge of company and kea competences. So everyone knows because 

everyone receives information about organization.  

A. And speaking about newcomers? When there are new members in the group?  

S. You can just say to a new comer to do different things. You need to give the understanding of 

the game, the technical and a professional can not just sit and share everything he knows about 

game production. So finding tasks that are separate but has a way into the knowledge of what is 

the structure.  For example a new guy he came just couple of month ago. We gave him tasks to 

work with game database, to find out what are the processes in game, what is going in a game. 

And he can ask  different professionals about how things are working. We try to feet group 

knowledge to new comer.  

A. You mentioned databases. Could you explain what is it? 

S. It’s about processes of the game.  

A. Do you refer to it during your working process? 

S. The database holds information about what users do in Crimeville, holding information about 

games structure. It’s games technical data and statistics. It brings valid information how is the 

game used. 

A. Do you refer to it when you solve some problems? 

S. We refer to it when we solve experience problems. It shows things about the game. It shows 

how many gamers use these features, what is not popular for users, or we can see that they come 

up to the solutions to soon. Or we see that they spend a lot of time in this level. So from the 

experience part we can learn a lot from the databases. We also refer to it when we are talking 

about strategy. And of course technical issues to be solved. How things are done. And why it 

might be a not good idea to do it. It might be an idea of technical experience. And technical 

department might say yes, it’s a good idea but we can’t really do it, because the platform does 

not support it and it could take a lot of work. And then what is the ‘why’ of the idea. Could we 

make something similar and would give you the same experience. What is the purpose? Should 

the game attain and could you attain it with another type of game. It helps to see it from the 

another perspective. So yes we always refer to the game database. When we are talking about 

new ideas.  

A. And what about organizational climate. Can you say there is a trust in the organization? 

S. There is a lot of trust. But its’ always a certain amount of mistrust. It’s difficult. There is a 

base of knowledge for you as an individual. You’re trying to create solutions. But this might 

come in opposition with ideas from others. But you’re not worry. You found the only one way 

how to solve this issue, but another see another solutions. No, I must correct myself. So I think 

yes there are a lot of trust, not mistrust. It is a lot of disagreement. Trust for organization- you 

can express your concerns. Trust in team- you can say I’m disagree with you and express my 

ideas. It requires a pragmatic approach of dealing. You try to solve a question or disagreement. 

To come up with unified solutions that’s ok for two of us. That’s not always very easy. But trust 

helps us. It helps to watch the processes go. It helps a lot. We can go through all steps and see 

what was made.  
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Appendix 5 Interview with Theis Dinesen, Chief Creative Officer, ArtofCrime. 06.07.2012 

Author I would like to find out some questions about knowledge creation processes. Can 

you say that you posses some knowledge which you acquire throughout your working 

experience, intuitive. 

Theis. You mean tacit knowledge? Yes, I think so 

A. And visiting Internet, blogs, forums etc are they enrich this knowledge? and maybe it 

also help to enrich your knowledge about industry, what customers need and want.  

Th. You mean how we attain tacit knowledge? Yes, by the course of time we get more skilled. 

So how we develop knowledge. In the individual and in organization level. In the individual 

level, even though we have teams we work in specialists area. We make it possible for 

individuals to become more skillful.  Both because they work in the area of high level expertise 

and it requires to do reasonable level of expertise. And if you’re doing so you’re simply become 

more skillful.  And you’re doing so because if you’re a junior than you generally have someone 

to assist you. So we have juniors and specialists and we agree with specialists in what area of 

expertise they will assist somebody else. So junior has a mentor and the mentor deals also with 

collaboration part.  And so we do in teams part. Nobody is on island. We work together. For 

example programmers. A lot of them are capable to doing things themselves.  They have 

different background: someone came from music or arts, things like that. So they can linking 

projects themselves. Technically they prefer to working alone. That’s what they like the most. 

Communicational level actually irritates them. So the level of meetings become very relevant. 

Obviously you don’t want to waste people’s time.  So we need to make sure that there is a share 

understanding of how things are going on. That’s why we have team structure and they share 

knowledge between it and we have planning where everybody is in. Everybody. 9.30 morning 

meetings. And we have Friday evening meetings, that’s how it is. And we keep it up. So that’s 

also environment for sharing knowledge. People gain knowledge about areas of sounds or texts 

all of it just by being there. 

A. And how do you come with new ideas? You have your background, experience and you 

also visit Internet and get something there? 

Th. So how do we obtain knowledge using Internet. Obviously, we use internet a lot. It also has 

very specific categories. For instance, for animators. Simply watching movies is important.  

They go to Youtube to watch videos made by Vancouver school of animation. They have very 

good school. I subscribe for them in Youtube. So when they add something new I go and I see it. 

There are also other related  links.  And it also could lead me to somewhere else. So it is an 

example of general inspiration.And if you have a tech problem then you simply start Google. To 

find out who knows something like that. Generally you can find answers in internet. It could be 

not the same issue, but could me something like that, that you can use.  So internet is used for 

general inspiration and for tech guys to find solutions.  And animators might have some 

problems considering their animation program, so they can find interesting information in 

Internet as well. And for someone like me, who is subscribed for the thousands of sources, to 

know where the industry is moving, what games are people play, on what platforms. We’re 

playing competitors games. That we’re making small report and have a half of hour meeting.  

A. Comparing to 5 steps of game development process, do you go to Internet at the initial 

stages or it happens at different phases? 
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Th. It happens at the all stages. For the specialist, the earlier is for inspiration, and later is for 

problem solving.  When you’re producing you’re done with inspiration, you need to find 

solutions at this stages.  

A. So you can say that the process of acquiring new knowledge happens at each step of 

game development process. But at each step different sort of problems or challenges arrive, 

at the beginning it is inspiration things, at the production it is some technical solutions ? 

Th. Yes, exactly.  

A. Could you elaborate the process of production? What exactly do you do during this 

phase? 

Th. Obviously, we call all process production. Because it is true as well, because the product 

does not emerges out of nothing. And the first thing is ‘what is the idea?’-the step one. How does 

it look like? Step two. The 3d step is technical assessment- ‘can we do it?’ And then we 

prototype it, we deliberately prototype it, you start programming and things like this. It depends 

on the project, what to include to the prototype. But the idea is that actually build the whole thing 

in a prototype and move to the production. At that point verbalizing, visualizing  and build all the 

things. And the checking procedure of management is very important part. The necessity of 

knowledge distribution at strategic  level is lower because at each step of the process we check 

the project shall we do it, from the strategic view, costs, whatever.  Do we want to do it or we 

don’t want to do it. And there is very open environment just to give the ideas.  If you have an 

idea-go on. It will only take 10 minutes to do it or maybe 20 or 30. But you can simply do it. 

And then we check the things. For example, in Crimville game, a 10 rocket thing. So you give 

the idea. And we evaluate it. Can we do it? How much will it costs to make it? 10 bln euros. It’s 

o huge sum of money. NO we won’t do it. Thank you for the idea, but we won’t do it. Or let’s 

make heroes of Crimeville thirsty. When they are thirsty, they move slower. Ok. Do we have 

functionality to do it? Yes, it could be. Ok move to another step and lastly you’re at production. 

Or let’s take another example. To make an arm to the cup. When you’re at production you 

always have a prototype.  And from prototyping we might have know that some things could not 

feel well. So we know all the basic things, that’s fine. Do we need to put new paint on new arm 

of the cup? And then we need to make a special attention to the connection of arm to the cup. 

That’s how we make production. And professionals know specific requirements. At this point for 

example, programmers know that we need to make more stable a cup with the arm.  And we 

need to make sure that it actually stands on the table. And sometimes line between prototype and 

production is very blurred.  It is rarely a clean cut. At the handlings we can say ‘ok , have you 

phased the majority of the problems we ‘re going to face?’ Yes, we are by making a production.’ 

And then everything is need to be considered, everything- all the prices, sound,  before the 

production. Once you have done the production. Then it goes right. Users need to see it . So the 

check procedure. It is simply we make an agreement when it is a product. So me wake an 

agreement when it is a cup. And the arm is good enough when the cup is on the table not to fall 

down. So it is the production. And it could happen that during the production some things could 

be really really complicated, that wasn’t initially considered at earlier steps.  So we think about it 

could be make it or we will change the agreement about product. 

A. So its’ interesting that right now during explanation of the phases you used metaphors 

and analogues. Do you use them during work? And if you use it at which of 5 steps launch?   

Th. I think it depends on individuals. I personally do it all the time. But I wouldn’t generalize. 
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A. And speaking about modeling and drawings? Sometimes you need to express some of 

your ideas with the help of drawings. Do you use it when you explain something to your 

colleagues? 

Th. Yes, yes, that’s what we do at step 2. At step two we visualize, how it would look like. And 

it could also be a structure. And at step 3- we write how does it look like technically. That’s the 

core of the process, it’s necessary.  

A. Generally it happens during sketch and technical assessment?  

Th. Yes. And it is always a base for two last steps. It generally builds the share understanding 

what are we doing. And then the front end, the experience people will understand how does it 

look like, what they need to do. And technical guys need to understand what will going on. So 

we use visual diagrams, sketches, drawings, staff like that. Story boards. Yeah, we have story 

boards with the game.  

A. Do you store sketches etc documents from all your previous projects? 

Th. Yes, we have dropbox database. There are all the specific documents referring to projects. 

So what is important that it is easy to edit this documents. When people want to change 

something it is very easy. They go to the documents and change something, bang, that’s all.  

A. And do you use pictures from previous sketches while working on the new projects? 

Th. Yes, a lot of projects overlap. It could be so that the phase 4 of one project corresponds to 

the phase one of something else. So pieces could be important- it could be the concept, it could 

be code, it could be the story board, it could be the sound, it could be whatever else. So that’s all 

depends on the project. And some projects could not interfere with some other projects. And 

once we had three different projects but they overlapped. So we had together meetings, where 

they share what were going on in those projects.  

A. So while working on new projects you refer to already existed different kinds 

documents. But  types of documents are different. It does not mean that if you work on the 

sketch you can use only sketches from previous projects? 

Th. Hmm, I’m not sure you understand me correctly. Let’s take an example. We work on the 

global clock in Crimeville. So let’s say one team works on the clock. And another team now 

working on general game play information about what playing the game see there. Which means 

that the case where I moving around the Crimeville. And when I’m moving around then of 

course I will go in environment and in new version the clock would be there and with different 

colors. But it is not in old version. So let’s say that those two teams have started in different 

times. One team started earlier than another.  Say that the clock team started first. They could be 

in prototype.  No let’s do them in production. The other team is sketching. What is general play 

communication looks like. So what they are doing is sketching how all the things will look like. 

But they don’t have clocks. So they need to speak together to have all the things. In concept 

made, they need to know what is doing there. And then the question is in priority. General 

communication or the clocks moves. So they need to discuss and checking. The clock should 

move proper and change time no mater does someone can here or no, so the clock wins. So that 

the clock team will be to move. Sorry guys, we didn’t foresee it, but it is how the things should 

going on. And then the other team is not happy with it, but yes, they need to do it.But we have 

our meetings and Friday meetings with tasks.  

A. So during your Friday meetings all professionals perform their tasks? 

Th. Yes, but not single person, but a team. It is always a team. It is always us together who need 

to do something. And we visualize all the steps here, on the white board. So that’s why we will 

not have an issue with clock example. Because everybody knows what’s going around.  
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A. Sorry, shifting to another type of questions. Do you have brainstorming sessions, when 

you need to come up with some ideas? 

Th. Yeah, we do that things. We do that at different levels. The most formal versions of it -our 

workshops. Approximately every nine month. We chose a topic and take two days out. We move 

somewhere and then we start working with the topic. And it is always there everybody, 

everybody.  It it’s always generalized.  It could be a specific topic but it’s generalized. And all 

teams will make their presentations on defined issue. And what is important, that your temas 

presentation could supply with ideas some other teams. So generally no decisions are made on 

that point. It is generalized widely.  And then it could be slowly involved in the projects. And we 

write down all the ideas from teams and these workshops and can see which ideas could be used 

at which projects. It is how idea generation inspiration works.  

A. And speaking about brainstorming sessions of smaller size, for ex, during work on the 

projects?  

Th. We can. But when there is a team working on the project, it is important that management 

does not touch the team. During morning meetings we just supervise how the things are going 

on, do they need help? And if they could not solve some problem by themselves by some time, 

then we start thinking altogether, what we can do. And sometimes simple process could be seen 

as hard. And then somebody outside the team could go and say that the problem actually is might 

seem more simple than it is. And then we could work with another team to find out whether 

everything is ok and who could help with it. Bang, the decision made. That’s how in process 

brainstorming work. Or the brainstorming could be in a general situation with a new idea. Let’s 

take this clock example. Could we make time pressure in the game? So it could be some 

collaboration or coordination or general improvement process.  

A. And you don’t use online brainstorming applications for this? 

Th. No.  

A. Because it’s time consuming and doesn’t feet to the organizational culture? Like it is 

better to have everybody in the same room and have face-to-face communications.  

Th. Yes, it is . And of course we have Mark in Stockholm and Mike in London and if they’re not 

here we use Skype. And yes some things could be lost for Mark, as he does not present at each 

meeting. But I can say you that could always happen. You think that if we documenting 

somewhere then it could be captured. And Yes we do generally documenting  so people can have 

an overview of all processes. And when I used to work in Lego where everything was 

documented, people simply didn’t read it. That’s what happened , people didn’t read it. So this 

everyday meetings, weekly is what people actually have.  

A. And speaking about interesting links in iNternet. You visit youtube for Canadian film 

schools videos and see related interesting links. And do you share this links with others in 

AoC? 

Th. Yes. But only if they are very good. Otherwise we just waste the time.  

A. And just copy past it send via skype or e-mails? 

Th. Via e-mails.  

A. But you don’t use specific social bookmarking web-pages.  

Th. No 

A. But why you don’t use it? 

Th. Because I don’t want to force people to use it. We force people to use Skype. In a special 

organizations people have special needs.  And here what could be important for Esper as 

animator could be totally irrelevant for Soren as a programmer. The knowledge you share that is 
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generalized inspiration you might send to everybody. People should use tools which are 

important for our pipe-line. I won’t hire a person who cannot use tools important for our pipe-

line. But generally I want the creative sharing environment and facilitate the production. And we 

need to use skype we need to communicate with Mike. But social bookmarking and staff like this 

is just noise, like Facebook.  

A. And new things are added to Internet every day so this links could be old fashioned in 

two month. 

Th. Exactly.  

A. Speaking about gained knew knowledge after implementation of the project, people just 

have it within their heads. But it means that if somebody leaves the company all the 

knowledge will leave with him? 

Th.  No, that’s not actually true.  You can find all the information about the project in projects 

documents in Dropbox. Of course, some of the knowledge could be lost, some deeper knowledge 

which is not captured in document.  

A. And could you describe a little bit about  documents in Dropbox? 

Th. Yes these documents contain information about the sound, visual, whatever. And there is a 

specific structure. Each project has a folder where all its documents are exist. And every person 

in AoC has access to the. And they are written in English, not in Danish. And I can show it to 

you. 

A. Ok, thanks. 

Th. So here you can see the phase one document. There is brief description of the future game.In 

phase two document there going to be drawings or sketches. It could look differently. I mean for 

one project it could be just one drawing and for another general picture.  

A. And during the work you always refer to this documents? Because you need to know 

what’s going on the project? 

Th.  Yes, that’s true. That’s the whole thing. It should be extremely clear and it is higly 

important that everybody understands what’s going on in the project.  And everything is moves 

along with 5 steps launch. And all 5 steps process always look like this with the same 

documents, they all have the similar structure, each step needs improvements, all projects needs 

a team. And all documents have defined front page.   

A. As far as I see the initial idea document is used and updated while moving to new 

phases? 

Th. Yes.  

A. So to sum. You use internet during your work, to find out some ideas , etc. But do you 

actively participate in Internet recourse? 

Th. I don’t do it. It’s the perception of efficiency. I think speaking very specific problems you 

can write a question, for example for technical guys. They could right something in internet. For 

personally I will never participate in discussion because it takes a lot of time it’s waste of time. 

No matter how much does it matter my filed of expertise. If a problem has arrived and I need to 

solve it, I could take part. But its less likely. What is more likely is that I will write an –e-mail so 

some professionals who I know and ask about an issue. But on the other hand is in what aims I 

use internet. We use it in marketing. We make some competitions. But I’m very picky how I 

waste my time. And I think that participation of forum is more related to technical issuses, then 

to things that I do. I don’t participate in generalized discussions in Internet. If I have a specific 

problem I’ll make some calls or write an e-mail. I think it’s much more efficient.  

A. And the same considering working with teams? 
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Th. We made strong effort to have people here. It’s extremely important that all people are in the 

same place. If we have tem here we prefer personal communication.   

A. So it’s a question of efficiency and time consuming? 

Th. And quality. We suffered tremendously when people were not in the office. The quality of 

the work is how you share the knowledge. And the sharing is daily meetings, building team 

structure, and allocating recourses. And when I need to use some technical stuff I need to do the 

procedure instead of doing the product. All the process should be as effective as possible and 

generate the value. And the value is not only the end product. It’s only the final of a 50 good 

ideas. It is important that employees don’t have to think about how do they handle a good idea. 

You take a template and write a half of the page document, the concept, the goals and you write 

an e-mail and then we - 5 members of management team have 24 hours to review it. So it’s very 

simple.  
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Appendix 6.  Interview with Soren Tramm, Chief Technical Officer, ArtofCrime. 12.07.2012 

Author. I would like to discuss the table you filled and some other things. So you don’t use 

Mashups. Why? 

Soren. Because I’ve never heard about this tool. Actually I know this word from music, but 

don’t know it regarding Internet. What does it mean? 

A. Yes, actually it’s taken from music.   It means that a web-page contains some 

information from another web-pages. The classical example is Google maps and a weather 

forecast about the place you see on the map. Or some advertisement of real estate for sale 

in that region. 

S. Ahh, ok. 

A. And social bookmarking? Why don’t you use it? 

S. Because I’m not sure that I’ve ever come across this things. I always use  Google as a starting 

point and then I end-up somewhere that could be wikis or forums or blogs, whatever. I always 

have very specific issue to search in Internet. And then I could end up either in a specific blog 

dedicated to this issue or at some general blog but with some article about such issue.  

A. And you can use Social bookmarking to tag interesting links related to a specific issue? 

S. But it could be some kind of a blog. I also see that in forums for example users put links to 

some of their works, or to their blogs, or some links for inspiration, some funs.  

A. But you can use social bookmarking to organize links especially for a specific working 

group.  

S. And social media is kind of informational source for me. So I follow some interesting twitters. 

I can see that developers have some news and could go their web-pages and see it.  

A. And speaking about group work on the project. Do you constantly work together. Or 

everybody has their own tasks and you just discuss general things? 

S. Yes ,there are issues to solve in the common sphere, working with creatives- visuals or 

animators. And there is a professional group us as programmers. So we need to work 

collaboratively at the general idea, about some details. But we also have some specific tasks-how 

to implement it. Or narrators could ask us could we do that technically, can we implement g their 

idea. And we say yes, we can. Or no, we can’t do it. And then we try to come up with another 

suggestion. A specific idea always produces a problem within the tech or animation. And then 

we can come with the idea and show it from the technical perspective for narrators. Ok we have 

the tool to do it in this way. And then we need to go to animators and say about it. That instead 

of full 5 minute animation you need to divide it in 5 sections of 1 minute of animation. So that’s 

the example how we solve a problem within the team. And then of course that could be some 

issues I need to solve in person, technical issues. So if an animation have an idea and ask can we 

do it. I will go and try to solve this problem- how to do it. And then an animator should wait an 

answer from me, so that he could work further with these things. It is very different from the 

individual and projects level.  Because if need to find out the question there is a technical issue, 

then I go to my team and ask can we do it, of if I can’t how much work does it require. And then 

I came with my evaluation. It could either very easy or it could be very expensive.  So if it very 

expensive than we go back to the project sphere with animator and narrators and maybe with 

Theis, he’s kind of very experienced. And the we see what we can done. That’s how the things 

are going on.  

A. While working on the project together do you share some links from Internet. 

S. Yes. Not in the specific, not in the specific problem solving. But as an inspiration for the 

project, a game player. Definitely. 

A. How do you share it? 

S. Both Skype and e-mail.  For game experience I would send it to animators, technitians.  

A. But you can create a directory in Social bookmarking for some projects and share links 

for general inspiration. 
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S. Yes, that’s could be an interesting idea. I could try it for the future project. But we always 

have problems of luck of time. And that is an actual problem with knowledge sharing as well. 

It’s always a problem with dead-line and lack of time. And that actually is a problem.  And there 

are always problems you cannot foreseen. And we haven’t got the time to share knowledge, 

actually. That’s how the knowledge sharing problems could arrive. We share it very quickly and 

knowledge is fragile and we can lose the knowledge  quickly as well.   So we share it quickly 

and we can lose it quickly.  

A.  Speaking about 5 steps of game development.  Do you acquire new knowledge or create 

new knowledge during production phase or it could happen at different phases? 
S. Personally I work in the process from start till end. From phase one till phase 5 or six now. 

Speaking about  phase one, idea. I personally evaluate it. We can foresee technical problems. 

And don’t think unless it is e special case I don’t make any research at this point. I have my 

already existed knowledge. I come to that point  what would happen if..  for example, what 

would happen if a lot of people will use simultaneously the same resource, do you thought about 

it? And if they say yes, we have, or they could say-noo. So then I try to force them to go back 

and elaborate issues. It’s iterative process. And then if it validated and we go to the step two and 

we can visualize it. So I ask questions as technician, is a picture, or a dynamic visual. And it 

could be the line that I have to go back at that phase and look at our own system because there 

are lot of things that I forgot. So I have to go back and have to ask my own tech team if we 

wanna do this we have a problem or is it ok? I do the research within our team, first my own 

knowledge. If I don’t know I go to my team. And if my team doesn’t know I will try to find an 

alternative. Does our system could provide the alternative. And then I go back to the team that 

has the project and say ok we have an alternative. Could we try to change the idea so we’ll do 

this instead of that? We are that advanced in our product as we are now it could be highly 

difficult to introduce new tools it could be major parts of this system but we always try to solve 

with the tools we already have. I think when I try to solving , when I’m researching for a new 

idea ways of solving the problem I do that often not in the frame of the new project.  

A. And speaking about going to Internet during game development. At which steps do you 

refer to internet recourse? 
S. I think in step one and two we manage with our own knowledge of our team. At step tree 

which is real technical assessment, it might be that at this step we very thoroughly go if we might 

have any problems. It would be there at that point, I think. Not wasting time, I try to shift the 

project. Instead of trying solving everything at step one and two, I try to find the solution at step 

three. I trying to do some research, I’m going to forums and blogs, doing the active research. 

A. What about production, step 5? 
S. Step 5. I think before that we have prototype. Maybe there, if we really use this. Is that the 

problem that has arisen we really need forums to find a help.  When you go from prototype to 

production. Yeah, it could at production as well, because prototyping could be here actually. 

Prototype could painting or brushing the game so we can see what happens or it could be very 

simple flash presentation which just shows what is the concept actually stands which is not a 

brief concept of technical issues . and then again it depends on the project. When we have very 

technical heavy idea and then the prototype will be very technical it will relying heavily on 

programming. So if its’ not heavily relaying on programming and the prototype is on paper or in 

a very simple technical platform where there is no real technical involvement than it would be in 

the real production that I refer to blogs and using blogs and finding solutions to the problems that 

have arisen. And if the prototype and the project is very heavily relays on programming than it 

might be on prototyping already when it needs referring to Internet. 

A. So it depends on the projects. 

S. Yes , it depends.  

A. You refer to database of the game, as you explained me. And there is Dropbox sharing. 

How do you use Dropbox during work? 
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S. Yes, constantly. Dropbox is the database of documents, actually work documents, which 

describes projects and concepts. It could be graphical work, and animators and sound 

engineering use.  And we as technicians we take from it and don’t give back actually. So we 

have the source for the game. But dropbox is very important, we all sharing and telling each 

other ok there is a new graphic. Or there is a new concept you need to view. And yes we’re 

doing throughout all phases. There are documents about all processes, charts, diagrams for tech 

assessment. Than we exchange graphical elements at step four and five for the prototype and 

production.  And step six, again that will be word document. So we use it, for exchange 

knowledge within the specific projects.  

A. Do you use documents from previous projects while work on new projects?  

S. Yes, probably yes, actually. Graphic, sounds, they start editing. That’s the part of the strategy, 

reusing. Working with the media that we do. The graphic media could be used for ipads, games 

or print. For example you have a project work development characters or city scape, where you 

have houses and trees. And you use that with animo . and after six month you work with a book, 

or a  board game, so you use character or tree. So that’s actual reuse of artwork, sound.  

A. Do you brainstorming while working on the projects? 

S. In a structural way, probably not. I think, yes, but it is inevitable. Because everyone has ideas 

how to do this project. Its’ cannot really stop brainstorming from step one to step five. But it’s 

not entirely tru. But its really difficult to control. But creativity is difficult to control, it’s vivid. 

We ask the questions as a management team about the problems, and then they present  it to the 

management team, because we validate it. It that validation  or evaluation the stage we’re trying 

not to solve problems, we try led the team to solve itself the problem. For management team it 

takes tremendously time. So that the actual team trying to solve. So I guess they have 

brainstorming in solving the problem.  So team itself use brainstorming always trying to come 

with ideas or solve the problem- how we can do it, what we can undertake? And then it is 

evaluation, when management is involved, and there we’re trying not to brainstorming we’re 

trying to control that we’re feedback to the them. Are there something to be changed. You 

mentioned two databases- dropbox, and game.  we have a data from the database, and we use 

data from google analytics which shows how games is using or how users are moving, things 

like that. And that information is very valid because we can see whenever is wrong. We use it as 

a tool that we know that in that point we need to do something with a game. So we see that users 

do not play the game for a specific period of time. So we can use this idea to come up with a new 

ideas for the project. What can we do in order to make it better. 

A. When you gained your knowdge after implementation of some project. And this 

knowledge is in the heads of your team. And you should be aware who succeeded in what.  

And as far as I understood it is made through constant mixing of teams? 

S. Yes. That’s true. And when speaking about new employees. We slowly introduce new 

employees what we’re working with. It’s a gradual project. And kea members who knows than 

others, they have more experience. It might be the way of securing the company, not loosing 

information. When you gradually trying to meet people with all that knowledge. 

A. And you don’t write it down because it’s time consuming and maybe it’s not so easy to 

write down? 
S. Yes, its very difficult. If you have to document everything should be written down. It should 

be superficial, cos it’s so time consuming.  It is easier just to use words, and you can combine it 

with a piece of paper. You can make a note after hearing what I’m saying and immediately look 

everything in database. And its difficult to lose people, we lose knowledge. But so it’s not very 

comfortable losing people, meaning losing information. If you document you’ll be lose anyway. 

And if make a step to documentation and relying on documentation. And documents should be 

up to date all the time. And it is a big problem. it could be misleading. Rong documentation 

combined with losing employees and comnining with new employees, its just loosing the time.  
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A. You have the visualization of all processes in the company. Everything is on the boards, 

instead of computers. You prefer to have it physically. Is it just because  you work in a 

creative field and it looks lovely to have it? 

S. I’m not sure why we have boards. It’s CEO and Thies. It creates environment, a peoples 

presence. And sharing information which is on the board. It shows we’ve done it, this product. It 

has more positive reaction with people . it’s a part of our process. It feels comfortable of doing 

like this. It’s not about all theoretical. It seems natural for this organization. We are much about 

good team spirit. They like to be here. They like to spend time here. It’s kind of a specific culture 

of this organization. We work in the digital sphere, with digital products. And we could work not 

in the same place, using skype, it could be also great. But it is easier to communicate in the same 

room. It’s a good spirit of the company.  It’s very important that everyone in this company can 

work how they can feel.  People like to be here and making fun, communicate with each other. 

People really interested in working.  It’s a lot of pragmatic sence in doing this. It’s sharing a 

good spirit. And it reflects in personal effort. We are in the same room, it’s a pragmatic way, 

how we share knowledge. from person to person.  

A. And speaking about work within your team of programmers. You still prefer to 

communicate in skype because Mike in Sweden. But you don’t use online digital tools to 

draw up some mind maps or diagrammes. Is that because of the same culture? 

S. Yes, it’s of the organization. There is a learning curve. You have to learn the semantics of 

language of a person you speak in Skype with, in order to understand each other. With mark we 

know how to communicate. We arefairly efficient. Of course it will be great if he is in the office. 

It’s a little bit inefficient. But Skype is very natural choice. And speaking about work, when we 

solving the problem, we debugging, there is no actual need of mind mapping. We just simply 

send each other pieces and words, a lot of words. You need to use a lot of words to make sure 

you’ve covered everything. It’s natural for us to do that.  When we’re working in management 

team we use mind mapping a lot. Conceptual description and organizational work. 

A. And what about linked in? Do you use it? 

S. Very rarely. It’s more about does everyone know somebody knows.  

A.  So Internet is more for searching information, but you prefer personal communication 

and it’s the easiest way of working, personally.  

S. it is easier to use physical presence, than trying to teach everyone how to use digital means. 

And Dropbox- why it is successful- it is very easy to use, it’s so simple. If the tools are very 

easily adapted by the whole organization then it makes sense to use it. It will be no problem. And 

there is no learning curve of understanding of the boards, we do it all our life. And if the 

organization will adopt the digital tools and they will not succeed in it  will be painful for the 

organization. We’re not used to use digital tools , animators, artists, programmers. There it could 

be some problems. The closer the tool is to everyday life the best it is for use it.  
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Appendix 7 Interview with Mike Sjørselv Khamphoukeo, Game designer, ArtofCrime. 

11.10.2012 

 

Author Hi. Could you please describe your main responsibilities? 

Mike So, my main responsibility, as I’m a game designer, is to come up with new concept of 

game plays. And also – designing game plays for other platforms like iPad and iPhone, etc. 

Author As I understand you don’t use mash-ups and social bookmarking. Is it so because 

you don’t know about them, or because they are not interesting for you? 

Mike Actually I know about these technologies. But I cannot see how that… For game 

designer… My opinion you need a vast knowledge of computer games and game mechanics. 

And of course you need an experience. Well, mash-ups, I don’t really see how that can help me. 

Author Speaking about these 5 steps of game development. Do you work through all these 

5 steps? 

Mike Well, it depends. Sometimes I work only on the first few like “Generation of initial idea”. 

Then I work a little bit on “Sketching”. After that the whole team has larger idea about what is 

going to be implemented. They take it from there and I concentrate on new things. And 

sometimes on big projects or on something I’m really willing for, I can add my experience to all 

5 steps.  

Author Let’s speak about using the Internet. Do you always refer to the Internet when you 

start working on a project? 

Mike Mmm… Not at the start. At the start I use my own knowledge and ideas. We gather 

together and think about what type of game we need now. And then he will get me some 

restrictions. And then I start coming up with 20-30 ideas. Then we discuss them. Also we do a 

search if we already have something similar implemented. And only after that we can do a search 

on the net. 

Author For example, you have a lot of ideas. Coild it be so that the Internet helps you to 

grab one specific? 

Mike Well, I would go to some game design sites and so on, where people are posting free 

games. So I can find some games with similar ideas and visualize.  

Author It is more about for inspiration. It’s not like going to specific forums and read 

something. It is more about how you see it. Right?  

Mike Yes. Sometimes if I see something interesting or some discussion about the game, I would 

may be look through the posts. It is interesting what the user thinks about that game, why that 

game is interesting and so on. 

Author Speaking about forums and blogs: at which phase do you visit them? 

Mike At which phase? Well, it really depends. 

Author Can you say that you always visit them, and it doesn’t depend on specific phase? 

Mike No. Actually I visit forums and blogs on phase when I’m little unsure about which way I 

want to go with our project, or when I got stuck somewhere. If I know the good way, than I don’t 

use Internet. Of course, someone could suggest another way, may be even better. But then I get 

influenced by something I don’t really want to. 

Author Do you add any information on forums, blogs or wikis? Do you post any comments 

or questions? 

Mike If I see that I can add any information, and the site is not for kids but for other game 

designers, I would sometimes my thoughts or ideas. So, it depends. 
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Author Where can you post your ideas? Wikis, forums? 

Mike Mostly on forums I would say, because they are easier in use. I just have to add a post. I 

usually don’t create new topics. 

Author Can you say that wiki is less useful for you? 

Mike Wiki would be good in giving some information. And it should be some restricted amount 

of people who can add new information into wiki. Otherwise it could contain a lot of unsorted 

crap. It’s my opinion about wikis. 

Author Are there any professional wikis for game designers on the Internet? 

Mike I haven’t looked much into that. I know there are some. But I think it is more popular to 

share information in-house. 

Author Do you use Google to find needed information or you know some links and use 

them? 

Mike I know some of them. But, of course, I use Google quite often to search for new stuff. 

Author And as far as I know, there is no practice in writing down some knowledge within 

your company. You don’t have internal wiki… 

Mike No, we don’t have internal wiki. It is more like file sharing system instead. 

Author I know you also use Dropbox. 

Mike Yeah, yeah. For every project we have a bunch of documents related to them. Of course, in 

my opinion, it would be better to add a wiki on top of that to loop through everything. But it is 

not like this now. We are so busy with what we are doing.  

Author Speaking about this internal Dropbox: while working on the project, you use 

documents from it. Do you use documents from previous projects? 

Mike I use some. Like I said, sometimes I have like a 1000 ideas. Then I write them down in 

some document. And sometimes I go and look through them to see what I can use for the current 

project. 

Author Can it also happen at any phase? 

Mike That would be at first two phases. 

Author So you could use something from previous projects. Can you say that you combine 

them in order to get new. 

Mike Yes. 

Author Ok. And do you use metaphors and analogs if you want to explain some of your 

ideas to your colleagues? 

Mike Yes, sure. I use UML, diagrams, mind maps and a lot of other object-oriented diagrams. I 

use that a lot actually. 

Author  But if do not speak about some software and tools, do you use metaphors? For 

example, If you work on the project, you can use some kind of metaphors: If you want to 

explain something, but they don’t understand you.  

Mike It happens, for example, to me and game director. He is very experienced in games. And 

when we talks to our CTO and other technical guys, sometimes we have to find best words for 

technicians. It could be a mind map or whatever.  

Author Do you mind mapping online or just do it on the board? 

Mike No, I use software for that. 

Author And it happens while working on the project within you working team. 

Mike Yes. 

Author And it is initiated by you. 

Mike Yes. 
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Author Do you use software only or some mind-meister website also? 

Mike I don’t have that much money. So I use what I can find among free software. I think it is 

called “Bubles” or something like that. As I said, I also use some UML or other object-oriented 

diagrams to explain things. 

Author Great. Do you use, for example, Youtube for inspiration or during you work? 

Mike Not really. The only way I use Youtube is to listen to music on background when I work. 

No. 

Author Ok. 

Mike No-no. It is not true actually. Now I remember. Sometimes if I don’t want to play the game 

or I don’t have time for that, than I go to Youtube to find a walkthrough. Sometimes other 

developers post weblogs about the games. So use it for ideas. 

Author But for inspiration you use more these specific forums and blogs, right? 

Mike Yes-yes. 

Author But if you find some interesting links on the Internet, do you share them with your 

colleagues? 

Mike Yes. 

Author Do you use Skype for that or…? 

Mike No, I send emails. 

Author Social bookmarking can be helpful for you, because you can create specific page for 

your project and tag some interesting link. Don’t you use it because you don’t know about 

it? 

Mike Yes, I don’t know about it. 

Author Can you say that your working team has some autonomy in planning your work? 

Mike What do you mean? 

Author That you have some freedom how to organize your working time, and which kind 

of tasks to implement. Whereas management only controls implementation of… 

Mike Aah, like that. Yes, we have some freedom. But we need to estimate from the start how 

much time we think we need to implement some task. Then management can plan the whole 

project.  

Author You don’t have internal wiki. Does it mean that you don’t express your knowledge 

after the project is done, that you have it in your head only? 

Mike But we also creating documents for all phases. We are going through all 5 steps. So the 

knowledge is those documents. 

Author But also you gain some skills about how to do some features. So you include that in 

phase documents, right? 

Mike Yes. 

Author If you have some problems, do you know which person to ask within your team or 

within your company? 

Mike Mostly yes. If no, than we go to game director and he suggests someone. 

Author Can you say that you are motivated to share your knowledge with your colleagues? 

Mike Yes, of course. 

Author And how does it happen? 

Mike Normally we have some project meetings. Also we have morning meetings. There we go 

through our tasks and people get an idea about what are you working on right now.  

Author So you can say that the overall atmosphere is rather opened than closed for sharing 

your knowledge and ideas. 
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Mike Yes.  

Author Everybody is opened to help… 

Mike Yes. 

Author Great. That’s it. Thank you very much! 

Mike Thank you. 
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Appendix  8 Interview with Esben Sonne, Back-end developer, ArtofCrime, 11.10.2012  

 

Author. Could you describe your position? 

Esben I’m a back-end programmer. So most of my job is enabling gaming. I make sure that the 

people that are at the clients right now can communicate to the clients. When one player logs in – 

other players see that and can do some actions. 

Author. Speaking about 5 steps in development process: which phases do you participate 

in? 

Esben We don’t have much time to do many things. And it’s really stressed sometimes. 

Author. Do you use Internet during your work? Which tools do you use? 

Esben Depending on a task. But obviously Internet is a good thing; it’s where the knowledge is. 

When I’m actually programming I google a lot. I’m a bit lazy to have documentation on my own 

computer, instead I google stuff (search by using Google services). 

Author. Speaking about some forums, for example, or wikis or blogs. Do you have any 

specific Internet resources that you’re visiting or you just go and use Google? 

Esben I use Google to search for these places. I have some basic stuff saved in PDF on my 

computer. It is about “best practices in programming”, some frequently asked questions like 

“stack overflow”. For other things I use Google. 

Author.Do you use blogs or wikis? 

Esben Yes, blogs also. Blogs and articles.  

Author. And do you add any information there or you just read and go away? 

Esben Most of the time I just read. You know I use forums and blogs when searching for some 

solution. I’m not sitting and just reading blogs and thinking about what I can improve in that 

solution. I don’t have time for that, I have a lot of work to do. Yes, it would be certainly nice to 

write some thoughts in blogs, but I usually don’t have time for that.  

Author. If you have some passion – you still don’t put your ideas at a forum, do you? 

Esben I usually able to find solution. I don’t try to be different or original with my own 

solutions. It is faster to use existing idea.  

Author. If you find some interesting links do you share them with colleagues? 

Esben No, I don’t need to. The colleagues I have can call me. 

Author. Do you use mash-up and social bookmarking? 

Esben No, no. 

Author. You don’t use it because there is no need for that or because you don’t know about 

that possibility…? 

Esben I don’t use social services in general, plus there is no need. I’m not very active Internet 

social person. I like acting and talking to people instead than do it on the Internet. 

Author. You refer that you should work with some kinds of databases and codes in order to 

produce new code during your work. When producing new code do you use already 

existing codes? 

Esben Yes, I have to look at what we already have. Also in order to create the code that is 

uniform looking. It should look the same way like best projects codes look. Also it is relevant for 

big projects. When many people work on the same project, they try to pull the different 

directions with code styles. So yes, I have to look at the code already created and take it into 

account when writing mine. 

Author. Does it happen time from time or you need to refer to another code every day? 
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Esben It is hard to answer this question. Actually it depends on the stage of project. If I’m at the 

beginning, than I definitely need to learn more about that project. So I refer to another code more 

often. 

Author. As far as I know you don’t have internal wiki and you don’t write down best 

practices. Is it correct? 

Esben Yes. Actually we do write but it’s all in code. We don’t write documentation about our 

code. And one of the real challenges is that you have to write a good code so that it documents 

itself. You have to write structured code that explains itself. Otherwise it will be difficult to read 

it later. 

Author. Do you share this kind of knowledge with your colleagues? 

Esben I share it indirectly. I mean my colleagues can re-use the code written by me when 

dealing with their parts of a game. 

Author. Can you say that atmosphere in the company is rather opened and everybody is 

willing to help? 

Esben Yes, in these terms the company is very pretty. 

Author. Can you say that you have an autonomy when you planning your working tasks. 

Esben Not entirely. We have some certain things we need to do. For example, my current task is 

pretty much dictated by what’s required for the client. I have to be sure they get what is 

requested. 

Author. Speaking about working things, do you use some metaphors? 

Esben Yes, sometimes, but not much. As most of the colleagues I have to deal with have 

technical mind, I can just speak my normal language. Metaphors can be used at earliest stages, 

when we need to discuss overall planning. Then I need to bring it out - when I speak to less 

technical client. When the task is quite concrete, I can explain to my CTO in a normal way. We 

understand each other. So it mostly happens in initial phase. 

Author. Could you please describe your responsibilities one more time? What is your role in 5 

phases of gema development? 

Esben Actually I’m involved in all of them. Coming with idea is the first thing. I’m the one who 

is doing implementation. And it is very naturally that I’m also involved in the stages between 

idea and implementation. 

Author. Could you say that Internet could help you to come up with idea? 

Esben It depends. There are two parts of my job 

 the technical (which I would get mostly from my education) and my self-education afterwards. 

And this self-education also takes place in the Internet where the material is. 

 Another part is concept. I’m not doing of much concept; it is not my main responsibility. But if 

I come up with idea I take it from my head. 

Author. You have meetings as far as I know. What kind of are they? 

Esben We have daily meetings 

Author And you also could share some ideas on those meetings, right? 
Esben No, it doesn’t work so. Those meeting are more for daily statuses. Originally they were 

designed for SCRUM, and should take 15 minutes every morning. Really they take a bit longer. 

It’s because we have too many people for one team. If you want it to be as a real SCRUM, we 

should be separated into smaller teams. 

Author So you have a couple of questions that you can ask at those meetings. 

Esben No, I don’t have many questions. It is more to know what’s going on right now, what is 

the status of our project. 

Author Do you refer to YouTube? 
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Esben No 

Author Is it because there is no need for that? 
Esben I find YouTube useful only in case you have to look at some presentation or lecture. But 

most of the time it is written as a text. 

Author Can you say that the management of the company motivates you for self-

development? 

Esben I think I don’t need an encouragement, because I know how it’s important to self-develop. 

I keep myself updated on new technologies and stuff like that.  

Author Do you use Mindmeister or other memorizing things? 

Esben No. If anything I have to remember, I just put a sticker on my desk. It is easier for me. 

Otherwise it will be saved somewhere on computer, far away from me. 

Author Can you say that the closest collaboration happens at the beginning of the project? 
Esben Small meetings happen more often at the beginning. Because we have to decide what we 

are actually doing, what is this thing we do, what is the idea. But when I have more or less clear 

specification, I contact people on technical questions only. 
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Appendix 9 Summary of Interview with Lars Gregers Nielsen, artist, ArtofCrime. 11.10.2012 

 

Lars works with ArtofCrime as an artist. He is responsible for making drawings and pictures of 

different characters or elements for Crimeville game.  

He mentioned that while working on new projects he gains new knowledge by implementing 

interesting tasks. Some of the knowledge is stored in games documents, in Dropbox. At these 

documents about the game main steps and activities are written, as well people who are 

responsible for tasks implementation. However, he admits that a lot of knowledge is in his head. 

Due to the organizational politics employees do not write down any successful practices or 

solutions to problems. He feels quite comfortable with it, as documenting does not disturb him 

from his main work. Lars also mentioned that he knows peoples’ responsibilities and area of 

expertise at ArtofCrime. They have morning meetings with overview of current projects which 

let each employee to get overview about colleagues work.  

For his inspiration he has a folder with lots of saved pictures. He saves different pictures which 

he sees in Internet and with his previous projects. He does not use directly these saved pictures.  

He address to Internet during his work. Sometimes he could leave comments in blogs or forums. 

He does not run his own blog, but maybe in the future he will do it. He also mentioned that it 

might be a good idea to store all interesting links somewhere, in a special place. There are a lot 

of links from interesting web-pages.  He doesn’t use Social bookmarking as it’s not considered 

to be useful. He does not use Mashup as he does not know about it. He also mentioned that using 

wiki might be helpful, however, it requires a lot of time to add and edit documents there.  

Lars mentioned that a working team posses autonomy in planning deciding organizing abd 

coordinating their major working tasks. He also noticed that there is really open friendly and 

collaborative climate in the organization. He likes it very much.  
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Appendix10 Answered questionnaire by Esben Sonne, Back-end developer,ArtofCrime 

Do you use following tools during your working process 

KM tools 

 

 

Please, indicate, for which purposes you use such 

tools  

(If yes, insert sign, if no left blank) 

You can chose several purposes  
Acquiring 

new 

knowledge 

Sharing 

knowledge 

Capturing and 

recording 

information and 

knowledge 

Other 

Informal events yes  yes  

Communities of 

practice 
    

Experience 

workshops 

yes    

Best practice 

cases 

yes yes yes  

Experience 

reports 
    

Databases yes    

Blogs yes    

Wiki yes    

Forums yes    

Mashups (a 

website or 

application that 

combines content 

from more than 

one source into 

integrated 

experience . A user 

decide what 

content include to 

the web page) 

    

Social 

bookmarking   
    

 

Note. A respondent mentioned RSS as a tool of acquiring knowledge 
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Appendix 11 Answered questionnaire by Mike Sjørselv Khamphoukeo Game designer, 

ArtofCrime  

Do you use following tools during your working process 

KM tools 

 

 

Please, indicate, for which purposes you use such 

tools  

(If yes, insert sign, if no left blank) 

You can chose several purposes  
Acquiring 

new 

knowledge 

Sharing 

knowledge 

Capturing and 

recording 

information and 

knowledge 

Other 

Informal events yes yes   

Communities of 

practice 
 yes   

Experience 

workshops 

yes    

Best practices 

cases 
yes yes yes  

Experience 

reports 
 yes yes  

Databases  yes yes  

Blogs yes yes   

Wiki yes    

Forums yes yes   

Mashups (a 

website or 

application that 

combines content 

from more than 

one source into 

integrated 

experience . A user 

decide what 

content include to 

the web page) 

    

Social 

bookmarking   
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Appendix 12  Answered questionnaire by Lars Gregers Nielsen, artist, ArtofCrime  

Do you use following tools during your working process 

KM tools 

 

 

Please, indicate, for which purposes you use such 

tools  

(If yes, insert sign, if no left blank) 

You can chose several purposes  
Acquiring 

new 

knowledge 

Sharing 

knowledge 

Capturing and 

recording 

information and 

knowledge 

Other 

Informal events   yes  

Communities of 

practice 
    

Experience 

workshops 

yes    

Best practice 

cases 

    

Experience 

reports 
    

Databases     

Blogs yes    

Wiki yes    

Forums yes yes   

Mashups (a 

website or 

application that 

combines content 

from more than 

one source into 

integrated 

experience . A user 

decide what 

content include to 

the web page) 

    

Social 

bookmarking   
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Appendix 13 Answered questionnaire by Søren Tramm, Chief Technical Officer, ArtofCrime 

Do you use following tools during your working process 

KM tools 

 

 

Please, indicate, for which purposes you use such 

tools  

(If yes, insert sign, if no left blank) 

You can chose several purposes  
Acquiring 

new 

knowledge 

Sharing 

knowledge 

Capturing and 

recording 

information and 

knowledge 

Other 

Informal events     

Communities of 

practice 
    

Experience 

workshops 

    

Best practices 

cases 

    

Experience 

reports 
    

Databases     

Blogs yes    

Wiki yes    

Forums yes    

Mashups (a 

website or 

application that 

combines content 

from more than 

one source into 

integrated 

experience . A user 

decide what 

content include to 

the web page) 

    

Social 

bookmarking   
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Appendix 14  Answered questionnaire by with Theis Dinesen, Chief Creative Officer, 

ArtofCrime  

Do you use following tools during your working process 

KM tools 

 

 

Please, indicate, for which purposes you use such 

tools  

(If yes, insert sign, if no left blank) 

You can chose several purposes  
Acquiring 

new 

knowledge 

Sharing 

knowledge 

Capturing and 

recording 

information and 

knowledge 

Other 

Informal events yes yes   

Communities of 

practice 
   Not understood 

Experience 

workshops 

yes yes yes  

Best practices 

cases 
yes yes yes  

Experience 

reports 
    

Databases yes  yes We capture users 

behavior 

Blogs yes  
  

Wiki yes    

Forums yes    

Mashups (a 

website or 

application that 

combines content 

from more than 

one source into 

integrated 

experience . A user 

decide what 

content include to 

the web page) 

    

Social 

bookmarking   
    

 

Note. Respondent uses RSS for acquiring information 
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Appendix 15 Answered questionnaire by Art manager(director) AmberGames 

 

I. Organizational culture 
1.1 a) Do you have an atmosphere of ‘play’ or ‘game’ in the office(colorful walls in the office, 

toys at the working desks and office, table tennis and table football ? 

If ‘yes’, do you think it positively influence on the inspiration and creativity of employees? 

Нет. Yes, tiys, games in the office. No 

 

b) Do you have a dress-code ? 

No 

 

1.2. a) Do you motivate employees to create and share ideas? If ‘yes’, could you describe how? 

 

I show works of leaders of Industry, to which employees should attain their level 

b) Does it include only financial incentives or informal systems such as acknowledgement of 

merits also exist? 

Motivate for creativeness with money is bad idea. Merits acknowledgement, successful works-

yes.  

c) Do you motivate members of a team to share (between teams) theirs valuable 

practices/knowledge? (For ex. internal seminars, trainings) 

It takes place 

1.3. Do you sustain a collaborative climate in your organization? (For example, help each other, 

collective problem solving)  Do you think there is a collaborative climate? 

We sustain 

1.4. Who generates ideas for the games? Could you describe the process of delivering interesting 

ideas for games? 

Game producer. If employees have some interesting ideas they deliver it to game producer orally 

or written. 

1.6. Does company encourage employees for professional self-development and cover 

expenditures for some courses, certifications? 

Yes  

 

1.7. Does the active use of information technologies (use of new internet tools, intranet, internal 

wiki) is promoted in everyday work? 

Yes  

 

II Favorable conditions for knowledge creation 

2.1.  Are there any informal meeting during working hours like coffees, luncheons? 

Yes  

       

How often these activities are performed during a day? 

Indefinitely  

2.2. a)Are there any informal activities in the office (like game playing, table 

tennis/foosball/counter strike ) and out of office (barbeque? Carting? Football? Paintball) ? 

Yes  

 

b) How often these activities are performed ? 

Once per quarter  

 

c) Is it helpful for teambuilding and ideas sharing? 
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Maybe  

 

2.3. Do you use metaphors, analogies and drawing models to clarify ideas and concepts during 

working on the project? 

Yes  

 

2.4. a) Do you use digital and on-line technologies(like skype, chat, e-mails and others) for 

contacting each other? Could you name these tools? 

 Yes, Skype, e-mail, JIRA, wiki, conflence 

b) Do you have a specific social internal site where employees and their tasks are described? 

If ‘yes’ do you use it in your everyday working life, is it helpful and for what? 

Yes, we use it when the contacts of an employee is required  

c) Do you have any software for storing, editing, adding information and writing down some best 

practices for solving problems? 

  

Confluence. 

d) If ‘yes' do you sort, combine, classify already existed information from databases, corporate 

wiki to create new reports, develop new practices, solve problems or come up with new 

solutions? Do you keep this data bases up dated? 

No 

2.5. a) Are every day or every week meetings on working processes held in your organization? 

What is described during these meetings? 

No 

b) If you have such meetings, do teams share solutions and provide answers to latest 

problems/questions  ?   

 

 

III Knowledge creation in teams 

3.1  a)Could you describe main steps of game development  process (from idea generation to 

launching in Internet) 

Games concept creation- evaluation and detection(simplification) of tasks- selection and 

distribution of resources – launching closed alfa version; launching beta version, open testing-

release- support  

 

3.2. a) If you address to Internet during your working process with your team, for what  activities 

you use Internet ( for ex. search some information, ask solutions, communicate, etc) 

. Yes, dissemination of tools and control on working process 

If ‘no’, please, give reasons 

Если «нет», то объясните почему. 

 

b) Do you use online technologies like social bookmarking(organize, store, manage and 

search bookmarks to web pages using a web service rather than ‘favourites’ functions of a web browser-  for ex. 

http://twitter.com/ http://www.delicious.com/, http://digg.com/   or others), online 

brainstorming (for ex. https://bubbl.us/ or http://www.mindmeister.com or other), forums, 

professional wikis, others while working on the project? 

 

If ‘yes’, then which of them are not interesting for you? Если «да», то какие из них вас не 

интересуют? 

We use wiki 

3.3 Does working team have autonomy in planning, deciding, coordinating and organizing their 

major working tasks? 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_bookmark
http://twitter.com/
http://www.delicious.com/
http://digg.com/
https://bubbl.us/
http://www.mindmeister.com/
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Team has a certain freedom. Planning, taking decisions and coordination are management tasks.  

3.4. a) Do you participate in providing  help in team and promote knowledge/ideas sharing?  

Yes  

3.5. a) Are most qualified members asked to explain and share their techniques and knowledge 

with team when some problems occurred? 

Да. Yes  

b) Are there unofficial Communities of practice (for ex. Programmers, designers,) in your 

organization? Do you share interesting working ideas and solutions to problems within such 

group? 

Yes. Yes  

c) Do you communicate, share experiences and interesting ideas with professionals with the 

same area of expertise (graphic designers, programmers) who work in another companies?  IS it 

helpful for finding interesting solutions for problems? 

 

Yes  

 

 

 

IV Knowledge management tools 

4.1. Do you use following tools during your working process 

KM tools 

 
 

Please, indicate, for which purposes you use such 

tools (If yes, insert sign, if no left blank 
You can chose several purposes  

Acquiring new 

knowledge  
Sharing 

knowledg 
Capturing 

and 

recording 

information 

and 

knowledge 
 

Other 
 

Do you 

find it 

helpful? 
 

Informal events 
 

     

Communities of practice       

Еxperience workshops       

Best practices cases  
 

х х   х 

Experience reports  

 
     

Databases  
 

     

Blogs 
 

     

Wiki  
 

х х х  х 

Forums 
 

     

Mashups        

Social bookmarking       
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V Working in Computer games industry    

 

5.1. Could you describe your position in the company? 

 

Art manager(director)  

 

5.2. What are your main responsibilites? 

 Description and dissemination of tasks, quality control  

 

 

5.3. Do you think you work with a lot of information and knowledge? 

Yes  

 

5.4. Do you have  sometimes problems with finding right appropriate information or getting 

knowledge? 
 

No  
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Appendix 16 Answered questionnaire by Head of Reanimation department, AmberGames  
 

I. Organizational culture 

 

1.1 a) Do you have an atmosphere of ‘play’ or ‘game’ in the office(colorful walls in the office, 

toys at the working desks and office, table tennis and table football ?  

If ‘yes’, do you think it positively influence on the inspiration and creativity of employees? 

Yes. Besides, we try to support and add something more. From fun- X-Box 360, a lot of 

attributes relates to a game we currently work on.  

b) Do you have a dress-code ? 

No 

1.2. a) Do you motivate employees to create and share ideas? If ‘yes’, could you describe how? 

It’s a difficult question. The main idea is that management its not authorities and even not a 

profession. Management is a service, which a team leader supplies for his team.  

b) Does it include only financial incentives or informal systems such as acknowledgement of 

merits also exist? 

Yes, we use informal motivation. Corporate events, some internal events with the team, etc.  

c) Do you motivate members of a team to share (between teams) theirs valuable 

practices/knowledge? (For ex. internal seminars, trainings) 

 Yes. We often mix more advanced employees with less advanced, we support self-development 

and the desire to visit certain courses.  

1.3. Do you sustain a collaborative climate in your organization? (For example, help each other, 

collective problem solving)  Do you think there is a collaborative climate? 

Yes, the knowledge sharinf between departments is welcomed 

1.4. Who generates ideas for the games? Could you describe the process of delivering interesting 

ideas for games?  

When speaking about it as a part of professiona –then it is a game producer. But ideas are offered 

by everybody. Aim of a producer to evaluate ideas.  

1.6. Does company encourage employees for professional self-development and cover 

expenditures for some courses, certifications?  

Yes, it does and covers expenditures in certain cases.  

1.7. Does the active use of information technologies (use of new internet tools, intranet, internal 

wiki) is promoted in everyday work?  

Yes, it is promoted and used.  

II Favorable conditions for knowledge creation  
2.1.  Are there any informal meeting during working hours like coffees, luncheons? 

it is very commonly used practice 

      How often these activities are performed during a day? 

it happens 3-4 times per day 

2.2. a)Are there any informal activities in the office (like game playing, table 

tennis/foosball/counter strike ) and out of office (barbeque? Carting? Football? Paintball) ?  

yes, there are 

b) How often these activities are performed ? 

approximately 3 times per year 

c) Is it helpful for teambuilding and ideas sharing? 

yes, very helpful  

2.3. Do you use metaphors, analogies and drawing models to clarify ideas and concepts during 

working on the project?  

use it very often 

2.4. a) Do you use digital and on-line technologies(like skype, chat, e-mails and others) for 

contacting each other? Could you name these tools? 
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 Skype, mail, wiki 

b) Do you have a specific social internal site where employees and their tasks are described? 

If ‘yes’ do you use it in your everyday working life, is it helpful and for what?  

Если «да», то используете ли вы его в вашей ежедневной работе, и чем он полезен? 

We use wiki, during documents turnover 

c) Do you have any software for storing, editing, adding information and writing down some best 

practices for solving problems? 

  

we use different software for tasks tracking  

d) If ‘yes' do you sort, combine, classify already existed information from databases, corporate 

wiki to create new reports, develop new practices, solve problems or come up with new 

solutions? Do you keep this data bases up dated? 

  

Разрабатываем свою собственную аналитичискую систему Yes. We develop our own 

analytical system 

2.5. a) Are every day or every week meetings on working processes held in your organization? 

What is described during these meetings?  

It takes place in different levels of management. Aims to correct the course, transparency of what 

happening in other departments 

b) If you have such meetings, do teams share solutions and provide answers to latest 

problems/questions  ?   

Not often 

 

III Knowledge creation in teams 

3.1  a)Could you describe main steps of game development  process (from idea generation to 

launching in Internet)  

Idea – Concept document- 1
st
 phase design document- Labor costs evaluation- Development 

with iterations- Prototype presentation- Course correction- Development-Testing-Launching 

3.2. a) If you address to Internet during your working process with your team, for what  activities 

you use Internet ( for ex. search some information, ask solutions, communicate, etc) 

Everywhere and always. Either for taking decision and for document turnover and for analyses 

If ‘no’, please, give reasons 

 

b) Do you use online technologies like social bookmarking(organize, store, manage and 

search bookmarks to web pages using a web service rather than ‘favourites’ functions of a web browser-  for ex. 

http://twitter.com/ http://www.delicious.com/, http://digg.com/   or others), online brainstorming 

(for ex. https://bubbl.us/ or http://www.mindmeister.com or other), forums, professional wikis, 

others while working on the project?  

If ‘yes’, then which of them are not interesting for you?  

did not get the question 

3.3 Does working team have autonomy in planning, deciding, coordinating and organizing their 

major working tasks?  

 It has. Management just leads and controls budgets 

 

3.4. a) Do you participate in providing  help in team and promote knowledge/ideas sharing?  

Yes 

3.5. a) Are most qualified members asked to explain and share their techniques and knowledge 

with team when some problems occurred? 

Yes  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_bookmark
http://twitter.com/
http://www.delicious.com/
http://digg.com/
https://bubbl.us/
http://www.mindmeister.com/
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b) Are there unofficial Communities of practice (for ex. Programmers, designers,) in your 

organization? Do you share interesting working ideas and solutions to problems within such 

group? 

Did not understand the question. 

c) Do you communicate, share experiences and interesting ideas with professionals with the 

same area of expertise (graphic designers, programmers) who work in another companies?  IS it 

helpful for finding interesting solutions for problems? 

Yes, at the conferences 

IV Knowledge management tools 

4.1. Do you use following tools during your working process 

KM tools 

 

 

Please, indicate, for which purposes you use such tools  

 (If yes, insert sign, if no left blankYou can chose several purposes  

Acquiring 

new 

knowledge  

Sharing 

knowledge 

 

Capturing and 

recording 

information and 

knowledge 

 

Other 

 

Do you find it helpful? 

 

Informal events 

 
   Building 

relations 

yes 

Communities of 

practice  

 

     

Еxperience 

workshops  

х х х  yes 

Best practices 

cases  

Примеры с 

наиболее 

успешными 

решениями 

 х х  yes 

Experience 

reports  

Отчеты по 

опыту работы 

х х х  yes 

Databases  

Базы данных 

х х х  yes 

Blogs 

 Блоги 
     

Wiki  

Вики 

х х х  yes 

Forums 

Форумы  
     

Mashups        

Social 

bookmarking  
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V Working in Computer games industry    
 

5.1. Could you describe your position in the company?  

Head of Reanimation department 

5.2. What are your main responsibilites?  

Fix the development process, finding new business directions, bring new life to not-launched 

projects 

5.3. Do you think you work with a lot of information and knowledge?  

yes  

5.4. Do you have  sometimes problems with finding right appropriate information or getting 

knowledge?  
 

Of course, who does not have it? 
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Appendix 17 Answered Questionnaire by System integrator, AmberGames 

 

I. Organizational culture 
 

1.1  a) Do you have an atmosphere of ‘play’ or ‘game’ in the office(colorful walls in the office, 

toys at the working desks and office, table tennis and table football ? Does it influence the 

creativity and inspiration?     

Yes, we have. Yes, it influences 

b) Do you have a dress-code ?  

No  

1.2. a) How does management motivate you to create and share ideas?Is it helpful?  

They organize meetings where employees exchange heir expiriences 

b) Does it include only financial incentives or informal systems such as acknowledgement of 

merits also exist?  

There are less financial, but there are informal means and presents.  

c) Does management (or team lead) motivate you to share (between teams) your valuable 

practices/knowledge?(For ex. internal seminars, trainings)   

Yes, they actually do so 

1.3. Do you feel a collaborative climate in your organization? (For example, help each other, 

collective problem solving)   

yes, we always can expect help from colleagues 

1.4. If you have an interesting idea for a new game, is it easy for you to deliver it directly to 

management and could it be adopted (what is the process for delivery of new idea to the 

management)    

I don’t know about games, but I implement main ideas after discussing with colleagues  

 
1.5. Does company encourage you for professional self-development and cover expenditures for 

some courses, certifications?   

Yes, it does. Sometimes it covers expenditures 

 
Is it important for you?   

Yes, very important 

1.6. Are the active use of information technologies (use of new internet tools, intranet, internal 

wiki)  promoted in everyday work?   

Yes 

 

II Favorable conditions for knowledge creation  

2.1.  Are there any informal meeting during working hours like coffees, luncheons?   

Yes, we have daily 

       How often during a day are these activities performed? 

 Couple of times per day 

 
2.2. a)Are there any informal activities in the office (like game playing, table 

tennis/foosball/counter strike ) and out of office (barbeque? Carting? Football? Paintball) ?  

Yes, computer games, poker, football  

b) How often are such activities performed?  

inside the office it’s spontaneous. Outside – each half of the year 

c) Is it helpful for teambuilding and ideas sharing? 

Still no 
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2.3. Do you use metaphors, analogies and drawing models to clarify ideas and concepts during 

working on the project?   

Yes 

2.4. a) Do you use digital and on-line technologies(like skype, chat, e-mails and others) for 

contacting each other? Could you name these tools? 
  

Yes, Skype, mail, tasks tracker 

 
b) Do you have a specific social internal site where employees and their tasks are described? 
If ‘yes’ do you use it in your everyday working life, is it helpful and for what?  

Yes, we have internal wiki. Each employee could reach knowledge always and everywhere  

 
c) Do you have any software for storing, editing, adding information and writing down some best 

practices for solving problems? 

  

Yes, internal wiki 

d) If ‘yes' do you sort, combine, classify already existed information from databases, corporate 

wiki to create new reports, develop new practices, solve problems or come up with new 

solutions? Do you keep this data bases up dated? 

Yes, work is done every day 

2.5. a) Are every day or every week meetings on working processes held in your organization? 
What is described during these meetings?  

Yes, minimeetings happen quite often. A lot of teams follow Agile type 

b) If you have such meetings, do teams share solutions and provide answers to latest 

problems/questions  ?   

More often happen discussion of problems with solutions  

 

III Knowledge creation in teams  Создание знаний в командах 

3.1. a) If you address to Internet during your working process within your team, for what  

activities you use Internet ( for ex. search some information, ask solutions, communicate, etc)  

Yes, very often namely internet is used 

If ‘no’, please, give reasons   Если «нет», то объясните почему. 

 

 
b) Do you use online technologies like social bookmarking(organize, store, manage and 

search bookmarks to web pages using a web service rather than ‘favourites’ functions of a web browser-  for ex. 

http://twitter.com/ http://www.delicious.com/, http://digg.com/   or others), online 

brainstorming (for ex. https://bubbl.us/ or http://www.mindmeister.com or other), forums, 

professional wikis, etc., while working on the project?  
 If ‘yes’, then which of them are not interesting for you?  

No, there is no need. All links are saved and stored in chats history or browser 

3.2. Can you say that working team has autonomy in planning, deciding, coordinating and 

organizing their major working tasks?  

Yes, I can say 

3.3. a)  Do people in working team willingly share knowledge/ideas with others? 
  

Yes. They do it willingly. But it depends on personality of people, not on external factors.  

 
b) Does the team-lead participate and promote help in team and knowledge/ideas sharing?  

Да  Yes 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_bookmark
http://twitter.com/
http://www.delicious.com/
http://digg.com/
https://bubbl.us/
http://www.mindmeister.com/
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 3.4. a)Does management ask qualified staff to provide training on best practices / new 

technologies?  

Да, бывает  Yes, it happens  

b) Are there Communities of practice (unofficial) (for ex. Programmers, designers,) in your 

organization? Do you share interesting working ideas and solutions to problems within such 

groups?  
  

No, different communities do not share knowledge between each other. But couple of times per 

year(and more often in future)  some presentation take place, where each group presents 

themselves for the rest.  

 
c) Do you communicate, share experiences and interesting ideas with professionals with the 

same area of expertise (graphic designers, programmers) who work in another companies?  IS it 

helpful for finding interesting solutions for problems?  

Yes, but only with close friends. Also a corporate secrets counterparts take place  

 
 
 
 
 

IV Knowledge management tools  Инструменты управления знаниями 

4.1. Do you use following tools during your working process  

KM tools 

 
 

Please, indicate, for which purposes you use such tools 

(If yes, insert sign, if no left blank) 
You can chose several purposes  

Acquiring new 

knowledge  
Sharing 

knowled

ge 
 

Capturing 

and 

recording 

information 

and 

knowledge 
 

Other 
 

Do you 

find it 

helpful? 
 

Informal events 
 

х х   х  

Communities of practice  
 

х х х  х  

Еxperience workshops  х х х  х 

Best practices cases  

 
 х   х  

Experience reports  
 

 х х  х  

Databases  
 

х х х  х  

Blogs 
 

     

Wiki  
 

х х х Mainly 

it is 

corporat

e wiki 
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Forums 
 

     

Mashups        

Social bookmarking       

 

V Working in Computer games industry    

 
5.1. Could you describe your position in the company?  

Systems integrator 

5.2. What are your main responsibilites?  

Integration of games into different social networks 

5.3. Do you think you work with a lot of information and knowledge?  

Yes 

5.4. Do you have  sometimes problems with finding right appropriate information or getting 

knowledge?  

Rarely  
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Appendix 18 Answered Questionnaire by Artist, Design department, AmberGames 

 

1.1  a) Do you have an atmosphere of ‘play’ or ‘game’ in the office(colorful walls in the office, 

toys at the working desks and office, table tennis and table football ? Does it influence the 

creativity and inspiration?     

We have a separate room for gaming, where employees can relax. There is a game console, novus and 
music console. 

 

b) Do you have a dress-code ?  

 

We have free style 

 

1.2. a) How does management motivate you to create and share ideas?Is it helpful?  

We always pick up good solutions of our rivals (competitors) and discuss them. 

 

b) Does it include only financial incentives or informal systems such as acknowledgement of 

merits also exist?  

Yes, we have monthly prizes of employees for their annual contribution to the company. That is first 
“level”, when you have worked one year, “level” two – for two years and so on. There are also 
“veterans”. 
Also, at the end of a year the best professionals in certain nominations are awarded 

 

c) Does management (or team lead) motivate you to share (between teams) your valuable 

practices/knowledge?(For ex. internal seminars, trainings)   

 

Yes, there are regular seminars and trainings 

 

1.3. Do you feel a collaborative climate in your organization? (For example, help each other, 

collective problem solving)   

Yes, we are all working now with a motto - ”Find a problem, find a solution”. If a problem appears, its 
solving involves not a single person. 

 

1.4. If you have an interesting idea for a new game, is it easy for you to deliver it directly to 

management and could it be adopted (what is the process for delivery of new idea to the 

management)    

 

We have game producers. They are always ready to listen to fresh ideas and discuss them with the 
upper management. 

 

1.5. Does company encourage you for professional self-development and cover expenditures for 

some courses, certifications?   

Yes, we have such practice. Also every employee can express wishes to attend some courses   

 

Is it important for you?   

Very important 

 

1.6. Are the active use of information technologies (use of new internet tools, intranet, internal 

wiki)  promoted in everyday work?   

Yes, of course 

 

II Favorable conditions for knowledge creation  
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2.1.  Are there any informal meeting during working hours like coffees, luncheons?   

Yes, there are. We have a big table in the lunch room, where everyone can not only lunch, but also 
discuss informally interesting topics. There is a special board, where one can expose his ideas in a visual 
or text format.  

       

How often during a day are these activities performed? 

 It depends on necessity and wish 

 

2.2. a)Are there any informal activities in the office (like game playing, table 

tennis/foosball/counter strike ) and out of office (barbeque? Carting? Football? Paintball) ?  

Yes, we hold such activity 

 

b) How often are such activities performed?  

About 4 times per year 

 

c) Is it helpful for teambuilding and ideas sharing? 

Certainly 

 

2.3. Do you use metaphors, analogies and drawing models to clarify ideas and concepts during 

working on the project?   

Yes, every employee is trying also by these means to argue his point of view 

 

2.4. a) Do you use digital and on-line technologies(like skype, chat, e-mails and others) for 

contacting each other? Could you name these tools? 

Typically  it is Skype and Jira (task transfer tool) 

 

b) Do you have a specific social internal site where employees and their tasks are described? 

If ‘yes’ do you use it in your everyday working life, is it helpful and for what?  

Yes, it is intranet and LinkedIn. But I’m not using them every day. 

 

c) Do you have any software for storing, editing, adding information and writing down some best 

practices for solving problems? 

Yes, we have 

 

d) If ‘yes' do you sort, combine, classify already existed information from databases, corporate 

wiki to create new reports, develop new practices, solve problems or come up with new 

solutions? Do you keep this data bases up dated? 
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Yes, of course 

 

2.5. a) Are every day or every week meetings on working processes held in your organization? 

What is described during these meetings?  

As a rule this happens inside departments. In our design department we haven’t. Such meetings help to 
define the progress stage of a project, specify tasks and problems inside departments . 

 

b) If you have such meetings, do teams share solutions and provide answers to latest 

problems/questions  ?   

At these meetings we are trying to solve a problem by this or that approach. 

 

III Knowledge creation in teams  Создание знаний в командах 

3.1. a) If you address to Internet during your working process within your team, for what  

activities you use Internet ( for ex. search some information, ask solutions, communicate, etc)  
Yes, we use Internet constantly. For information search, but also looking for visual examples.  

 

If ‘no’, please, give reasons    

 

 

b) Do you use online technologies like social bookmarking(organize, store, manage and 

search bookmarks to web pages using a web service rather than ‘favourites’ functions of a web browser-  for ex. 

http://twitter.com/ http://www.delicious.com/, http://digg.com/   or others), online brainstorming 

(for ex. https://bubbl.us/ or http://www.mindmeister.com or other), forums, professional wikis, 

etc., while working on the project?  

If ‘no’, please, give reasons   

If ‘yes’, then which of them are not interesting for you?  

I personally feel no need in such technologies 

 

3.2. Can you say that working team has autonomy in planning, deciding, coordinating and 

organizing their major working tasks?  

There is autonomy in certain frames  

 

3.3. a)  Do people in working team willingly share knowledge/ideas with others? 

Yes, they do 

 

b) Does the team-lead participate and promote help in team and knowledge/ideas sharing?  

Yes 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_bookmark
http://twitter.com/
http://www.delicious.com/
http://digg.com/
https://bubbl.us/
http://www.mindmeister.com/
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3.4. a)Does management ask qualified staff to provide training on best practices / new 

technologies?  

Staff have opportunity to attend such training 

b) Are there Communities of practice (unofficial) (for ex. Programmers, designers,) in your 

organization? Do you share interesting working ideas and solutions to problems within such 

groups?  

  
Yes, we have some professional groups. Yes, we do. 

 

c) Do you communicate, share experiences and interesting ideas with professionals with the 

same area of expertise (graphic designers, programmers) who work in another companies?  IS it 

helpful for finding interesting solutions for problems?  

I don’t know 

 

IV Knowledge management tools   

4.1. Do you use following tools during your working process  

KM tools 

 

 

Please, indicate, for which purposes you use such tools (If yes, 

insert sign, if no left blank)( You can chose several purposes  

Acquiring new 

knowledge  
Sharing 

knowledge 

 

Capturing and 

recording 

information and 

knowledge 

 

Other 

 
Do you find it 

helpful? Or why 

you don’t use it? 

 

Informal events 
 

V V    

Communities of 

practice  
 

V V    

Еxperience 

workshops  

     

Best practices cases  
 

V V    

Experience reports  
 

     

Databases  
 

     

Blogs 
  

     

Wiki  
 

V V    

Forums 
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Mashups        

Social 

bookmarking  

V V    

 

V Working in Computer games industry    

 

5.1. Could you describe your position in the company?  

Art designer 

 

 

5.2. What are your main responsibilities?  

Creating personages, background topics, objects 

 

 

5.3. Do you think you work with a lot of information and knowledge?  

Yes 

 

 

5.4. Do you have  sometimes problems with finding right appropriate information or getting 

knowledge?  
 

Да, возникают. 
I do 
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Appendix 18  Boards with working processes at ArtofCrime 

 

 

 

 

 


